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ABSTRACT 

The results of a flight test program to investigate the effects of 
higher-order control system dynamics on the handling qualities of a fighter 
airplane are presented and discussed.    This research was undertaken using the 
USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane as an in-flight simulator.    This 
in-flight investigation was based on a similar fixed-base ground simulator 
program.    Higher-order response characteristics were obtained by altering the 
elevator stick feel system dynamics and elevator actuator dynamics  in conjunc- 
tion with four different sets of longitudinal short period airplane dynamics. 
In the investigation,  the dynamics of any of the thiee elements  (feel system, 
actuator,  and airplane)  could be changed independently of the others.    Three 
of the set of four airplane characteristics were investigated as a fighter in 
"up-and-away" flight, and the fourth was evaluated as a fighter during landing 
approach.    Thirty-two different configurations were evaluated by one CAL 
evaluation pilot   (Pilot B)  and 35 configurations were evaluated by a second 
CAL evaluation pilot   (Pilot H].    Essentially the same configurations were 
evaluated by both pilots and rated using a new pilot rating scale.     Pilot H 
also rated the configurations for their pilot-induced oscillation  (PIO)  tend- 
encies using a PIO rating scale.    Pilot comments were recorded in flight and 
the comments and ratings were related to various handling qualities parameters 
and response characteristics of the configurations.    The results of the inves- 
tigation indicate that many of the higher-order control systems  investigated 
produce very pronounced PIO tendencies and these tendencies can be related to 
the delay in the initial response of the airplane and to the stick force gradients 
(^. /» ).    Configurations that were acceptable with conventional control system 

dynamics were considered unflyable with certain higher-order characteristics. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been known  for some time that control system dynamics,  as well 
as open-loop airplane dynamics,   affect the handling qualities of the closed- 
loop pilot and airplane combination.    Most handling qualities investigations 
have been concerned with an investigation of the effects of variations in 
certain open-loop airplane parameters.    The feel system and elevator actuator 
characteristics have in general been held constant.     In some of these cases, 
the dynamic characteristics of the control system have not been adequately 
documented and their effect on the airplane response to pilot inputs has not 
been sufficiently investigated.     By making the control  system sufficiently 
"fast" compared to the open-loop airplane,  it has been assumed that the han- 
dling qualities were a function of only open-loop airplane parameters. 

The effect of control system dynamics is to raise the order of the 
airplane response to pilot control inputs.    The airplane responses  (©,«, ». , 
etc.)  are fourth-order for elevator control inputs.    The dynamics of the ele- 
vator response to control stick displacements and the response of stick 
displacements to stick forces will increase the order of the airplane response 
to pilot stick force inputs.     In addition, the feel system and actuator roots 
may be near the airplane roots.     Order, closeness of roots, etc. will alter 
the responses of the airplane to stick force inputs and make the responses 
very "non-airplane-like."    These characteristics affect the pilot's closed- 
loop control significantly and alter the pilot's evaluation of particular 
airplane characteristics. 

Control system dynamics have often not been properly accounted for in 
the evaluation of airplane handling qualities.    CAL handling qualities research 
programs have generally tried to minimize the effects of control system dynam- 
ics through the use of a fast control system with reasonably large separation 
between the control system and airplane roots.    With a trend to more complex 
flight  control systems   (adaptive, model-following, etc.),   these higher-order 
effects may increase i'.  significance. 

The USAF and CAL undertook a systematic investigation to evaluate the 
effects of control system dynamics on handling qualities. The results of a 
ground simulator program are presented in Reference 2. The results of a flight 
test program based on this fixed-base ground simulator program are presented 
in this report. Both the order and location of the roots of the feel system 
and actuator were varied with four different sets of fixed short period air- 
plane dynamics. 

This   flight test program  is considered to be only an introductory one 
in the  in-flight investigation of handling qualities of airplanes with higher- 
order control systems.    Modem high performance fighters do have flight control 
systems with higher-order characteristics that arise from control elements 
similar to those investigated.     Other types of higher-order response character- 
istics, however,  can arise from additional feedback  loops, such as airplane 
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responses that generate inputs to the elevator control actuator,  a bobweight 
on the stick, etc.    The  latter were not part of the present flight program. 

This flight investigation of the handling qualities of a fighter air- 
plane with higher-order control system dynamics was conducted using the USAF/ 
CAL variable stability T-33 as an in-flight simulator  (Reference  1). 

Three of the four sets of longitudinal short period dynamics were 
evaluated with higher-order control systems as a fighter in "up-and-away" 
flight.    The last  set of airplane dynamics was evaluated as a fighter during 
landing approach. 

Thirty-one different configurations  (different combinations of control 
system and airplane dynamics) were evaluated by one CAL evaluation pilot 
(Pilot B).    Thirty-five different configurations were evaluated by a second 
CAL evaluation pilot  (Pilot H).    Twenty-nine of these configurations were 
coanon to both evaluation pilots except for some inadvertent differences in 
the stick force gradients  (F'^/'t )  simulated.    Twenty-three of these config- 
urations, with some differences, were essentially the same configurations 
evaluated in the fixed-base ground simulator program (Reference 2). 

Pilot B evaluated 41 configurations during 18 evaluation flights;  10 of 
these were repeat evaluations of some of the configurations.    Pilot B commented 
on each configuration evaluated and assigned to each configuration a pilot 
rating based on a new pilot rating scale  (Reference 3). 

Pilot H did his evaluations after Pilot B had finished.    He evaluated 
60 configurations  during 29 evaluation flights.    Fifteen of these were 
evaluations of certain configurations with different stick force gradients 
(FÄS A,)  and 10 evaluations were repeats with essentially the same ^5/^, . 
This variation of ^gA* seemed desirable since many of the configurations, 
when evaluated by Pilot B, showed strong PIO tendencies.    Other flight schedule 
coimnitments precluded a similar investigation with Pilot B.    Because of the 
strong PIO tendencies of many of the configurations. Pilot H also rated each 
for their PIO tendencies using the PIO rating scale of Reference 4  (Table X). 

The control system dynamics and airplane  longitudinal dynamics actually 
simulated in flight were determined from ground and flight calibration records 
obtained before,  during, and after the flight test program.    Pilot  comments, 
pilot ratings,  and PIO ratings are correlated with certain handling qualities 
paraaeters that  seemed appropriate to higher-order control system dynamics. 
Pilot comments and response characteristics simulated are summarized in the 
text  and presented in greater detail  for each configuration simulated in the 
Appendix. 

* 
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SECTION II 

HIGHER-ORDER CONTROL SYSTEM ELEMENTS 

2.1 HIGHER-ORDER CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The in-flight investigation of higher-order longitudi 
dynamics was conducted in the USAF/CAL variable stability T- 
system of the T-33 consists of the elevator feel system and 
actuator. Higher-order control system dynamics were simulat 
characteristics of both of these control elements. Airplane 
simulated using the variable stability response-feedback sys 
A block diagram of pilot open-loop control through the feel 
and airplane combination that was the basis of the in-flight 
shown below. 

nal control system 
33.    The control 
the elevator 
ed by altering the 
dynamics were 

tern of the T-33. 
system, actuator, 
simulation is 

SIMULATED 

ELEVATOR 

FEEL 

SYSTEM 

^5 SIMULATED 

ACTUATOR 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

1 
*, SIMULATED 

AIRPLANE 
AIRPLANL 

RESPONSES 

Control is initiated by the pilot by applying a control force (Fg, ). 

Through the dynamics of the simulated elevator feel system in the T-33, this 
force results in a stick displacement ^e6^  which is an input to the simulated 

elevator actuator. The elevator response (<£. ) is a function of the simulated 

actuator dynamics, and commands the response of the airplane as determined by 
the simulated airplane dynamics. 

Higher-order response characteristics of modem high performance 
fighters do arise from the same control system elements.  In addition, fighter 
control systems may have feedback loops such as airplane responses that gener- 
ate inputs to the elevator control system, bobweights, etc. which alter the 
control system characteristics. The higher-order systems investigated in this 
program do not cover all possible control systems by any means, but the present 
program is a fundamental and systematic one upon which future research can be 
built. 

The pilot in-flight longitudinal control loops with the simulated 
control system and simulated airplane are shown as Figure 1. 

  



The airplane responses to pilot-applied elevator stick force  inputs can 
be represented as a transfer function which  is the product of the transfer 
functions of the feel system,  actuator, and airplane.    The airplane angle of 
attack response  itc), pitch rate response  (Ö) and normal  acceleration response 
("»)  transfer functions for stick force (^5)  inputs thus become: 

a. (3) 

Vs X 
Se(s) 

S,s(3) 
X St (s) 

$(s) 
X 

Se(s) 
A 

6(S) 

St(s) 

^(S) 

'**> 

SfS(s) 
X 

4 (*) 
X 

r> (3) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In keeping with the fixed-base ground simulator program  (Reference 2), 
the  in-flight simulation was  to be one in which each of the elements   (feel 
system,  actuator,   and airplane dynamics)  could be varied independently.    The 
purpose was to assess the effects on handling qualities of various combinations 
of these elements.    Each of the elements is discussed in detail  in the sections 
that  follow. 

2.2 FEEL SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

The  feel  system dynamics are something the pilot  can sense or "feel." 
The pilot's assessment  of various higher-order control system dynamics with 
changes  in the feel system characteristics  is  therefore appropriate.     The feel 
system in the variable stability T-33 is approximately second order and both 
the frequency and damping of the feel  system can be varied  (Reference   1).    A 
fast,  moderate,  and slow feel   system were each part  of the  investigation.    The 
feel  system transfer function  can be written  as 

a£S (S) 

'*,<*> 

XS 'SS 

*i. 'S 
(4) 

As  in the ground simulator program of Reference 2,  the fast, moderate, 
and slow feel systems  are defined as  follows: 

.1 



FEEL SYSTEM If» tCMl o)fs (rad/sec) b. 

Fast  (F) 5.4 33.9 .707 

Moderate   (M) 1.5 9.43 .707 

Slow  (S) .83 5.22 .707 

The feel  system damping ratio specified is satisfactory and determined 
by feel  system roots which are Butterworth.     On a complex plane plot,   a 
Butterworth distribution of roots is one in which the magnitude of all the 
roots with respect to the origin is  identical, and the angles between  succes- 
sive roots in the  left half plane are the same and equal  in degrees to 180/*, 
where « is the number of roots.     It  is assumed that all  roots are stable and 
in the left half plane.    Since the magnitudes of all the roots are identical, 
they lie on a circle with its center at the  complex plane origin,  and  adjacent 
roots are equally spaced along the circle.     For the second-order feel  system 
transfer function under consideration, the magnitude of the two roots   is Ci)PS, 
and the roots are a complex pair spaced 90 degrees  apart.    It  is this  spacing 
that determines the damping ratio  (^5) of  .707. 

A complete specification of the feel  system requires a specification of 
the steady-state spring rate  (^5/^fs^ss*     foT t^ose airplane  configurations 

(A,  B and C)  evaluated as fighters  in "up-and-away" flight, a spring rate of 
30 pounds per inch seems appropriate.    For the airplane configuration evaluated 
during landing approach  (LA)  a spring rate of 8.2 pounds per inch was  specific .'-. 
These figures correspond to tnose used in the ground simulator program. 

2.3 ELEVATOR ACTUATOR DYNAMICS 

As simulated in the T-33,  the elevator actuator dynamics are not sensed 
by the pilot directly, but only indirectly  through the  actual  airplane response, 
The order, break point, and the damping ratio of the actuator were varied in 
the simulation of various higher-order actuator dynamics.    The damping r.tios 
simulated for the actuators were determined by a  Butterworth distributioi   of 
actuator roots on the complex plane.    Actuator dynamics as high as  fifth order 
became part of the investigation as was the  case with the fixed-base  ground 
simulator program. 

The T-33 elevator actuator dynamics were held fixed.    The various 
actuators were simulated through the use of filters in conjunction with the 
T-33 actuator as discussed in Section 3.2.    The second,  fourth, and fifth- 
order actuator transfer function^  simulated are defined below: 

Second-Order Actuator 

Se (s) 

^7 
•% 

3' * H. 
Sgs 'ss 
3 *■ <Af 

(5) 



Actuator ^a (cps) ^a   (rad/. ;ec 1 ra 

Second-Order 10 62.8 .707 

Second-Order 2.5 15.7 .707 

Second-Order 1.0 6.28 .707 

Fourth-Order Actuator 

4L€s} ■ 

i/i P3 ***£){*•" i^ H. ^•fl It 

Actuator ^a fcps) <*>a (rad/sec) IL ^ 

Fourth-Order 

Fifth-Order Actuator 

2.5 15.7 .925 383 

C3^ 

Actuator 

Fifth-Order 

Fifth-Order 

 ^T (^fL  
(7) 

/a (cps) <^i (rad/sec) 

2.5 

1.0 

15.7 

6.28 

.810 

.810 

,309 

.309 

An additional  fifth-order actuator was  added at the end of the program 
and was evaluated only once by Pilot H.     The  reasons  for adding this actuator 
will be discussed later.     Its roots and the airplane roots are shown on 
Figure 7. 

2.4 AIRPLANE  LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS 

One of the purposes of this in-flight handling qualities  investigation 
was the interaction of higher-order control  system dynamics and airplane 
longitudinal  short period dynamics.    Three sets of longitudinal  short period 
characteristics were specified for the fighter airplane in "up-and-away" 
flight and one set   for the airplane during  landing approach. 
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With negligible velocity changes and negligible elevator lift, the 
longitudinal, short period, small perturbation equations of motion can be 
written as 

- A-  - z    oc * 0 m 
(8) 

Ai.   oc^Aloc-6fA4$ \ *l 
(9) 

fi*-*) (10) 

Equation (10)  is not an independent equation of motion but merely a relation- 
ship between the variables  in Equations  (8) and  (9),     It is also easily 
determined from Equations   (8)  and  (10)  that 

et ?        « (ID 

These equations are obtained from Reference 4 and are discussed in some detail 
there. 

Using Equations  (8),   (9),  and  (10),  it is possible to derive the 
following transfer functions  for the « , Q and v    responses of the airplane 
for elevator inputs. 

ot(S) 

St(s) 
 ^fe,  

0SP     SP SP 
(12) 

Se(s) S*' ^ SJP ^SP ***£ 

(13) 
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to st^^ir^h^e^Ä s st"d-5t>,e -*~ -p-= 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Regardless of the feel system,  actuator, or airplane specified,  it can easilv 
be shown that these equations become: 

3fi Oil- (ti m. % 

^^ 

•fcp 
f^ 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Solving for Mg   in Equation   (20)   and substituting in 
gives g in Equations   (18)   and  (19) 

m: (mu-' tmi 
('*k (fj(f\ 

(21) 

(22) 

The  level of angle of attack and pitch response to stick  force inputs 
is thus specified once the stick force gradient  i^/». ).    and any two of the 

three parameters  ^ . ^Ä, and W,/<K of the airplane are specified.    These three 

parameters are related by Equation  (11).    Once the feel system and actuator 
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transfer functions are specified, the remaining parameters that enter into the 
transient response of the airplane to stick force inputs are the airplane short 
period frequency (ä74„) and damping ratio ( $sP).     It should be pointed out 

that L    is ?lso  a factor in the transient response of pitch angle through the 

numerator of the transfer function (Equation 13). 

Three sets of airplane parameters were established for evaluation as a 
fighter in "up-and-away" flight. The sets selected are ccis'dered represent- 
ative of the stability characteristics in the fighter category. One set of 
representative airplane parameters was also established for evaluation as a 
fighter during landing approach. The airplane designations and the parameters 

associated with each are shown below. 

Airplane 
Flight 

Condition 
^5P 

(rad/sec) ^P ft/sec «:- 
V* 

yj/rad lb// 

A "Up-and-Away" 2.8 .5 580 1.34 24.2 8 

B "Up-and-Away" 2.8 .2 580 1.34 24.2 8 

C "Up-and-Away" 5.0 .5 580 1.34 24.2 8 

LA Landing 
Approach 2.3 .5 247 .96 7.36 16 

For simulation in the variable stability T-33, the parameters shown 
were simulated for "up-and-away" flight at a pressure altitude of 23,000 feet 
and an indicated airspeed of 250 kt. This flight condition and the parameters 
shown above correspond to those used in the fixed-base ground simulator 

program (Reference 2). 

Airplane Configuration A was chosen to be representative of a fighter 
airplane with satisfactory short period dynamics, at the l^  and » /ac  shown. 

For a fast responding control system with negligible lags, these short period 
characteristics would be rated acceptable and satisfactory by the pilots. 
Airplane B is the same undamped frequency as Airplane A, but the damping ratio 
is relatively low ( ?sp« .2) and its oscillatory characteristics may be some- 

what objectionable.  Airplane C is an airplane with satisfactory damping and 
relatively high frequency at the L^  and » /«chosen.  Pilots may be expected 

to object somewhat to the abruptness and sensitivity of its initial response 
when the control system dynamics are satisfactory. 

In the variable stability T-33, the parameters shown for the landing 
approach flight condition were simulated at 3,000 feet pressure altitude and 
140 knots indicated airspeed. The stick force gradient (^j/^) of 16 pounds 

per g corresponds to an *,f^ of .368 as determined from Equation (20), where 'es 

* 



In the fixed-base ground simulator program, an indicated airspeed of 
125 knots was used as a landing approach speed. An indicated airspeed of 
140 knots was selected for the flight simulation because of the desirable 
margin of safety above stall speed during actual flight simulation of the 
landing approach with the variable stability T-33. Thur the La  and ^,/« for 

the flight program are somewhat higher than they were for the ground simulation. 
The ground simulation program used an Mf    of .205 and a stick force gradient 

of approximately 30 pounds per g.  These values were based on the results of 
Reference 5. The ft9/».  of 16 pounds per g and A^-  of .368 are based on what 

the evaluation pilot considered as an optimum control gain during some prelim- 
inary checks during the calibration phase of the flight program. 

The frequency and damping of Airplane LA during landing approach repre- 
sents approximately the dynamics of the T-33 at landing approach and are 
considered representative of satisfactory dynamics for a fighter at this flight 
condition. 

2.5 CONFIGURATION MATRIX AS  PLANNED 

With the three sets of feel  system characteristics,  six sets of actuator 
dynamics,  and the four sets of longitudinal short period parameters specified, 
it is possible to obtain 72 different combinations of feel system, actuator, 
and airplane dynamics.    Not all these configurations would differ significantly 
in their characteristics, therefore a matrix of 40 configurations was selected. 
Forty configurations is also a reasonable number upon which to base a handling 
qualities  flight program. 

The matrix of 40 configurations established for this  flight program is 
shown as Table  I.    The matrix was based on the fixed-base ground simulator 
program, but does differ from it.    The ground simulator results identified many 
of the configurations that seemed least interesting and fruitful  in terms of 
handling qualities, and these were deleted from the flight program.    This 
reduced the flight program to a manageable size.    Also a few configurations 
were added to the flight program that looked promising which were not part of 
the ground program.    The primary difference between the  flight  and ground 
program was that one set of airplane dynamics was deleted  from the flight 
program in "up-and-away" flight,   and one set was eliminated for landing approach 
simulation.     In addition,  during the flight program,  only one value of Mf     was 

evaluated during landing approach simulations,  and only one value of  ^ei/r>^ 

was evaluated for the "up-and-away"  configurations.    Some  inadvertent variations 
in fmmitk   did occur during the  flight simulation and some  intentional variations 

ynfgs/»   were added later for specific configurations.    These variations  in 

the flight program will be discussed later. 
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Configurations actually evaluated in the ground program that are part 
of Table I are designated with solid dots.  It was the purpose of this flight 
program to evaluate these configurations and any others in the matrix that 
looked promising and could be evaluated within the flight time available. 

Shown in Table I in each of the blocks is the configuration designation. 
The first letter or letters refer to the airplane dynamics simulated (A, B, 
C or LA). The letter in parentheses designates the feel system (Fast, Medium, 
or Slow). The numbers refer to the actuator dynamics. The first number is 
the actuator order and the second number in parentheses is the actuator 

frequency in cycles per second. 

The configurations actually investigated by each of the two CAL 
evaluation pilots are discussed in Section III and shown in Tables II and III. 
The actual configuration characteristics as determined from ground and in-flight 
calibration records aie also shown in these tables and discussed in Section III. 

11 
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SECTION III 

IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 

3.1 SIMULATION OF FEEL SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

The ■variable stability T-33 has an independent feel system for the 
evaluation pilot in the front seat. The characteristics (a^5, £.-, ^^ ^s/^j) 

of this second-order system can be varied independently of the airplane dynamics 
simulated. The feel system is discussed in some detail in Reference 1.  Ex- 
tensive improvements have recently been made in the functioning and reliability 
of various components of the T-33 variable stability system since Reference 1 
was written, but the basic variable stability system remains the same. 

By varying the frequency and damping gains of the feel system, it was 
possible to simulate the fast, medium, and slow feel systems as described in 
Section 2.2.  Responses of the -imulatea feel systems to step itick force 
inputs were obtained on the gn.'iid at the beginning and end of the flight test 
prograr.i. The feel system responi* characteristics to these inputs are shown 
as Figure 2. The desired responses are those of feel systems specified in 
Section 2.2.  Some slight differences exist between the desired and measured 
responses. The measured responses were analyzed using the analog matching 
technique of Reference 6 to determine the actual frequency and damping ratio 
simulated for each of the feel systems. These measured characteristics are 
also shown on Figure 2. 

Stick force inputs fJ^J enter the feel system through a strain gage 

attached to the stick and result in stick deflections («5..).  Because of 

such things as structural noise, these strain gage signals are first filtered 
by a notch filter installed between the stick and the feel system. The filter 
notch is located at IS cps. Assuming that the notch has negligible effect on 
the feel system transfer function, <5_ f«)//1^ .'5,) , the result is the response 

curves of Figure 2 which exclude any dynamics of the notch filter. 

Post flight examination o* the notch filter frequency response did 
indicate a notch location at IS cps, and an amplitude ratio and phase shift 
that was not negligible.  The feel system transfer function including the 
notch filter is of the following form: 

(9t) 

SZ*Z(.578)(<H)5+ (Uj* 

z (4fL\ 

Mtttu FS    *U ^ 
tint* 

(23) 
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This feel system transfer function is the standard second-order transfer 
function response multiplied by the transfer function of the notch filter. 
The notch filter transfer function was substantiated by actual frequency 
response data. 

The feel system stick displacement response (££S) following a step stick 

force input (^5) was computed with a digital computer for the fast, medium, 

and slow feel systems with the notch filter dynamics included.  These computed 
responses are shown as the solid curves of Figure 3 and were determined using 
the measured feel system characteristics of Figure 2. A few reasonably good 
manual records of step inputs were obtained from some ground calibration 
records and are also shown on Figure 3 as measured responses.  The comparisons 
are reasonably good and indicate that responses determined from Equation 23 
are substantiated by actual test data. 

Comparing Figures 2 and 3 indicates that the notch filter effects are 
quite significant in the case of the fast feel system and do increase the 
initial delay or lag in the response of all the feel systems. 

Attempts were made to define the feel system transfer function in a 
simpler form than that indicated by Equation (23).  By the analog matching 
technique of Reference 6, it was found that the computed step responses indi- 
cated by the solid curves of Figure 3 could be very well matched by a fourth- 
order transfer function of the following form: 

$£*<*) 

V 
td «5 "fc*   I'M*!* (%l 

(s'"t 
"r *fcf* "%)F *i 

** »*L* - "-I) 
(24) 

One of the second-order transfer functions of Equation  (24)  was essentially 
the feel  system without the notch filter, and the other second-order transfer 
function was of much higher frequency and introduced the added initial delay. 
The constants  in the feel system transfer function as defined by Equation  (24) 
that were simulated during the flight program are  listed below. 

w, 
Feel  System 

Fast 

Medium 

Slow 

'5. Vs, 
(rad/sec) (cps) 

30.7 4.88 

9.71 1.55 

5.70 .906 

.833 

.605 

.620 

•* W. >J. 
(rad/sec) (cps) 

60.0 9.55 

49.1 7.83 

49.1 7.83 

The values of /PS   and  ?„   should be comparable to the measured values for 

the second-order feel system as shown on Figure 2. 
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Measurements were made of the simulated spring rates (^j/^s) from 

calibration records obtained during the evaluation phase of the flight program. 
These measurements are shown in Table IV. The average value of ^esl^e5 simulated 
for the "up-and-away" configurations was 26.3 lb/in. with a standard deviation 
of 2.26 lb/in. The average value of FgS/äBi*** 7.46  lb/in. for the landing 

approach configurations with a standard deviation of .396 lb/in. These averages 
are respectively 12 and 9 per cent less than the desired values of 30 and 
8.2 lb/in.  The errors in F£s /SgS have  approximately a normal distribution. 

3.2   SIMULATION OF ACTUATOR DYNAMICS 

The dynamics of the variable stability T-33 elevator actuator are fixed 
and can be defined by a second-order transfer function of the following form: 

m. "'* (25) 
T-n 

The T-33 actuator undamped frequency of 75 rad/sec and damping ratio of  .668 
were determined from actual in-flight step responses obtained during the 
calibration phase of the program.    The static gain iSa/fes)ts is adjustable 

through the T-33 variable stability system. 

The actuator dynamics of the T-33 were altered by inserting a filter 
between the fg    signal  and the T-33 actuator.     The transfer function of the 

simulated actuator can be written as: 

FO*CT/O»f 

it) 'St'MS 

By making the numerator of the filter transfer function equivalent to the 
denominator of the T-33 actuator transfer function, the T-33 actuator dynamics 
can be cancelled.  The denominator of the filter transfer function is used to 
give the transfer function of the simulated actuator with a static gain of one. 
Filter circuits were designed to simulate all the actuators of Section 2.3. 
TTiese filter circuits were placed on filter cards that could easily be removed 
or added to the variable stability T-33. 

Ground calibration records of the simulated actuators were taken at the 
conclusion of the flight test program. The measured responses of the simulated 
actuators to step SB9  inputs are presented as the dotted curves of Figure 4, 5, 
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and 6. Digital computer responses to step inputs were also obtained based on 
the desired actuator transfer functions of Section 2.3. The comparisons are 
quite good and indicate that the actuator dynamics simulated can be assumed to 
be essentially equivalent to the desired actuator dynamics of Section 2.3. 

The fifth-order actuator of Figure S(c) is not included in the planned 
actuators of Section 2.3.  It was included near the end of the flight program 
and evaluated only once by one pilot, Pilot H.  It was evaluated with the C 
airplane which has the same frequency as the actuator (5 rad/sec or .795 cps). 
The damping ratios of the actuator (.901 and .223) and the damping ratio of the 
airplane (.625) were chosen so that actuator roots and the airplane short 
period roots were Butterwcrth.  ihis configuration is discussed in more detail 
in Section V. 

Figure 6(a) is a repeat of Figure 4(b) and Figure 6(c) is a repeat of 
Figure S(a). The actuators of Figure 6 are shown together so that the effects 
of a change in order of the actuator at a fixed frequency can be easily 
visualized. Figure 4 is a comparison of second-order actuators of various 
frequencies. 

3.3 SIMULATION OF AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS 

Hie airplane longitudinal dynamics were simulated using the response 
feedback gains of the variable stability system of the T-33. The short period 
frequency was simulated primarily through the S /tt.  gain. The short period 

damping ratio was simulated using both Se/oi  and Se/9 gains. Stick force per g 

was simulated with the ^e IS     gain of the airplane. The gains were varied as 

a function of fuel remaining of the T-33 in an attempt to keep the simulated 
short period dynamics independent of moment of inertia and center of gravity 
variations of the T-33. 

The "up-and-away" airplane configurations (Airplane A, B, and C) were 
simulated at 23,000 feet pressure altitude and 250 knots indicated airspeed. 
This flight condition is the same as that used for the fixed-base ground simu- 
lator program. The L^  and »_/* f imulated were thus determined by the flight 

condition chosen. The simulated L    and »./« also vary inversely as the gross 

weight of the airplane. The gross weight varies during flight and therefore 
the simulated L    and 77 /« also vary.  It is not possible to control directly 

the L^  and *-/« simulated since the variable stability T-33 has no independent 

lift control. The variations in A,/a. and ^ were kept to a minimum by per- 

forming the "up-and-away" simulation first in the flight and then the landing 
approach simulation last.  On a few flights, however, only "up-and-away" 
configurations were simulated and therefore the variations in n./x  and /Ä 

were greater. In any case, the variations are not large and are not expected 
to affect the results significantly. 
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The landing approach simulation was performed between sea level and 
3,000 feet pressure altitude at 140 knots indicated airspeed.  For reasons of 
flight safety, the 125 knots simulation speed of the ground simulator program 
was increased to 140 knots in the flight program. The frequency, damping, and 
PP )fc ir/tp  simulation for the landing approach conCiguration were performed 

with the same response feedback gains of the T-33. For the landing approach 
configurations, the variations of * /« were quite small since the simulation 

and evaluations always occurred with approximately 350 gallons of fuel remaining 
in the T-33. 

The gains required to perform the simulation were determined during the 
calibration phase of the flight program. During the evaluation phase, calibra- 
tion records were also taken of the configurations evaluated by each of the 
evaluation pilots in order to identify the configuration characteristics 
actually evaluated. 

From the oscillograph traces of the airplane's respr se to automatic 
elevator doublets and steps, it was possible to identify the short period 
frequency and damping of the airplane. The most reliable method found for 
identifying a?    and f  was to analog-match the airplane Ö response to an 

elevator step by the method of Reference 6. The automatic step responses 
were also used to identify the w /« of the configurations 

The responses of the airplane to manual stick force (r ) step inputs by 

the evaluation pilot were also recorded for the configurations evaluated on each 
flight. The procedure was for the evaluation pilot first to hold the stick out 
of trim with the airplane in straight and level flight at constant speed. The 
stick was next released and the airplane responses recorded on an oscillograph. 
These records were used to identify {F,m/S   ) <c and the {fL. V ),, simulated. 

The airplane response to manual step stick force inputs also reflects the 
effects of both feel system and actuator dynamics and represents the airplane 
response as sensed by the pilot. The airplane angle of attack (or) and pitch 
rate (0) responses to stick force steps for each of the configurations simu- 
lated are presented and discussed in the light of the pilot ratings and comments 
in the Appendix. 

The measured parameters for all the configurations evaluated by both 
pilots are listed in Table IV. Where blanks exist in the columns of measured 
parameters, no measurements were obtained beca'ise of a lack of adequate oscil- 
lograph records, atmospheric turbulence, etc. Also shown in Table IV are 
least-squares-fit (LSF) values of the simulated parameters. The LSF values of 
each of the parameters simulated were obtained from an appropriate analytic 
equation whose coefficients were determined by a LSF of all the measured values 
of the parameter to the equation. Each analytic equation contained the appro- 
priate variable stability gains and the fuel remaining of the T-33 as variables. 
This l.SF method is discussed in some detail in Appendix I of Reference 4. 
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How well the measured data correlated with the variable stability gains 
is indicated by a comparison of the measured and LSF values of the parameters 
shown in Table IV. The correlation also made it vossible to detect significant 
discrepancies or errors in the gains or measured parameters. Because of the 
difference in flight condition of the "up-and-away" and landing approach 
configurations, the measured parameters for each of xhese flight conditions 
were fitted separately. 

The comparisons between measured a.id LSF values of the parameters, with 
few exceptions, are reasonably good ami indicate that the simulated parameters 
are consistent with one another and the variable stability gains used in the 
simulation. Since the LSF value of a parameter is based on all the measured 
values of this parameter for all the flights, the LSF value is the best estimate 
of what was simulated in flight. The LSF values of all the parameters are used 
in any computations or analysis of the flight test results. 

The average of the LSF values of a>gp, %     , n./g. ,  and Ftt /SgS  were 

determined for each of the airplane configurations (A, B, C, C., and LA) 
simulated and are shown below. 

Airplane 
^5P 

(rad/sec) ^ (g/rad) (lb/in.) 

A 2.68 .546 22.5 26.3 

B 2.67 .239 22.2 26.3 

5.05 .432 22.7 26.3 

Cl 5.25 .578 22.7 26.3 

LA 1.96 .558 6.1 7.5 

These should be compared to the desired parameters of Table I. Small differences 
are evident between the parameters actually simulated and the desired parameters. 
Airplane C was not part of the original matrix of configurations shown as 

Table I. This configuration was added at the very end of the flight program 
and evaluated on only one flight.  It was intended that the (09p  be 5.0 rad/sec 

and JT  = .625 so that the short period roots and the actuator roots (Figure 7) 

would be Butterworth. 

An average value of P   jn   was not computed for each of the airplanes 

simulated since some of the variations in both the least-tquares-fit and measured 
values are significant and would be reflected in the pilot comments and pilot 
ratings of the configurations. This is especially true of the configurations 
evaluated by Pilot B.  In the case of Pilot H, some of the configurations were 
evaluated with the F    In    intentionally changed by large amounts so that th. 

effects of stick force gradient on the handling qualities of these configurations 
could be assessed. 
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No attempt was made to alter the longitudinal phugoid characteristics 
of the variable stability T-J3 airplane.  Thus the phugoid characteristics 
simulated were essentially those of the basic airplane as documented in 
Reference 2. For the "up-and-away" flight condition aL • .07 rad/sec and 

Wj  ■ .05.  For the landing approach flight condition oJ« .2 rad/sec and 

^, «.096. 

3.4   CONFIGURATION MATRIX AS INVESTIGATED 

The configuration matrix actually investigated and evaluated by each 
of the two pilots is shown as Tables II and III.  Those configurations 
designated with a solid dot were evaluated in the fixed-base ground simulator 
program with the feel system, actuator and short period characteristics of 
Table I.  In the case of Pilot B, configuration A(M)-4(2.5) was added to 
the matrix of Table I and evaluated.  In the case of Pilot H, configurations 
A(S)-4{2.5) and C1(F)-5(.795) were added and evaluated. 

Each evaluation of a particular configuration is designated in the 
configuration block as follows: 

FJight / Pilot    / PIO        / 
(ib/gr No. Rating Rating 

Pilot B was not provided with a PIO rating scale and therefore did not give 
the configurations a PIO rating.  In the case of Pilot B, it was intended that 
Pgg/n,  be a constant of 8 Ib/g. The variations shown are associated with 

difficulties in establishing the correct «L /§    gain. These difficulties were 

resolved reasonably well when Pilot H began evaluations.  For those evaluations 
of Pilot H with significant differences in '>./" from 8 Ib/g, the stick force 

Jt -i 
per g was changed intentionally to assess the effects of ^£s/\ on the pilot 

9 
rating,  PIO rating,  and pilot  comments associated with a configuration.    Some 
cf the configurations were evaluated a second time by the pilots with essen- 
tially the same   ^   /n   as  a check on  intra-pilot  rating variability. 

The values  of airplane parameters  shown in Tables  II  and III  are the 
averages of the  LSF values of Table  IV as  indicated in Section 3.3.     The 
numerical  values  oi £    /n   shown are ?;mply the LSF values of Table  IV. 
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3.5 SIMULATION  OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY  PARAMETERS 

No attempt  was made to alter the basic  lateral-directional dynamic 
stability characteristics  of the T-33 during the simulation.    The T-33 dynamic 
stability characteristics  are satisfactory and representative of those of a 
fighter airplane and should in no way adversely influence the  longitudinal 
investigation of higher-order control system dynamics.    The fact that  few,   if 
any,  adverse comments were made on  lateral-directional dynamics during the 
evaluation of the   longitudinal  configurations substantiates this conclusion. 

During the  flight  program,  the airplane Dutch roll  response to rudder 
doublets was recorded on  some flights.    From these  records the Dutch  roll 
undamped frequency   (&^) ,   damping ratio  (2^),  and the magnitude of the roll 

to sideslip ratio   (/Ä/^/^y )  at the Dutch roll  root  were determined. 

Plots of these lateral-directional parameters are  shown as Figure 8 
for the "up-and-away" evalucuion of airplane configurations A,  B, C,   and C. 

performed at  23,000 feet  and 250 kt.     Phe parameters are a function of fuel 
remaining  in the T-33 primarily  since the I    and I     moments of inertia vary 

quite significantly witn   fuel consumption.     These parameters are of course 
with the T-33 in  the clean condition,  gear up and  flaps up.     Similar plots 
are shown as  Figure 9 for the T-33 when simulating the  landing approach 
configurations.    The landing approach simulation was performed at  140 kt  indi- 
cated airspeed.     For the   landing approach,   the T-53 gear was down,  the T-33 
flaps were deflected 25  degrees,   and the speed brake was   retracted. 

The rudder  feel system characteristics were the same for the two flight 
conditions.     The rudder  feel system undamped  frequency was  fixed at  4 cps  and 
the damping ratio was set  at  .707.    The rudder spring rate was  set  at 
120 lb/in.     For the "up-and-away" evaluations and  "landing approach" evaluations 
the rudder control  power was determined by an fff      value of approximately  .38 

-2 -1 €P 

and  .22  sec      x in.       respectively. 

The aileron  feel  system characteristics were the same  for the  two flight 
conditions.    The aileron   feel system frequency was   fixed at 4  cps and a damping 
ratio of .707.    The aileron spring rate was  fixed at 4  lb/in.     For "up-and-away" 
and landing approach evaluations,  the aileron control power was determined by 

an it      of approximately   1.53 and  .71  sec      x in.       respectively. 

The  rudder and aileron feel characteristics  and control  powers were 
selected and checked out   in flight with one of the evaluation pilots  during 
the calibration flights.     They were considered satisfactory in all respects. 
The feel  system characteristics  and control powers  actually simulated were 
verified by ground and in-flight  calibration records. 
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SECTION  IV 

IN-FLIGHT EVALUATIONS 

4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In general, two configurations were evaluated per flight.    The first 
evaluation was an "up-and-away" configuration with the dynamics of airplane 
A,  B, or C, and was performed with the variable stability T-33 flying at 
23,000 feet pressure altitude and 250 kt  indicated airspeed.    The second 
configuration was simulated and evaluated by descending to 3,000 feet 
pressure altitude, reducing the speed to 140 kt, extending the landing gear, 
and deflecting the flaps 25 degrees.    The speed brake remained retracted.    A 
configuration with landing approach airplane dynamics was simulated and 
evaluated.    An  ILS apprr^ch was then performed followed by a landing flare 
just above the runway.    On some flights, only "up-and-away" configurations 
were simulated.    On such flights,  it was generally possible to evaluate three 
configurations at altitude because of the  lower fuel consumption. 

Each configuration was evaluated as an all-weather fighter under both 
VFR and IFR conditions.    During the IFR evaluation,  the pilot wore a cardboard 
hood which eliminated his outside view and made concentration on instruments 
easier.     The ILS approach of t^~   landing approach configurations was an 
instrument  approach down to tfu    dddle marker at 300 feet above the runway. 
At the middle marker,  the hood was removed and the approach wa.c continued 
visually down to a flare a few faet above the runway.    At this point, a 
gu-around was initiated. 

The simulated configurations were flown and evaluated by the pilot in 
the front  seat of the USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane.    The evaluation 
pilot was not informed of the dynamic characteristics of the feel system, 
actuator,  and airplane that were simulated.    The feel system and airplane 
dynamics simulated were determined by variable stability gain settings in the 
rear cockpit.    The gains required to simulate the configurations evaluated in 
any flight were supplied to the rear seat safety pilot.    The simulated actuator 
dynamics were determined by an actuator filter card installed in the airplane 
prior to each flight.    Each card could simulate two different actuators;  the 
actuator selected was determined by a two-position switch set by the safety 
pilot. 

Two CAL evaluation pilots were used in the flight test program.    They 
are the same Pilot B and Pilot H who participated in the fixed-based ground 
simulator program  (Reference 2).    Pilot B has approximately 8,000 hours of 
flight time about evenly divided between single-engine and multi-engine 
aircraft of a very wide spectrum ranging from light airplanes and fighters 
to transports.    Very little of his time has been in jet aircraft.    His primary 
recent experience has been in the CAL variable stability B-26 airplane.    Pilot H 
has had approximately 2,000 hours of flight time.    Approximately 1,500 hours 
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have been in single-engine jet aircraft and 500 hours in multi-engine aircraft. 
He is a former Navy fighter pilot with F3B and F4B experience. His most recent 
experience has been in the USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane. 

Pilot B was the first evaluation pilot.    During 18 flights he performed 
4J evaluations,   10 of which were repeats.    Pilot H performed 60 evaluations 
during 29 evaluation  flights.    Only 10 of these evaluations can be considered 
to be repeats.     Fifteen evaluations were evaluations of some configurations 
with the stick  force gradient   (^/"J   intentionally changed. 

Pilot B's participation in the program was more limited than that of 
Pilot H because of other flight commitments.    During Pilot B's participation 
in the flight program,   some significant but unintentional variations  in ^jn 

from 8 Ib/g occurred for the configurations evaluated in "up-and-away"  flight. 
This was due to difficulties   in establishing the proper S&/§£S gain. 

The difficulties experienced due  to variations in Fetln    were essentially 

resolved before  Pilot  H began his evaluations.     Because of the strong PIC 
tendencies experienced by Pilot B for some of the configurations evaluated,  it 
seemed appropriate that  Pilot H give each configuration a PIO rating as well as 
a pilot  rating.    He was therefore provided with a PIO rating scale. 

Since Reference 4 indicates that  PIO tendencies are related to ^g/", , 

it was decided to have  Pilot  H evaluate some of the configurations with the 
F    In   changed.    This was an addition to the program as  initially planned. 

4.2 EVALUATION TASKS,  PILOT COMMENTS,  AND  PILOT RATING  SCALES 

As part  of the evaluation of each configuration simulated,  the pilot was 
asked to perform a series of tasks.    These tasks were presented to him on two 
flight cards and are  shown as Tables VI   and VII.    The evaluation tasks were 
somewhat different  for the "up-and-away" and the  landing approach flight 
condition.    The tasks were also separated into those performed  for VFR and IFR 
flight.    The cockpit   instrument panel display  is shown as  Figure  10.     During 
the  IFR evaluation,  the pilot wore a cardboard hood which restricted his 
outside view.     The evaluation pilot was also free to perform any other tasks 
that he thought  appropriate  in the evaluation. 

As part  of the VFR evaluation, an altitude command tracking task was 
performed which is somewhat  indicative of the precise altitude control  required 
during VFR formation flying,  in-flight refueling, and low level   flying.    In a 
strict sense this was not a VFR task since the pilot was asked to compensate 
for the altitude error displayed on the all-attitude  indicator of Figure  10. 
The altitude error tracking task is discussed in greater detail   in Section 4.3. 
As part of the  IFR evaluation,  a compensatory  attitude tracking task was also 
performed.    The attitude error was also displayed on the all-attitude  indi- 
cator.    This task is discussed in detail in Section 4.4.    Each configuration 
was evaluated with random noise inputs to the controls as is discussed in 
Section 4.5. 
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The landing approach configurations were evaluated performing a standard 
ILS approach. The localizer was usually intercepted at 1200 feet above the 
runway.  Azimuth error and glide slope error, a measure of ILS performance, 
were displayed by the ILS cross-pointer of Figure 10.  The ILS part of the 
approach was discontinued at approximately 300 feet above the runway and the 
approach was completed VFR with a landing flare just over the runway. 

The pilot was asked to comment on each configuration evaluated and 
these comments were recorded on a wire recorder during and following each 
evaluation.  He was asked to make specific comments based on a pilot comment 
card supplied to him.  This card is shown as Table VIII. The pilot was also 
free to make any additional comments he thought were appropriate to a proper 
evaluation of the handling qualities of the configurations simulated. 

As part of the pilot comments, the evaluation pilot was asked to give 
each configuration a pilot rating and Pilot H also gave each configuration a 
PIG rating.  The pilot rating was based on a new pilot rating scale shown as 
Table IX. The basis for this new rating scale is described in some detail in 
Reference 3. This scale was devised in an attempt to overcome the difficulties 
experienced with previous rating scales. The new scale is clearly mission 
oriented, that is, the rating is based on a configuration performance for a 
specific mission.  In the present program, airplane configurations A, B, C, and 
C, are rated on the basis of a fighter airplane in "up-and-away" flight.  It 

was considered to be a general all-weather fighter with a primary air-to-air 
combat role, but also an air-to-ground capability.  Airplane configurations LA 
are rated on the basis of the same single-pilot fighter during landing 
approach. The new rating scale is also arranged so the pilot can make a 
series of sequential decisions in arriving at a rating.  First, is the airplane 
controllable or uncontrollable? If controllable, the next decision is whether 
the configuration is acceptable or unacceptable.  If acceptable, is the air- 
plane satisfactory or unsatisfactory? The actual rating is made within the 
three categories by selecting one of three descriptions which best fits the 
evaluation.  The new rating scale provides better word descriptions associated 
with each category to help the pilot in arriving at a rating. 

Tlie PIG rating scale (Table X) was obtained from Reference 4 where it 
proved successful in PIG evaluations on another flight program.  For reasons 
presented previously, only Pilot H gave the configurations evaluated a PIG 

rating. 

4.3 ALTITUDF TRACKING TASK 

As part of the VFR evaluation,  the pilot performed an altitude tracking 
task.    Altitude tracking was evaluated in lieu of formation flying or low  level 
flying for a fighter airplane.    The task was a compensatory one in that only 
the  altitude error  ike ) was  displayed by the horizontal needle on the all- 
attitude instrument   (Figure  10).    The needle was displaced by the difference 
between the altitude command  (4# )  and the altitude change of the airplane   (A) 
so that 
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hc -hc-h (27) 

One inch of movement  of the needle on the  instrument was equivalent to 50 feet 
of altitude error.    With the needle displaying positive error  (needle up)  the 
pilot was required to climb to null the error.    The tracking error displayed 
could be nulled in straight and level trimmed flight before tracking was begun. 
The altitude  command   ( hc )   consisted of a series of steps as  shown by Figure  11 

The maximum amplitude of altitude  command was 50 feet.    The altitude command 
was cyclic with a period of 4 minutes. 

The actual altitude change  (/?)  was computed from the following formula: 

h   = {¥  sir? t) ät 

*   Vt    j (fi - a) ät (28) 

The angles  Ö and (t are changes  in pitch angle and angle of attack  from their 
initial  trim values.     In the T-33, a is  sensed by a vane near the nose and the 
vane reading must be  corrected for certain position errors.    The computed 
altitude change  (h)  based on the changes  in airplane responses   ( Q and ot )  is 
subtracted from the altitude command  ( tec )  to give the altitude error display. 

Since,   in performing altitude tracking,  the pilot was required to con- 
centrate on the error display,  the task was not  a VFR task  in the strict sense. 
The altitude  tracking error was   recorded by turning on the uscillograph  in 
flight. 

4.4 IFR ATTITUDE  TRACKING TASK 

As part  of the  IFR evaluation,  an  IFR pitch tracking task was performed 
by the pilot.     The pitch angle tracking error was also displayed by the hori- 
zontal needle  on the same  all-attitude  indicator used for altitude tracking 
(Figure  10).     The pointer was driven by the difference between an attitude 
command signal   {Qc )   and a signal  obtained from the pitch angle gyro. 

%-   Qc-G (29) 

The display to the pilot thus consisted of the attitude error  (0   )  and the 

actual  attitude of the airplane   (g).     Before the attitude error tracking task 
was turned on,  the gyro position,  the displayed airplane,  and the needle could 
be adjusted to coincide in trimmed level  flight.    The airplane pitch angle 
and pitch angle error display were the angles  from trim.    The pitch angle error 
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displayed was magnified with respect to the actual airplane pitch angle 
indicated by the gyro.    One inch of movement of the horizontal needle repre- 
sented 5 degrees of pitch angle error.    One inch of movement of the gyro was 
equivalent to approximately 20 degrees of airplane pitch attitude change. 
The Signification of tracking error displayed was considered reasonable by 
the evaluation pilot  for tracking purposes.    During tracking, the pilot nulled 
the error by getting the displayed airplane and horizontal needle to coincide. 

The command pitch angle   ($  ) was obtained from a filtered random noise 

source.    Figure  12 shows a representative time history of the waveform of the 
unfiltered noise.    The filtered noise was not  recorded.    This unfiltered noise 
source  is not  suitable as  a pitch angle command primarily because the frequency 
content  is too high.    The noise source was filtered using a high pass  filter 
with a comer at 0.1 rad/sec and a low pass filter with a comer at   .786 
rad/sec.    Both the  low and high frequency asymptotes attenuated the random 
noise at 12 dB per octave.    The filter frequency response with both high and 
low pass filters  is shown as Figure 13.    The attitude tracking performance, 
including the attitude tracking error, was lecorded in flight by turning on the 
oscillograph. 
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SECTION V 

ANALYSIS OF  PILOT RATINGS AND CXM1ENTS 

5.1 DELAY  TIME,   DELAY  PARAMETERS,  AND PHASE SHIFT 

In the simulation of the effects of airplane  control system dynamics, 
the break-point  frequency of the  feei system and the break-point  frequency 
and order of the actuator were control system variables.    The interactions 
of these variables and the  longitudinal airplane dynamics were the essential 
aspects of this handling qualities  flight program. 

One of the primary effects of higher-order contro 
to make the airplane response "nonairplane-like," that i 
airplane responses to elevator stick force inputs is inc 
flight program, airplane responses to stick force inputs 
order were evaluated. A fundamental aspect of higher-or 
dynamics is the initial delay or lag following an abrupt 
lag increases with an increase in order or a decrease in 
or both. This is true of both the feel system and the e 
Figures  2 through 6). 

1  system dynamics  is 
s,  the order of the 
reased.     In the present 

as high as eleventh 
Jer control system 
control  input.    The 
break-point  frequency 

levator actuator (see 

In terms of frequency response,  an aspect of control  system dynamics  is 
the phase shift  introduced by the control system.    With an increase  in order 
and a decrease in break-point frequency of the control  system elements, the 
phase  angle  introduced by the control system increases.     Increases  in time 
delay and phase angle are  related since they both arise  from control  system 
characteristics. 

The delay or lag in the airplane response 
continual comment of both evaluation pilots.    As 
complaints increased, and the handling qualities 
or "funny" feel of the stick as the feel system b 
reduced was also a very frequent  comment.    Pilot 
the closed-loop control problems to the combined 
by a rapid pitch response.    The airplane response 
predict and control.    Similar pilot comments were 
ground simulator program of Reference 2. 

to control  inputs was a 
the  lag  increased,  the pilot 
deteriorated.    The peculiar 
reak-point  frequency was 
comments often attributed 
effects of the delay followed 

was therefore difficult to 
evident  in the fixed-base 

A delay parameter that considers the initial delay time and the rapidity 
of the  response that  follows the delay is derived below.     Pilot  comments indicate 
that such a parameter will be useful in interpreting the comments and analyzing 
the pilot ratings.    The importance of the phase shift  introduced by the control 
systems  and its effect on handling -qualities  is also given seme consideration. 
The relationship between the delay parameter and the control system phase 
angles  is analyzed. 
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In terms of Equations   (1),  (2),   and  (3)   and the feel  system,   actuator, 
and airplane short period dynamics,  it  is possible to write the following 
transfer functions: 

a (SI 

0(J) 

V7' 

**f*m'M 
$***,**-* rz7^% v-f * (30) 

k(*^J-t) IS'SS 

; ■ (31) 

ri  (J) LSL 
1 t rt- / *f (32) 

The value of n in these equations is the sum of the orders of the 
denominators of the transfer functions of the  feel system,  actuator,  and the 
airplane.    Thus a fourth-order feel system, fifth-order actuator,  and second- 
order airplane short period makes »t equal to 11.    The feel system increased 
from second to fourth-order because of the notch filter.    The value of icn 

is the product of the constants  in the denominators of all the transfer 
functions.     In the case under discussion, with « » 11, ^ becomes 

t t 9      z 
<cL "J~. "J        oJ 

>*, '1 a.     SP 

The steady-state values  in Equations   (30),   (31),  and  (32)  are defined by 
Equations  (18),   (19),  and  (20). 

If it is assumed that the higher-order responses of Equations (30), (31), 
and (32) can be represented by an equivalent second-order response with a delay, 
then these equations will assume the following form: 
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*  oO 

where 

4 

delay time  in seconds 

equivalent   second-order undamped  frequency in   rad/sec 

equivalent   second-order damping ratio 

Equations  (30)   and  (33),   (31)  and  (34),  and   (32)  and (35)  are only 
truly equivalent   if 

uJ, 4 
'■ 

esr(7r* tjpi s+ ^/) s** <t s *-' * TT 
***.,**** 

(36) 

It   is possible  to make both sides of Equation   (36)   of the same power in s and 
as 

"approximately equivalent" by expanding e  in a power series in s and 
n-Z 

retaining only terms up to S   power.  With such an expansion, the coefficients 

ft* in  the  n— power polynomial   in   S   assume the  following form: 
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It is obvious from the above equations that since /ff   through Kn are 
known,  there are n equations  from which to determine three unknowns  (a,^ 
and Xc )»  and therefore these unknowns are not uniquely determined.    A best 
match of the high frequency response would involve a match of the coefficients 

of the highest-order terms, that is, the coefficients of s   , s      , and s 
Dividing the numerator and denominator of the right hand side of Equation (36) 
by A^,  these coefficients are '/*> .  ^A*» and ^/^respectively.    Thus  from 

a match of #_, It, , and A^ ,  the time delay and the "equivalent" second-order 
frequency and damping can be determined.     In a similar manner, a best match of 
the low frequency response would consider a match of the coefficients of the 
lowest  order terms  (s, 5   ,  and ss).    These coefficients are *'w.,/'fw , ^n.zl^n* 

andW*- 
If it is assumed that the delay following an abrupt  stick force  input 

is probably best represented by the high  frequency response,  then it is 
important to match the coefficient  of the highest-order term U") •    What is 
the best overall  "equivalent" frequency and damping is not always clear.    Once 
the overall "equivalent" frequency  (o^l   and damping  (^c)  are established, it 
is possible to determine the time delay by matching the coefficient of the 
highest-order term [l/Vn).    Designating the high-frequency time delay based on 
a match of HQ as AMf , this time delay in seconds becomes 

ln-Z)l (*>£ 

1 
■n-t 

*r L 3 (37) 
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The equivalent period (Pe)  is related to the equivlent second-order 
frequency by the relationship 

Zfr P   *   — 
g 

(38) 

The ratio of time delay in seconds to the equivalent second-order period in 
seconds is a nondimensional delay parameter defined as 

anfr     Hr 
p 
t 

2fr 
(■n-z)!   mfr 

/ 
rr-Z 

Tt     >   3 (39) 

The "equivalent, best match" overall frequency will be determined primarily by 
the slowest responding element ir the transfer function which is generally the 
airplane short period frequency (&}„). Assuming the airplane undamped short 

period frequency to be the equivalent frequency leads to the following form 
for the d^'.ay time and nondimensional delay parameter, Equations (37) and (39). 
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(r,.t)l ml,* 
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zrr 
(n-Z)' u). SP 
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/ 

n-Z 

r,   > 3 

r?   >   3 

(40) 

(41) 

It is of interest to note that since ^w contains the factor ^5p ,  the delay 

time  is not a function of the airplane short period frequency but only the 
characteristics  of the control  system. 

Since the "equivalent" overall frequency is determined primarily by the 
slowest responding elements in the transfer function, it is possible to deter- 
mine an "equivalent" frequency and damping, and a corresponding delay time, by 
matching the three coefficients K+f/** » ^n-zl^r* ■^ ^n-sl^n • 
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These three equations  in three unknowns   (a, o^,^)   can be manipulated 
to give Equations   (42),   (43),  and  (44)   shown below.    The delay time  is now 
designated as  ciif   to  indicate that  this delay time is one that  gives  a best 
match of the  low  frequency response. 

•kJ 

Q,Lr (43) 

(44) 

By solving for the delay time using Equation (42), it is next possible 
to determine the equivalent frequency and damping using Equations (43) and (44) 
With this approach, it is not necessary to assume that the equivalent short 
period frequency and damping are equal to the airplane short period frequency 
and damping.  Once the equivalent frequency (a?£) is determined, the equivalent 

period is determined from Equation (38).  The delay parameter based on a match 
of the coefficient of the lowest-order terms thus hecomes: 

(45) 
^ zrr 

Another possible method of interpreting the effects of control  system 
dynamics  is  in terms  of the phase shift   introduced by th" control  system. 
Phase shift  in  the  vicinity of the short  period  frequenc.   should be   important 
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in closed-loop tracking performance and PIO tendencies of the airplane. Based 
on pilot conunents and tracking records obtained in flight, many of the config- 
urations simulated had strong PIO tendencies. 

If the phase shift  in the region of control  can account for the reduced 
closed-loop damping or PIO tendencies,  then the time  delay Q, in Equation  (36) 
can be defined based on  this phase shift.    Since the phase shift of the delay 

term e is linear with frequency and directly proportional to a-, the value 
of Q. will be chosen to match the phase shift on both sides of Equation (36) 
at the equivalent  frequency   (o^) .    Designating the phase angle at <t>^ on the 

left and right side of Equation  (36)  as4t (<«Jf)  and4R (^)  respectively,   then 

^(H) - ^i%) (46) 

-45 The phase angle of the term   e"     evaluated at £*>    is 

where  a^ is the designation  for the delay time defined by the phase shift  at 
at.     The phase angle  (öJ,)  of the "equivalent" second-order term on the left 
side  of Equation   (36)   is 

We therefore have 

fr 4    .   . 2L 
P2 t 

\ H) '',*'** % 
rr_ 
Z (47) 

Substituting F -ation  (47)   in Equation  (46) we have 

a.     cJ 

(48) 

In terms of the equivalent period, P6 = 2 V/^£ , a delay parameter based on a* 

can be defined from Equation (48) as follows: 
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Again, what the best overall "equivalent" frequency should be for 
evaluating the phase shift is not easy to define. Assuming the airplane 
undamped short period frequency to be the best equivalent frequency {<*>£'&!&>), 

then Equations (48) and (49) define the delay time and delay parameter 
determined from the phas; angle match at <t>9P .    The denominator of the right 
hand side of Equation (3j) does contain the airplane short period quadratic 
as a factor.  What remains defines the control system dynamics.  The phase 
shift of the right side of Equation (36) at o^p thus becomes 

(uJ    ) 4    - - 
(50) 

<bc%  is the phase shift of the control system at the short period frequency 
and-TT/^ is the phase shift of the short period quadratic.  The time delay and 
delay parameters defined by the control system phase shift at u)sr  are obtained 
by substituting Equation (50) in Equations (48) and (49). 

•£ 
* Zfr 

(51) 

(52) 

The delay time and delay parameter can thus be determined by three 
methods,  Equations  (40) and (41),  Equations   (42)  and  (45),  and Equations  (51) 
and  (52).     The first method matches the coefficient of the highest-order term 
in the characteristic equation and assumes the equivalent frequency to be the 
airplane short period frequency.    The second method gives a delay time, an 
equivalent frequency and damping,  and a delay parameter based on a match of 
the three  lowest-order coefficients  in the characteristic equation.     The third 
method determines the delay time and delay parameter from the phase shift of 
the control system at the airplane short period frequency. 

The delay time and delay parameters have been determined by all three 
methods for each of the configurations simulated and are shown  in Table V. 
The feel system and actuator frequencies used to determine IL, 16. »» "'»-/ 'n-2 and 
Kn.i were obtained from calibration records of the feel  system and actuator 
as discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.    The airplane short period frequencies 
used in the computations are the average  least-squares-fit values obtained as 
discussed in Section 3.3.    These values are also shown in the table in 
Section 3.3 and in  .ables II and III. 
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Using the average LSF short period parameters of airplanes A, B, C, 
C. and LA, the airplane responses to step stick force inputs were computed 

for all the configurations simulated using an IBM 360 computer and a program 
that gives time histories directly from transfer functions. The airplane 
longitudinal short period transfer functions for the various configurations 
simulate \  are of the form of Equations (30), (31), and (32). Each of the 
responses was normalized or ratioed to the steady-state values of the 
responses shown in these equations.  It is obvious from the equations that, 
on this basis, the normalized oc  and J?    response per unit F'es  are the same. 

This is true when the elevator lift and speed changes of the airplane are 
assumed to be negligibly small. 

These computed responses to step stick force inputs are shown in the 
Appendix and compared to the measured responses in flight.  It is quite 
evident that both the computed and measured responses show pronounced lags 
or delay times in the initial response for some of the higher-order control 
systems simulated. 

The computed higher-order responses based on Equations (30), (31), and 
(32) have been compared to the delayed second-order responses of Equations (33), 
(34), and (35).  Each of the three methods previously discussed was used to 
compute the delayed second-order response.  These comparisons are shown for 
a few of the configurations as Figures 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19. Also shown 
on the figures is a comparison of responses • .r-\  the delay time (ä_M) is 

chosen such that airplane short period resp   i  give a best match of the air- 
plane overall responses after the delay. Th.o is done by simply shifting the 
airplane short period responses along the time scale to give the best match. 
The delay times (Äa/If) and delay parameters (ä-^/^. ) determined using this 

fourth method are shown in Table V for all the configurations simulated. 

It is quite evident from the figures that, although the delay time is 
reasonably well estimated by Equation (40), the responses following this delay 
are evidently not second-order, at least not initially, because of the pro- 
nounced curvature of ths  responses following the computed delay.  This is 
especially evident from the •/^- response which should increase linearly for 

a second-order response.  With an increased time delay to give a best match 
id     ), the airplane short period responses compare reasonably well with the 

higher-order responses for most of the configurations. The initial curvature 
of the higher-order response is, of course, not matched. When the actuator 
frequency approaches the feel system frequency, Configuration C(F)-5(1), the 
match is poorest (.see  Figure 19). 

Generally, the best comparison of the higher-order response by a delay 
and second-order response is that obtained when the three lowest-order 
coefficients in the characteristic equation are matched to give a delay time 
(a. ), and an equivalent frequency and damping (co , ? ).    Using the computed 

equivalent frequency gives a somewhat better match of the overall responses. 
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especially the peak value of ö/^3 (Figure 19). This is especially the case 

when the feel system or actuator frequency approaches the airplane short 
period frequency.  In such cases, the equivalent frequency can deviate signif- 
icantly fron the airplane short period frequency. This is evident from a 
comparison of airplane short period frequencies and computed equivalent fre- 
quencies in Table V. 

Figure 20 compares the delay times determined by the various methods 
discussed for all the configurations simulated. A similar comparison of delay 
parameters is made in Figure 21. Figures 20(a) and 21(a) indicate that the 
delay times and delay parameters tWy^/C) determined from a match of the 

coefficient of the highest-order term in the characteristic equation are about 
half the values of these parameters Ql^, ^/^ ) computed from a match of the 

coefficients of the lowest-order terms in the characteristic equation. The 
delay time and delay parameter computed from the control system phase shift 

'^adtad/P€^  compare reasonably well with fl^ and ^/^. . The comparisons are 

poorest for the C and Cj airplane configurations when the equivalent frequency 

deviates significantly from the airplane short period frequency (Figures 2ü(b) 
and 21(b)). Similar conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of the best 
match delay time and delay parameter (äJ^I^/Z^ ) to a^. anda^/P^  (Figures 
20(c) and 21(c)). 

From Figures 20 and 21, it is possible to establish the following 
approximate relationships between the various delay times and delay parameters. 

V • V * aBM  * **m 

  s» —!— m —-— a   Z 

(53) 

(54) 

% ?! 

5.2 ANALYSIS OF PILOT RATINGS AND PIO RATINGS 

The pilot ratings for all the configurations evaluated by Pilot B are 
shown in Table II. The pilot ratings and PIO ratings of the configurations 
evaluated by Pilot H are shown in Table III. As stated previously, Pilot B 
did not give the configurations a PIO rating. Some difficulty was experienced 
in establishing an Fm%l*.  of B.O Ib/g for Pilot B as is apparent from Table II 

(see Section 3.4). Mucn better control oiFlsln   occurred in the evaluations 
of Pilot H (Table III). Certain configurations were evaluated by Pilot H with 
significant changes in ^gs/ft.   from 8 Ib/g, but these changes were intentional 
and added to the program to determine the effects of stick fc 
pilot ratings and PIO ratings. 

force gradients on 



Summaries of pilot comments are shown in the Appendix for the configurations 
evaluated by both evaluation pilots.  Also shown in the Appendix are the response 
characteristics and handling qualities parameters of each of the configurations. 
The Appendix should be consulted for more detailed information. 

It is evident from the pilot comments that the delay in the response to 
stick force inputs is a very important factor in the closed-loop handling 
qualities of the configurations simulated.  The pilot ratings and PIO ratings 
plotted as a function of the delay parameter (^^r/^) are shown as Figures 22, 

23, and 24 for Pilot H.  Pilot H's ratings are discussed first because of the 
smaller inadvertent variations mfggjn,.     It is evident from the figures that 

reasonable correlation does exist between the delay parameter and pilot ratings 
and PIO ratings.  Based on the correlation, the pilot ratings and PIO ratings 
appear to be reasonably independent of how the delay arises, that is, feel 
system, actuator, or both.  It is also obvious that the delay can be increased 
by increasing the order or decreasing the break-point frequency of any of the 
control system components. 

It is apparent from Figure 22, that for (d^^ ) > .07, pilot rating and 

PIO rating deteriorates rapidly with an increase in the delay parameter.  The 
airplane becomes unacceptable (PR>6.5) when (^/^ )> .135.  A PIO rating of 

3.5 is associated with this pilot rating of 6.5.  Figure 22 also shows a 
strong correlation between the deterioration in pilot ratings and the increase 
in PIO tendencies.  It is evident from the pilot comments that the closed-loop 
handling qualities problems are primarily associated with the strong PIO 
tendencies.  With an increase in the delay parameter to .200, the airplane is 
considerea unflyahle for the mission by the pilot with a pilot rating of 10 and 
PIO rating of 6, the poorest values possible.  The airplane short period dynamics 
(Airplane A) were maintained reasonably constant at values of cJsp  = 2,68 rad/sec, 

*p 
,546 , «t/« =  22.5 g/rad,  and L^m  1.25 sec-1 

Figure 23 shows  similar plots  for Airplane B.    The only essential  change 
from Airplane A was  a decrease in £     to   .239.     The result  is that closed-loop 

handling qualities problems arise at   lower values of the delay parameter.     The 
airplane becomes unacceptable when   (^   / P.  )> .11,  and unflyable for  (^/^ ) 

>.165.     Again,  the  PIO rating is  approximately l.i   for a PR of 6.5. 

Figure  24 shows  pilot  rating plots   for Airpane C with ^sf, =  5.05 rad/sec, 

>5p =   .432, n,/& m  22.7 g/rad,  and Z^ =  1.26 sec"   .    Although the damping is 

somewhat   lower than that  of Airplane A, the primary change  from Airplane A is 
an increase  in frequency from 2.68 rad/sec to 5.05 rad/sec.    The trends of pilot 
rating and PIO rating with the delay parameter are similar.     Based on the 
straight   line  fairings of Figure  24,  the C  airplane is unacceptable with an 
{<LLFlPa )> .165,   and unflyable with an   {d^ /pa )> .26.    These values  are some- 

what  larger than those of Airplane A.     It  is  interesting to note that  the 
(a^/^)  of .425 of Configuration C(F)-5(1)   is  significantly larger than the 

SS 



{a.lF/Pg ) of .26 which results in an unflyable C airplane. The airplane would 

probably also be unflyable for values of CL.   /P£   between .26 and .425. 

It is important to note that Figures 22 through 24 are results for stick 
force gradients between 6.8 and 10.5 Ib/g.  It is difficult to make similar 
plots for Pilot B because of appreciable variations in the simulated stick force 
gradients.  Figures 26(a), 26(b), and 27(a) are plots of Pilot B pilot ratings 
as a function of 4 jp   for Airplanes A, B, and C. The numbers next to the 

points designate the least-squares fit values of ^mm/IL • Also shown on the 

figures are the straight line fairings obtained from the pilot rating data of 
Pilot H (Figures 22, 23, and 24). Generally more scatter exists in the pilot 
rating data of Pilot B, and some of this scatter can be attributed to the large 
variations in stick force gradients. The trend of pilot rating with äv-./A 

shown by Pilot H is substantiated by Pilot B.  No PIO ratings were obtained 
with Pilot B, therefore comparisons of PIO ratings of the two pilots are not 
possible. 

Figure 25 is a plot of pilot ratings and PIO ratings for the landing 
approach configurations simulated for Pilot H. Although the trends are similar 
to those displayed for the "up-and-away" configurations, more scatter exists in 
the data at low values of the delay parameter. The degradation in pilot rating 
in this region is not due to an increase in PIO tendencies. The faired straight 
line of Figure 25(b) is also shown with the pilot ratings of Pilot B 
(Figure 27(b)). Although the data is somewhat limited, the comparisons of 
pilot ratings of the two pilots are good. Stick force gradients were maintained 
reasonably constant and were the same for both pilots during landing approach 
evaluations.  It should be noted that »«/of was 6.06 during landing approach 

simulations compared to approximately 22 for up-and-away flight. The corre- 
sponding L^  '5 were .806 and 1.25 respectively. 

The effects of ^   I»    on pilot rating and PIO rating were investigated 

with Pilot H by intentionally varying the simulated stick force gradients. 
The pilot rating and PIO rating data obtained are plotted as Figure 28. 

With a stick force gradient of 8 Ib/g, Configuration A(F) 2(10) has no 
PIO tendencies (Figure 28(a)).  Increasing or decreasing the stick force 
gradient does not change the PIO rating, but the overall pilot rating improves 
with a decrease m F    In    and deteriorates with an increase in FeK/>79. 

Obviously Pilot H likes a lower stick force gradient than 8 Ib/g if no PIO 
tendencies exist. 

With a stick force gradient of 8 Ib/g, Configuration A(F)-5(1) is 
considered unflyable with the poorest pilot rating and PIO rating (Figure 28(b)). 
In this case, increasing ^s/tf, improves the pilot rating and diminishes, but 

does not eliminate, the severity of the PIO tendencies. Similar effects are 
evident for Configurations C(F)-5(2.5), C(F)-5(1), and C (F)-5(.796).  In the 
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case of Configuration A(S)-2(2.5), the stick force gradients were both 
increased and decreased from 8 Ib/g.  Since this configuration had significant 
PIO tendencies with 8 Ib/g, decreasing the stick force gradient made both the 
pilot rating and PIO ratings worse. Configuration A(5)-2(2.5) actually 
became unflyable with 4 Ib/g. An increase in 
and PIO ratings of the configuration. 

W'j improved the pilot rating 

The effect of F
eij*,  on the landing approach configurations is less 

clear (Figures 28(g) and 28(h)).  For Configuration LA(F)-4(2.5), a decrease 
in F    In   to 8.5 Ib/g had little effect on either pilot rating or PIO 

s r 
tendencies.  Configuration LA(F)-5(1) was rated quite poorly from both the 
standpoint of PIO tendencies and overall pilot rating with 17.5 Ib/g. With 
an increase in stick force gradients to as high as 37.5 Ib/g, the improvement 
shown, if any, is less apparent. 

Also shown in Figure 28 are the pilot ratings of Pilot B for the same 
configurations.  The pilot ratings of Pilot B and Pilot H compare well when 
the effect of ^5/0, on the rating is properly accounted for. 

Figure 29 is a plot of pilot rating versus PIO rating for Pilot H. The 
fact that a strong correlation does ex.st between PIO rating and pilot rating 
indicates that the primary effect of higher-order control system dynamics 
investigated in this flight program is to induce PIO tendencies.  For Airplane A, 
the airplane becomes unacceptable (PR > 6.5) with a PI0R>ä.5. No apparent 
difference in the relationship between PR and PIOR exists for Airplane B with 
lower short period damping, ^ of .239, instead of .546 for Airplane A, This is 

not to say that Airplane B is rated similarly to Airplane A, but only that the 
lower damping also accentuates PIO tendencies as do the higher-order control 
system characteristics.  Figure 29(c) indicates that the faster and more abrupt 
responses of Airplanes C and Cj become unacceptable at the slightly lower PIO 

rating of 3.0.  In the case of Airplane LA evaluated during landing approach, 
pilot ratings and PIO ratings show a significantly different correlation. 
High-order control system lags with a jP <  .10, Figure 25(a), result in a 

degradation of closed-loop performance and a degradation in pilot rating, but 
the degradation is not associate! with PIO tendencies.  For a    IP  >.10, 

further degradation of handling qualities during the landing approach is 
associated with the PIO tendencies that result from the higher-order control 
system dynamics. 

All the actuators simulated except one had a Butterworth distribution 
of roots.  In the cass of Configuration C (F)-5(.796), the actuator and air- 

plane short period roots together had a Butterworth distribution as shown in 
Figure 7.  This configuration was evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 866 with 
three different values of f    In .    The pilot ratings and PIO ratings are shown 

in the table of Figure 7, and trey are also plotted in Figure 28(f). The 
purpose of this configuration wis to determine any improvement that results 
from a Butterworth distribution of actuator and short period roots.  If 
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Figure 28(f) is compared to Figure 28(e), it is difficult to detect any 
s.^nificant improvement over Configuration C(F)-5(1). Kith ^gS/", equal to 

8 Ib/g, both configurations are rated unflyable with a pilot rating of 10 and 
PIO rating of 6. Response characteristics for both these configurations are 
shown in the Appendix as Figures A-24 and A-25, The responses are quite 
similar, and the damping of the oscillation for Configuration C. (F)-5(.',9b) 

is even somewhat less than that of Configuration C(F)-5(1).  It is also 
interesting to note that the delay time (Ä,r) and delay parameter ^0-LFl

p
E)  of 

Configuration C,(F)-5(.796) are also larger than those of Configuration 
C(F)-5(1)  (see Table V.) 

Figures 30 and 31 are plots of intra-pilot variability in pilot ratings 
and PIO ratings when rating the same configuration on different flights. The 
deviation in ^   /»    between the initial and repeat evaluations is never greater 

than 1.6 Ib/g for Pilot H and 2 ü lb/g for Pilot B for all the points shown. 
The standard deviations of pilot ratings and PIO ratings for Pilot H are 1.16 
and 1.62, respectively. The standard deviation in pilot rating for Pilot B is 
1.00. The larger deviations in the case of Pilot H are due primarily to two 
data points. The deviations are comparable to those usually experienced on a 
handling qualities programs. 

Figure 32 is a plot of inter-pilot variability in pilot rating. The 
difference in F    In    between Pilot B and Pilot H evaluations of the same con- ts y 
figuration was never greater than 2.0 lb/g for the points plotted. The correlation 
is not as good as that of the intra-pilot ratings. The standard deviation from 
the line of perfect correlation is 1.27. This deviation is within the limits 
usually experienced on handling qualities programs. 

5.3 COMPARISON OF GROUND AND  IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION 

Figure 33(a)  compares pilot ratings  in the fixed-base ground simulator 
(Reference 2)  and in  flight  for Pilot  B evaluating the same configurations.    A 
similar comparison for Pilot H is shown as  Figure 33(b).    In a strict sense of 
the word,  the configurations were not  the same,  but  different as  indicated by 
the differences in control  system and airplane characteristics as shown in 
Tables  I,  II, and III.    /^s/». in flight varied between 6.8 and 9.8 lb/g as 
compared to 8.2  lb/g \n the ground simulator for the up-and-away configurations, 
During landing approach, Fes/v, was  17.8 lb/g in flight and 30 lb/g in the 
ground simulator.     In addition',  the  landing approach speed in flight was 
140 kt indicated airspeed rather than the 125 kt of the ground simulator. 

In spite of the differences noted above,  the comparisons between ground 
and flight are significant.    Figure 33(b)  for Pilot  H indicates  that  airplane 
configurations with  little or no PIO tendencies are rated better in flight than 
in the  fixed-base ground simulator.    This is not an unexpected result based on 
previous comparicjns of ground   md in-flight  simulation.    The reverse is true 
of configurations with significant  PIO tendencies;  that  is,  they are rcted 
worse in flight."   The PIG ratings in flight  are  the small numbers next   to the 



symbols.  In the case of configurations with PIO tendencies the ground simulator 
results are not conservative and are actually misleading.  This is the primary 
reason why the pilot ratings obtained in the ground simulator program were 
difficult to explain and correlate with the higher-order control system 
characteristics simulated.  From Figure 33(b), a configuration with a pilot 
rating of 10 in flight was rated AS in the ground simulator. Another con- 
figuration rated U7.5 in flight was rated A4 in the ground simulator. 

A similar trend is indicated by the ratings of Pilot B in Figure 33(a). 
Since Pilot B did not give the configurations a PIO rating, the PIO ratings 
next to the symbols are those of Pilot H for the same configurations. 

5.4   PIO TENDENCIES, TRACKING PERFORMANCE, AND PILOT COWENTS 

Before discussing pilot comments in detail, it may be instructive to 
interpret some of the pilot comments in terms of the tracking records of some 
configurations that resulted in poor pilot ratings and PIO ratings. 

Figure 34 is a plot of a portion of the VFR altitude tracking record of 
Configuration A(F)-5(1) evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 850. Since the 
altitude error of the compensatory altitude tracking task was displayed on the 
all-attitude instrument of Figure 10, the task was not truly a VFR task.  It 
was necessary for the pilot to observe the displayed error and compensate for 
it. The  arrows oi. the figure indicate the positive directions of the trace 
displacements. It should be noted that v   is positive as plotted when it Is 

in the direction of the positive * axis of the airplane (down). 

Certain interesting conclusions can be drawn from Figure 34.  It is 
evident that the excursions in altitude error (/?.) were large, and it was 

difficult for the pilot to null this error. The excursions in angle of attack 
{a. ) and normal acceleration (# ) were also large and oscillatory. The 

stick forces C-—) and stick deflections (^" ) are essentially in phase as 

one would expect with the fast feel system simulated for this configuration. 
If normal acceleration is considered positive up, then ac and »   are in phase. 

It is interesting to observe that stick force is roughly 180 degrees out of 
phase with pitch rate and between 90 and 180 degrees out of phase with angle 
of attack.  Similar characteristics are displayed by the IFR pitch attitude 
tracking task for this configuration (Figure 35). 

The delay time {d'j  associated with Configuration A(F)-5(1) is 
.587 sec, and the delay parameter {<a^.//> ) is .2<l6. It is also interesting to 
note that this delay parameter can be associated with a control system phase 
angle at the airplane short period frequency of 94 degrees. The straight line 
of Figure 21(b) gives an approximate phase shift of 89 degrees. The phase 
angle in degrees is obtained from Figure 21 by multiplying the abscissa 
i^/Pe   m $   jzif)  by 360. The fact that the delay parameter and phase angle are 



associated with the pilots'  tracking problems seers evident.     Pilot H rated 
this configuration 10 with a PIO rating of 6.    The fgm/K  was 8.82  Ib/g. 

Pilot B rated the configuration U9 on Flight 814, tut ^es l\  in this case was 

14.1  Ib/g.    The response of this configuration to a step stick  force input is 
shown as Figure A-6 in the Appendix. 

Both pilots contented on the long delay in the initial response.    Any 
tight closed-loop control of attitude,  such as night occur in tracking, is 
considered completely unsatisfactory by the pilots.    The result is a very 
pronounced, divergent P10.    The tighter the control, the more pronounced the 
PIO.    Pilot H found it difficult to fly straight and level and make 30 degree 
banked turns without continually oscillating.    The strong PIG tendencies and 
"horrible" tracking performance are the primary factors responsible for the 
very poor pilot ratings and PIO ratings.    More detailed comnents can be 
obtained from the pilot comment summaries  in the   Appendix. 

Similar phase relationships exist between the stick force  (^v-) and the 

responses of Configuration C(F)-5(2.5)  during altitude and attitude tracking 
(Figures 36 and 37),    In this case, the frequency of the PIO is higher since 
the airplane short period frequency is higher, 5.05 rad/sec instead of 
1.78 rad/sec.    The delay time is less,   .283 seconds  instead of .587 seconds, 
but the delay parameter is comparable to thp.t of Configuration A(F)-5(1), 
.223 instead of .246.    The Ftitln.  was comparable, 8.04 Ib/g as compared to 
8.82 Ib/g.    The rating of Pilot n was U9 and his PIO rating was 5.    Response 
characteristics for this configuration are shown as Figure A-23 in the Appendix. 
The control system phase angle at the airplane short period frequency is 
86 degrees.    When evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 830, the pilot rating was US, 
and the  ^,/*. simulated was higher, 9.91  Ib/g. 

Pilot H described this configuration as oscillatory with less tightness 
of attitude control than normal in straight and level flight and in banked 
turns.    The high-frequency PIO that develops destroys any precision in altitude 
and attitude tracking, and the oscillations become divergent with an increase 
in pilot gain.    The amplitude of the oscillations was also considered larger 
for VFR flight than IFR flight.    Both the stick forces and feel system charac- 
teristics were considered satisfactory by the evaluation pilot.    Although 
Pilot B considered the PIO tendencies pronounced, he felt the PIO itself was 
not "fierce," and it did not "build up".    The PIO's were most prevalent when the 
stick was grasped firmly, and the airplane was flown aggressively.    More details 
on the pilot comments can be obtained from the Appendix. 

Figure 38 is a portion of the altitude tracking record for Configuration 
LA(F)-5(1) evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 846.    The simulation and evaluation 
were performed at 3000 feet pressure altitude and 140 knots indicated airspeed. 
Ihe altitude error excursions are large and of the order of 230 feet.    The 
altitude excursions are at a different  frequency than the pitch oscillations 
and hence probably represent the closed-loop phugoid.     It is interesting to 
note that in this case the stick force  (^9)  is between 90 and 180 degrees out 



of phase with the pitch rate, and of the order of 90 degrees out of phase with 
the angle of attack.  The computed delay time associated with this configuration 
is .613 sec and the delay parameter is .194.  For this delay, the control 
system phase shift at the short period frequency is 68 degrees.  Figure 39 is 
a record of pitch attitude tracking for this same configuration.  The PIO 
tendencies are very evident here. The phase relationships between stick force, 
pitch rate, and angle of attack show similar characteristics.  Figure 40 is 
a portion of the ILS approach record obtained for this configuration. The 
XLS azimuth errors were negligible but the ILS pitch angle excursions were 
excessive. The responses to a step stick force input for this configuration 
are shown as Figure A-33 in the Appendix. 

Pilot H considered that the piimary problem of Configuration LA(F)-5(1) 
was the delay in the response following a stick force control input. This gave 
the airplane PIO tendencies.  PID tendencies showed up with any tight closed- 
loop control in both VFR and IFR flight. These problems were especially evident 
with altitude and attitude tracking, and during the ILS approach. The pilot 
comments were that the feel system was "mushy," but it has no unusual charac- 
teristics and was what one wild expect at low altitudes and speeds during 
landing approach. The airplane was "approaching uncontrollable" with divergent 
PIO's occurring even during gentle turns and flying straight and level.  It 
was felt that a landing flare and actual landing could not be successfully 
performed with the airplane. The pilot rating was 10 and the PIO rating was 6. 
This configuration was also evaluated on Flights 836 and 850 by Pilot H with 
somewhat different ratings and comments. These can be found in the Appendix. 
Pilot B evaluated this configuration only once on Flight 818 with similar 
comments on its handling qualities and also gave the configuration a pilot 
rating of 10. 

5.5   SUWARY OF PILOT OMIENTS ON CONFIGURATIONS WITH 
HIGHER-ORDER CONTROL SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

Detailed summaries of the pilot comments on specific configurations may 
be obtained from the Appendix. Along with the comments, the response charac- 
teristics simulated are also shown in the Appendix. 

In general. Pilot B liked and was more tolerant of higher stick forces 
(r /* ) than was Pilot H. When the stick forces were higher than 8 Ib/g for 
£5/ j. 

"up-and-away" flight. Pilot 3 was likely to comnent that the forces were a 
little high, but he liked them that way. This was sometimes true even when 
F /> was as high as 12 or 14 Ib/g. Pilot H was very sensitive to high stick 

forces and liked forces less than 8 Ib/g if the configuration cloced-loop 
response characteristics were satisfactory with the lighter forces. 
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5.5.1    Suanary of Comnents with Airplane Configuration A 

With a fast feel system and actuator, Configuration A(F)-2(10), 
this airplane was considered reasonably satisfactory.    In fact, when ^5/». was 

reduced to 4.19 Ib/g, the configuration was given a pilot rating of Al.S by 
Pilot H.    As the order was increased and the break-point frequency reduced for 
the control systen elenents, the primary comment on the configuration chrrac- 
teristics was the amount of delay in the initial response following a it-ick 
input.    The pilots often said that the closed-loop control problems were 
associated with this lag or pause between a stick input and the airplane response. 
Pilot H often described this characteristic as not being "directly connected to 
the airplane," or a lack of "one-to-one'' connection between a pilot input and 
the airplane response.    The rapidity of the response after the delay was an 
important factor in closi  -loop control.    In some cases the response after the 
delay was described as "slow at first," and then it "builds up."   With the delay, 
the airplane response was difficult to predict and there was also a tendency to 
overdrive the airplane or pump the stick to compensate for the delay. 

As the ratio of delay time to airplane response time  (airplane 
short period) increased, precise closed-loop control deteriorated.    The pilots 
complained of "bobble" tendencies,  overcontrol, and lack of precise attitude 
and g control.    Tracking performance, both VFR and IFR,  also became progressively 
poorer.    As the delay increased further, PIO tendencies developed and then 
became divergent, and tracking became an impossible task.    Establishing accurate 
trim also became difficult, and with sufficient delay,  PIO's developed just 
flying the airplane straight and level.    The PIO tendencies also became more 
severe with tighter closed-loop control.    Those configurations with pronounced 
PIO tendencies could only be flown by putting in small step inputs and releasing 
the stick, that is, by essentially flying the airplane open loop.    Closing the 
loop led to divergent PIO's. 

As far as PIO tendencies, pilot ratings,  and PIO ratings are con- 
cerned, it did not appear to make much difference whether the primary delay in 
the response was introduced by the feel system,  actuator, or combinations of 
both.    When the primary delay came from the higher-order characteristics of the 
actuator, both pilots usually commented that the airplane had greater PIO 
tendencies and was more difficult to control under VFR than IFR flying.    This 
was attributed to the tighter control under VFR conditions. 

When the frequency of the feel system was reduced, and the lag of 
the airplane response to stick force inputs was increased in this way, both 
pilots were aware of the changes in feel system characteristics.    Pilots described 
the slow responding stick as "funny feeling," "high inertia," or "rate limited" 
stick.    Pilot H often described the stick or feel system as "soft."    With these 
slow feel system characteristics,  the tendency was also to pump and overdrive 
the stick.    When the delay originated primarily from the slow feel system,  the 
configuration was generally more objectionable to the pilots under IFR conditions. 
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The effects of fmmj1L on handling qualities of some configurations 

were investigated systematically by Pilot H. The nominal stick force per g 
for configurations simulated in "up-and-away" flight was 8 Ib/g.  If the airplane 
had no PIO tendencies, reducing the stick force improved the airplane by making 
the response "snappier." If a configuration had PIO tendencies, reducing the 
stick force increased the PIO tendencies and tended to make the PIO oscillations 
divergent. With an increase in stick forces, the PIO oscillations did not 
disappear, but they were often described by the pilot as of low magnitude and 
zero damped rather than divergent. The higher forces could make an uncontrollable 
airplane controllable (see Figure 28). Even though the pilot ratings and PIO 
ratings improved with these higher stick force gradients. Pilot H objected 
strongly to them for the fighter mission 

5.5.2 Summary of Comments with Airplane Configuration B 

When the damping of the airplane short period (£ ) was decreased. 

Airplane Configuration B, there were more comments by the evaluation pilots on 
the bobble and overshoot tendencies of the configurations, even with the best 
feel system and actuator simulated. Configuration B(F)-2(10). The bobble and 
PIO tendencies increased at a more rapid rate with an increase in the delay 
parameter (see Figure 23).  There were also some complaints, especially by 
Pilot H, to the larger ratio of pitch rate overshoot to steady-state response 
for the Airplane B configurations. This made the airplane appear "heavy" to 
Pilot H. The pilot was referring to the low ratio of steady-state to transient 
pitch rate response for a given stick force input. The pitch rate overshoot is 
apparent from the pitch rate responses shown in Figures A-13 through A-19 in 
the Appendix. Although it was evident to the pilots that the airplane was 
somewhat oscillatory open loop, the closed-loop damping was not too objectionable 
except when a configuration had sufficient delay to result in PIO tendencies. 

5.5.3 Summary of Pilot Comments with Airplane Configurations C and C 

When the longitudinal short period frequency of the airplane was 
increased (Airplane C), the airplane was described by the pilots as "quick re- 
sponding," "touchy," "snappy," and "bobbly." Pilot H also said that the 
rapid initial response compared to the low steady-state response made the 
airplane appear "heavy." These remarks were applied to Configuration C(F)-2(10) 
with the fast feel system and actuator. Pilot B also considered the "bobble" 
an annoying deficiency of the airplane. The "bobble" conment indicates a 
lighter damped closed-loop airplane even though the open-loop airplane is well 
damped. 

As the lag in the initial response was increased by slowing up 
the feel system or actuator, or increasing the order of the.actuator, the 
handling qualities again deteriorated, and the PIO tendencies increased.  The 
reasons are similar to those presented for Airplane Configuration A as is 
evident from Figures 24(b) and 27(a). The deterioration in handling qualities 
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is «gain associated with the delay parameter (^/^)- ^en the PIO tendencies 

were pronounced, the pilots comented that they could be avoided by doing 
things "slowly/* or maneuvering "smoothly." When the PIO tendencies were small, 
there was a tendency again to pump the stick to compensate for the initial lag. 
Pilot H often complained about the "heaviness" of some of the configurations. 
He was referring to the low ratio of steady-state to transient pitch rate 
response of the airplane. 

Configurations C(F)-5(1) and C.CFj-SC.TPö) both had very strong, 
large amplitude and divergent PIO tendencies. These PIO tendencies occurred 
even with normal airplane control and could only be avoided by freezing the 
stick or going open loop. If the stick force gradient (^5/9.) was increased, 
the PIO's did not disappear, but the amplitude of the closed-loop oscillations 
decreased and the oscillations could become zero damped. An uncontrollable 
configuration could again be made controllable. 

When the frequency of the feel system was decreased, the pilots 
again complained of the "miserable" airplane, the stick with "high inertia," 
the "rate limit," or the "soft" feeling of the stick. 

!'• 

5.5.4 Summary of Pilot Comments With Airplane Configuration LA 

Some of the persistent comments of Pilot B during the simulation 
of all the landing approach configurations were the "sloshy," "loose control," 
and "lot of stick travel" characteristics of the feel system. Pilot H 
categorized the stick as "soft" or "springy" with "too much travel." These 
comnents, especially with the simulation of the fast feel system, refer to the 
low value of spring rate (^5/^) simulated for the landing approach con- 

figurations rather than the dynamics of the feel system. Although the pilots 
did not particularly like this low spring rate of 7.46 lb/in., they occasionally 
commented that such stick characteristics were typical for an airplane during 
the landing approach. Further comments indicated that these stick characteristics 
did not particularly interfere with landing approach handling qualities 
provided the actuator and short period dynamics of the airplane were 
satisfactory. 

As the order of actuator was increased, or the frequency reduced, 
the pilots commented on the lag in the initial response, the lack of precision, 
the "bouncy" feeling, and the "indefinite" nature of the response. When the 
lag originated primarily from the slow feel system, pilot comments indicated 
concern with the "high inertia" or "rate limit" characteristics of the stick. 
With a "slow" stick, the handling qualities again were generally worse during 
IFR flight. When actuator lags and slow stick characteristics were simulated, 
the pilots had a tendency to pump the stick and overdrive the airplane 
to increase the response. 
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Most of the deterioration in handling qualities that occurred for 
the landing approach configurations was associated with a degradation of precise 
attitude and g control, poor tracking, or a dislike of the slow feel system 
characteristics, but was not generally associated with a development of PIO 
tendencies.    Except for Configuration LA(F)-5(1), the ILS approach and the 
flare for the landing approach configurations were considered fairly good. 
Configuration LA(F)-5(1) was also the only configuration with pronounced PIO 
tendencies and a very poor ILS approach.    Both pilots gave this configuration 
very poor pilot ratings and Pilot H gave it a poor PIO rating.    The very poor 
ratings given by Pilot H could be improved somewhat by raising ? 
3S.7 Ib/g, Figure 28(h). 

is In- to 
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SECTION VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of this  in-flight simulation and evaluation of higher-order 
control  systems, the following conclusions can be drawn as to the effects of 
control  system dynamics on the longitudinal handling qualities of a fighter 
airplane. 

1. The predominant pilot comments on many of the control 
system configurations were concerned with the delay or 
lag in the response following a control input and the 
PIO tendencies of the configurations. 

2. Some of the higher-order configurations simulated and 
evaluated were considered unflyable by the pilots and were 
given pilot ratings of 10 and PIO ratings of 6.    These 
configurations usually had large amplitude and divergent 
pilot-induced oscillations  (PIO) with any closed-loop 
control. 

3. A strong correlation exists between the pilot ratings and 
PIO ratings of the configurations.    The deterioration in 
handling qualities with degraded control system dynamics  is 
therefore related to an increase in PIO tendencies. 

4. With higher-order control system dynamics, the airplane 
short period response to step stick force inputs can be 
reasonably well represented by a time delay and an 
equivalent second-order response.     The time delay and 
frequency and damping of the equivalent second-order 
response are determined by matching the lowest-order 
coefficients of the characteristic equation of the higher- 
order system.    This simplified representation is poorest 
when the lowest frequency of the control system is near 
the airplane short period frequency.    When the control 
system frequency is significantly higher than the airplane 
short period frequency, the equivalent second-order 
response is essentially the airplane short period response. 

5. It is also possible to compute a delay time from a match 
of the highest-order coefficient in the characteristic 
equation of the higher-order system.    This delay time is 
approximately half the delay time determined by matching 
the lowest-order coefficients.     It is also possible to 
determine a delay time from the control system phase shift 
at the airplane short period frequency.    The phase shift 
delay time is comparable to the delay time obtained from a 
match of the coefficients of the  lowest-order terms. 
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6. Pilot ratings and PIO ratings for all the configurations 
simulated correlate reasonably well with a computed delay 
parameter (4,/£ )• ^  is  the delay time and P£  is the 

period of equivalent second-order response determined 
from a match of the coefficients of the lowest-order terms 
in the characteristic equation of the higher-order system. 

7. The delay parameter is reasonably well correlated to control 
system phase angle evaluated at the airplane short period 
frequency. It is therefore also possible to correlate pilot 
ratings and PIO ratings to control system phase shift at 
the airplane short period frequency. 

8. There is some indication from tracking records that tracking 
difficulties and PIO tendencies can be related to the phase 
angle of the control system at the airplane short period 
frequency. 

9. The deterioration in pilot ratings with an increase in the 
delay parameter does not appear to be a function of whether 
the delay arises from the feel system, elevator actuator, 
or both. Pilot comments differ however, depending on the 
source of the delay. 

10. It is evident from the pilot comments that pilots are very 
aware of poor feel system charjr.teristics when the feel 
system frequency is lowered and approaches the airplane 
short period frequency. Pilot complaints are then directed 
to the "high inertia," "rate limit," or "soft" characteristics 
of the stick.  Pilots object to such stick characteristics 
even when they think they do not interfere with airplane 
control. 

11. When the response delay arises primarily from the elevator 
actuator, the handling qualities are considered poorer by 
the pilots during VFR flight. When the response delay 
arises primarily from the slow elevator stick, the handling 
qualities appear to be poorer under IFR flight.  In- 
sufficient data exists to completely substantiate the 
latter statement. 

12. Pilot ratings and PIO ratings are related to the stick 
force gradients ('«•/*) of the configuration. A con- 

figuration with significant PIO tendencies can be made 
unflyable by lowering the stick forces, and an unflyable 
airplane may be made flyable by raising the stick forces. 
Higher stick forces do not eliminate the PIO tendencies, 
but they do reduce the amplitude of the oscillations and 
can prevent them from being divergent. 
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13. The effect of reducing the airplane short period damping 
(Airplane B) is to degrade handling qualities at a higher 
rate with an increase in the delay parameter. The lower 
short period damping appears to accentuate PIO tendencies 
with the saae delay parameter. 

14. Less correlation exists between the delay parameter and the 
PIO tendencies for the landing approach configurations 
simulated. Initially, an increase in the delay parameter 
appears to degrade handling qualities without an increase 
in PIO tendencies. The data, however, is not conclusive 
on this point. 

15. General comparisons of fixed-base ground simulator versus 
flight evaluations indicate that configurations with 
significant PIO tendencies are rated poorer in flight, 
and configurations with little or no PIO tendencies are 
rated better in flight.  In evaluating PIO tendencies, 
ground simulator results are not conservative and can 
be very misleading. 
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TABLE I 

CONFIGURATION MATRIX ESTABLISHED FOR IN-FLIGHT EVALUATION OF 
HIGHER-ORDER CONTROL SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

ll FEEL 

SYSTEM 
DYNAMICS 

AIRPLANE PYNAWIC8                                                        _j 
ACTUATOR 
DYNAMICS 

UF-AND-AWAY 

CONFIGURATIONS 
LANDING         j 

APPROACH 

FILTER 
CHARACTERISTICS 

A 8 C LA              | 

FAST 

^« - B.4 cpt 

i^S - 0.707 

ORDER *„ - 0.6 

o;*.- 2.8 rad/MC 
r.p-02 

Ait,* t.0 nöJmc 

**, " 0.6 

A4/. - 2.3 rad/MC 
<^ - 0.5              | 

2 

10.0 •A(F)-2<10» *B(F»-2I10» C(F)-2I10) LA(FI-2(10)           j 

2.6 •A(F»-2(2.6) B(F)-2(2.B) C(F)-2(2.6) LA<F)-2(2.6)          | 

1.0 •A(F)-2(1) •B(F)-2(1) •C(F)-2(1» *LA(F)-2(1) 

4 2.5 •A(F»-4(2.6) 
#B(F»4(2.B) C(F)-4<2.6I LA(F).4<2.W         | 

5 
2.5 •A(F)-6(2.6I 

• 
B(F)-5(2.5) C(F)-5(2.5) LA|F)-6(2.6»          j 

1.0 A(F)-60) B(F)-6(1) C(F)-5(1| 
•            i 

LA(F).B(1)              j 

1   MEDIUM 

K/* ■ 1.5 q» 
| in - 0.707 

2 

10.0 •A(M)-2(10I B(M 1-2(10» C(MI-2|10I *LA|M»-2(10»          j 

2.5 A(M)-2(2.5) B(M)-2(2.5) C(M)-2(2.BI #LA(M).2!2.B          1 

SLOW 
As - 0.83 cp« 
^s-0.707 

2 
10.0 

• 
A(S)-2(10) 

• 
B(S)2(10) 

• 
C(SI2(10» LA(Si-2l10) 

2.6 A(S)-2(2.6) B(S)2(2.5) C(S)2«2.6) 
• 
LA(S)-2I2.6I          1 

NOTES: (11 UPAND-AWAY CONFIGURATIONS 

V0  - 680 FT/SEC, im» \M SEC"1, «yt- 24.2 9'«/RAD 

(21 LANDING APPROACH 

V0 - 247 FT/SEC, i-« - 0.96 SEC'1, /»-/* - 7.36 gVRAD 

,•2 />.s /Sri • 8.2 LB/IN.,Fet,/n.' 16 LB/9, Mg      ■ 0.388 IN.'1 SEC 

(3) 'CONFIGURATIONS EVALUATED IN FIXED-BASE GROUND SIMULATOR 

14)     NUMBERS AND LETTERS IN BLOCKS REFER TO CONFIGURATION DESIGNATIONS 
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TABLE  IV 

CONFIGURATIONS EVALUATED AND LONGITUDINAL PARAMETERS 

SIMULATED  IN FLIGHT 

FUU *W / VV v «•<■ 

m 
lEMIIIRi 

mi 
CMFIWIITI« I'M/ MC) 

• P 
('»/») (1/ rM] _ ('»' '••1   . PI/PIO» P  LOT 

KM. IIF MM». LIF MU ml NU» l»F Mi». LIF 

in tu L*(M)-2(2.») . 1.12 . I»»' . . 1.07 . 7.M *«/- 1 
ii« SM »(F).»(l) 2.71 2.71 .SO« .in . U.I 11.10 21.IS . 21.» u»/- 

711 U(f)-2(l) - I.IS - .ISO - . . S.IS . 7.«l u/- 
IIS «12 •(')-»( 1) 2.71 2.11 .220 .217 . 1».. 22 1 22.2 . M.» bl/- 

»17 U(»)-2(I0) I.I« 1.12 .ISS ,1»« . . . 6.03 . 7.M *»/- 
in MO •(0-2(2.1) 2.12 2.7S .23» .2»« I«.0 17.» 11.2 21.M . M.) »»/- 

IM U(I)-2(2.S) 2.13 2.M .SM .SI7 . . 7.SO • •17 . 7.«« *»/- 
•17 SM *(i)-J(io) 2.17 2.11 .S«» .S«l 12.« 13.0 . 22.1 »2.1 21.» «/- i 

m l*(")-2(IO) 1.17 1.7» .635 .ISI I«.l 17.» . 1.»» (.»• 7.M »2/- 
III »71 e(f)-2(i) S.OI S.M .«10 .«22 «».« 3»  5 . 21.S 21.1 21.» U7/- 

»1 U(f)-5(l) • 1.17 • .s«s . 17.» . 1.07 . 7.M 10/- 
III SM •(M-2(I0) 2.13 2.70 .til .211 • II.1 21.1 21.7 27.« 21.3 M/* 

110 *(M-2(i) 2. SO 2.M ■*»2 .MO I.IS 1.71 . 2».« 2«.S 21.» U7/. 
117 e(F)-2{i) S.I3 S.O« .«M .«»7 7.27 7.21 21.1 n.i 2«.2 21.» ml- 

110 «7« C(F).«(2.S) S.02 S.OI .««2 .«»« '0.» 10.» 2S.« 22.« 27.S N.» U7/. 
l«S •(f)-»(2.») 2.71 2.S» .2«2 .Ml 11.7 10.7 . 2».S 27.» 21.3 M/- 

1 *11 
M2 C(F)-2(10) S.I3 S.O« .«57 .«»i 1.6 ».7» 2S.I 22.2 2«.» 21.» «/- 
«22 C(»)-2(I0) «.17 S.M • Ml .«M ».SS ».»» 21.2 22.» 2».» 21.» Ü7/. 
2U »(n-»(io) 2.M 2.1« .SSS .SSI ».»« I.I» . 2«.» 2(.« M.) »«/- 

122 »2 C(F)-I(I) S.M S.M .«70 .«2» ».^t ».»1 21.1 21.• 2S.0 21.» U7/- 
M7 L»(M-2(I0) - I.M - .»1» II.W 17.1 . 1.21 7.»2 7.M ktl- 

123 SM »(")-»(10) 2.7» 2.71 .S»l .SIS II.1 12.S 2).l 21.1 21.1 21.» IS/- 
MS »(0-2(1) 2.7' 2.S7 .ss» .SS» II.» ».IS 2S.2 n.i B.I 21.» Ul- 
12S C(F)-2(10) I.I« S.03 .«s« .«»7 I.M 1.17 25.J 2».7 2S.S 21.» »2/- 

12« Sll »(0-»(2.S) 2.11 2.12 - .530 10.» 12.5 2)1 22.0 »1.» 21.9 i«/- 
«II »(f)-2(2.») 2.M 2.S2 .102 .SSS ».22 I.IS . 22.» 21.1 21.1 1»/- 
2M C(F).«(2.») «.71 S.M .SM .«1« I.M ».17 2S.7 2«.0 23.5 21.1 U7/- 

in IM »(F).8(2.S) 2.77 2.12 .IM .Sll ia.a l».S 21.1 21.2 M.I 21.1 »S/- 
IM U(M)-2(2.S) l.ll I.M .S20 .SI« )i.i 17.» - • .!• 7.3S 7,«« *«/- 

12« SM C(F)-»(I) S.M S.M .»20 .«22 10.7 10.2 22.0 21.» 27.» 21.1 10/- 
«M C(F).2(I) S.2I S.OS .SM .MO 10.« ».7» 22 I 22.» »0.1 21.1 U7/- 
«2« U(F)-2(I) 2.2S I.M .s«s .SM IS.« 17.» 1.0 (.»» 7.M »«/- 

127 «M •(0  2(2.») 2.11 2.70 .22» .217 . 10.1 20.1 22.» M.I 21.1 «/- 
112 L*(I).2(2.S) 2.02 I.M .SM .SM II.» 17.1 S.I2 1.02 7.17 7.«« *«/- 

121 «31 »(0-«(2.») 2.M 2.M .10« .SM 10.0 10.1 22.1 22.1 21.S 21.1 Ml- 
SM .»(0-«(2.S) 2.01 1.17 .«II .S»S 20.» 17.1 . I.M 7.IS 7.«» A»/- 

121 SM »(»)-2(2.») - 2.70 - .S«2 . II.1 . 22.2 . 21.1 «/- 
MO »(l)-2(2.5) • 2.M • .MO - 1.70 . 2».« . 21.1 Ü7/- 
2M »(")-«(2.») - 2.1« - S61 - 1.70 . 2«.» . 21.1 »«/- 

IM SM e(F)-»(2.J) s.os S.OS .«7S .«21 ».»» ».»1 21.0 21.7 2«.2 N.I Ml- 
| 1            | 

313 t»(n-*(2.S) I.IS 1.17 .SI2 .SM 11.» 17.» S.I« 1.02 7.SO 7.»« Ul- 1 
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TABLE IV (COHT.) 

FUEL ^V / tP w v W '« 

FIT. 

•EMtlliHQ 

{MM 

CMFIMMTIOi (rid tic) (18/61 (■/rail 
NUI. 

L.) 

LSF 

FI/PIO* FILOT 

«IS. L$F KM. LIF MCH. LSF MUS. LSF 

13« Ml *(»)-2(J.8) 2.88 2.78 .S«3 538 8.2« 8.82 22.9 21.6 2«.6 26.3 UT.il- N 
373 L»(f)-*(J.S) 2.12 i.r ^S«' .551 - I7.S - 6.00 7.72 7.«6 ill- 

83i SS« e(F)-2(l) S.M S.08 .«20 .«22 7.3$ S.I» 21.6 21.3 22.9 26.3 U7/3 
3SS U(F).2(I0) - 1.97 - .Ml " 17.8 - 6.16 - 7.«6 63/1 

136 «SS A(f)-J(l) 2.SS 2.82 sss .552 7.78 7.»0 21.5 22.5 27.1 26.3 M.S/2 
J70 L*(F).S(I) I.SS I.9S ■ 3M' .555 - 17.8 - S.M 7.72 7.«6 U8/« 

r..7 S02 *(f)-»(2.5) 2.8« 2.70 .S32 .Ml 7.72 8.39 23.9 22.2 2«.6 26.3 »«/2 
3SS l.»(8)-2(2.S) 1.«« l.«7 .SSO .S«S IS.8 17.8 8.3 6.OS 7.76 7.»6 65/1 

138 «7« 8(F).«(2.8) 2.73 2.S8 .233 .2«7 10.6 8.79 21.3 22.« 27.» 26.3 66/3 
300 U(M)-2(2.5) 1.98 - .SSI - 17.8 - 5.S3 7.80 7.»6 63/1 

(3» S«J •(f)-»(l) 2.68 2.71 .303 236 II.I 10.» 21.5 21.8 29.3 26.3 U7/« 
3SS C(F).2(I0) S.06 S.OI .395 .»38 7.9 7.93 2«.» 23.5 27.1 26.3 t«/2 

810 S03 «(M)-2(10) 2.88 2.70 .5«! .5«2 9.06 8.38 21.7 22.1 23.3 26.3 «2.5/1 
Ml «77 »(»)-2(10) 2.S« 2.7» .518 .536 S.03 6.39 22.» 32.« 23.2 26.3 ««/I 

373 U(ll).t(IO| 2.03 I.M .539 .S«S - 17.8 6.07 8.13 - 7.»6 63/1 
•si «92 »m-2(io) 2.S2 2.71 .810 .538 8.0 8.39 21.2 22.2 28.2 26.3 62/1 

3W l*($)-2(10) I.N I.S7 .S«2 .S«2 18.0 17.« 5.82 8.1« 7.32 7.«6 6«.S/1 
S«3 sn C(S)-2(IOj «.88 S.02 .«32 .«31 7.72 8.05 22.6 22.0 2».5 26.3 U7/« 

3S2 LA(F)-2(I) - I.N - .Ml - 17.8 - 8.17 7.20 7.«6 »«,5/1.5 
•«« SIS C(F).«(2.S) S.20 S.02 .«3« .«31 8.57 8.05 22.7 22.0 27.1 26.3 U7.5/« 

3*2 L»(S)-2(2.S) - I.M - .Ml 17.8 17.8 • 8.17 7.53 7.»« 65.5/1.5 
SM SOS »(f)-2(l) 2.6S 2.70 .507 .S«2 7.68 8.39 21.3 22.1 27.8 26.3 U7.5/«.5 

375 U(f).S(l) 1.88 1.97 .718 .5«3 23.2 17.8 S.79 8.13 7.32 7.»6 10/6 
in; r-OS Mf)-2(2.S) 2.6S 2.69 .621 .5«3 8.15 8.39 20.8 22.1 27.1 26.3 63.5/1.5 

322 »(M-«(2.S) 2.«6 2.S« .60S .570 6.82 6.81 23.0 23.7 25.7 26.3 66/3 
BXS S22 S(S)-2(I0) 2.69 2.6S .206 .238 10.« 10.2 21.1 22.0 22.3 26.3 US/«.5 

3«S C(F)-2(I0) S.06 S.02 .««6 .»38 8.1« 7.93 2».l 23.6 26.6 26.3 6«.5/1.5 
233 »(«y-i(io) 2.S6 2.68 .568 .IM 7.«7 6.61 2«.« 2«.5 23.6 26.3 63.5/1.5 

«t» SM 8(F).2(I0) 2.7S 2.7S .2«2 .22« 12.2 10.5 19.8 21.« 26.0 26.3 63/1 
367 U(F).2(I) 1  •« 1.97 .539 .5«» 19.6 17.8 6.11 6   II 7.75 7.«6 M/l 

SSO SSO M')-»(il 2.68 2.78 .505 .536 - 8.82 20.1 21.7 - 26.3 10/6 
367 L*(f)-5(l) 1.93 1.87 .563 .5»» 19.8 17.S 6.87 6.11 7.50 7.»6 U9/5 

SSI HI C(F)-S(2.S) «.86 S.OS .«36 .»28 6.46 8.0» 21.2 21.8 29.8 26.3 US/S 
3S7 8(F)-5(2.S) 2.71 2.82 .293 .2»6 12.2 9.5» 23.1 23.2 25.9 28.3 U7.5/6.5 
23S M»)-2(2.S) 2.76 2.67 .557 .S»9 7.85 6.81 2«.l 2«.5 26.5 28.3 6.5/« 

SS2 «M *(n-2(IO) 2.77 2.72 .«78 .538 ».»9 ».19 21.S 22.3 2«.7 26.3 61.5/1 
3S3 Mf)-2(i) 2.67 2.«9 .536 .578 8.86 6.81 21.« 23.5 25.7 26.3 U7/« 
ISS «(F)-2(I0) 2.67 2.73 .«9« .Ml 10.0 10.2 2«.7 2«.8 25.6 26.3 M/l 

SS3 s«s »(F)-S(l) 2.78 2.78 .522 .535 17.S 17.6 22.S 21.8 27.0 28.3 U7.5/«.S 
es» s«s *(S)-2(2.M 2.72 2.78 .615 .535 ».IS «.«1 IS.8 21.7 25.7 26.3 10/8 

3S« C(F)-S(2.S) «.82 S.OI .««« .»38 15.90 IS.8 2«.3 73.5 27.7 36.3 U7/6.5 
IS« C(f)-S(2.S) S.00 S.I6 .«SO .«3« II.»0 11.8 2«.8 2S.1 M.I 26.3 U8/6.5 

SS7 «SS 8{F)-2(I0) 2.7S 2.70 .2«9 .238 8.87 10.2 19.5 22.3 25.8 28.3 62/1 
266 C(N)-2(I0) «.88 S.OS .«IS .»36 7.66 7.93 22.7 2«.2 25.8 26.3 U7/3.5 

S60 111 »(F)-S(l) 2.81 2.69 .555 .5»» 27.3 25.2 22 5 22.M 27.5 26.3 U8/6.5 
332 ..»(F)-S(l) 1.98 I.M .59« .5»8 31.5 35.7 5.75 6.02 7.20 7.»6 US.5/» 

SSI «21 C(f)-S(l) «.91 S.OS .«10 .»32 16.0 16.0 23.6 22.8 29.7 26.3 US/«.5 
300 LMF)-S(I) I.SS 1.98 .»82 .551 25.» 26.6 - 5.93 7.35 7.»6 10/5.5 

S62 S2I MS)-2(2.S) 2.60 2.67 ,507 .S»6 I».8 16.6 21.7 22.0 27.5 26.3 66/3 
3S0 l.*(f!-2<2.S) 2.03 1.96 .637 ■ Ml l».8 17.8 - 6.17 7.M 7.»6 62/1 

SS3 «6« «("1-2(2.8) 2.S9 2.62 .563 .559 7.83 7.90 22.0 22.5 30.6 26.3 66/3 
Ul(f)-«(2.S) • 1.17 . .5»5 • 17.8 . 6.09 ■ 7.»6 63/1 

SS« S67 e(»)-i(i) «.77 S.03 .«07 «29 8.05 8.0« 21.1 21.6 2«.» 26.3 10/6 
««« 8(F)-5(I) 2.76 2.63 .251 .2»5 10.3 9.79 22.1 22.7 28.» 26.3 10/6 
306 C(F)-8(I) «.S3 S.OS .361 .»37 23.5 23.9 23.3 23.9 2«.7 26.3 U7/» 

MS SI2 »(S)-«(2.S) 2.SS 2.69 .536 .5»» 7.82 8.39 25.3 22.1 23.2 26.3 U8.S/6.5 
333 LA(F).«(2.S) 2.00 I.9S .SOS .S«7 II.» 8.82 7.12 6.02 7.72 7.»6 62.5/1 

MS S«l C|{F)-8{.S) S.20 S.26 .563 .577 26.0 2«.2 20.9 21.S 27.0 26.3 US.5/«.5 
«26 C,(F)-8(.8) S.SI S.2S .560 .578 8.0 7.St 22.5 22.8 2«.3 26.3 10/8 \ I 

3 SO C,;FI.S(.S) 8.SS 1.11 .573 .S7S 18.1 18.0 26.1 23.S 26.5 
_ 26.3 US/5.5 "      1 

'POOR TRACES 
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TABLE VIII 

PILOT COMMENT CARD - FIGHTER MISSION 

A.       MAKE COMMENTS AT ANY TIME AS DESIRED. 

B BRIEFLY COMMENT ON LONGITUDINAL HANDLING 
QUALITIES FOR VFR FLIGHT PRIOR TO COMMENCING 
IFR EVALUATION TASKS. 

C. MAKE GENERAL COMMENTS ON LONGITUDINAL 
HANDLING DUALITIES AFTER ALL EVALUATION 
TASKS. 

O.       COMMENT ON THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC ITEMS: 

1. ABILITY TO TRIM    ANY DIFFICULTIES? 
2. QUALITY OF FEEL SYSTEM? 
3. AIRPLANE RESPONSE TC PILOT INPUTS: 

«.   INITIAL RESPONSE? 
b. FINAL RESPONSE? 
c. STICK FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS? 

4. PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL AND TRACKING 
CAPABILITY? 

b   NORMAL ACCELERATION CONTROL? 
8.  ALTITUDE CONTROL? 
7. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN TURNS: 

ENTRY - MAINTAINING - RECOVERY? 
8. ALTITUDE COMMAND TRACKING TASKS: 

PERFORMANCE ■ DIFFICULTIES7 

9. "S" PATTERN OR ILS APPROACH: 
PERFORMANCE - DIFFICULTIES? 

10. COMMENT ON DIFFERENCE IN HANDLING QUALITIES 
FOR VFR AND IFR FLIGHT. 

11. WAS LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL SATISFACTORY? 
DID IT DETRACT FROM LONGITUDINAL EVALUATION? 

E.        MAKE SUMMARY COMMENTS ON OVERALL EVALUATION 

1. GOOD FEATURES. 

2. OBJECTIONAL FEATURES. 

3. SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES. 

4. PILOT RATING BASED ON MISSION PHASE ■ WORDS AND 
NUMBER. 

5. PID RATING BASED ON MISSION. 

6. PRIMARY REASON FOR RATINGS. 
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TABLE X 

PIO TENDENCY RATING SCALE 

DESCRIPTION 

NUMERICAL 

RATING 

NO TENDENCY FOR PILOT TO INDUCE UNDESIRABLE 
MOTIONS 

UNDESIRABLE MOTIONS TEND TO OCCUR WHEN 
PILOT INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS 
TIGHT CONTROL. THESE MOTIONS CAN BE PREVENTED 
OR ELIMINATED BY PILOT TECHNIQUE. 

UNDESIRABLE MOTIONS EASILY INDUCED WHEN PILOT 
INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGHT 
CONTROL.  THESE MOTIONS CAN BE PREVENTED OR 
ELIMINATED BUT ONLY AT SACRIFICE TO TASK PER- 
FORMANCE OR THROUGH CONSIDERABLE PILOT 
ATTENTION AND EFFORT. 

OäCILLATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN PILOT INITIATES 
ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGHT CONTROL . 
PILOT MUST REDUCE GAIN OR ABANDON TASK TO 
RECOVER. 

DIVERGENT OSCILLATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN 
PILOT INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS 
TIGHT CONTROL PILOTMUST OPEN LOOP BY RELEASING 
OR FREEZING THE STICK. 

DISTURBANCE OR NORMAL PILOT CONTROL MAY 
CAUSE DIVERGENT OSCILLATION . PILOT MUST OPEN 
CONTROL LOOP BY RELEASING OR FREEZING THE 
STICK. 
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2.0 

1.0 

2.0 

te) 

77* 1.0 

\   IS 
SJ 

(•)  -   FAST FEEL SYSTEM 

  DESIRED ( />s - 5.4 CPS,  ^s - 707) 

 -MEASURED (   /Vs  " 6.7 CPS, ^5  " 6/0) 

1.0 

TIME ~ SEC 

: (b)  -  MEDIUM FEEL SYSTEM 

  DESIRED (  />s   -1.50 CPS,    ^cs - .707) 

  MEASURED (  /Vs   - 1.67 CPS,   frs - .5M) 

 ^■■■i 

1.0 

TIME ^ SEC 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

W). 
1.0 

|c)   -  SLOW FEEL SYSTEM 

 -DESIRED! i'Vs  -.830CPS,  ^s -.707 

  MEASURED (^s   -.915 CPS,   ^s-.*»1t 

I 
1.0 

TIME-^ SEC 

2.0 

Figure 2    RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEEL SVSTEM TO A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT 
(SECOND-ORDER FEEL SYSTEMS-NO NOTCH FILTER) 
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2.0 

(J) 

a) 

1.0 

1 f T  H PAST MiL SYSTEM | ! f 1 

  MEASURED  \ 4 \ ■••••••"•T 1 * 

11 . l. J   

yi i 
2.0 

1.0 

2.0 

m 
m 1.0  - 

1.0 

TIME ~ SEC 

1.0 

TIME  ~ SEC 

(cl       SLOW FEEL SYSTEM 

  COMPUTED 
  MEASURED 

MCU*. 

1.0 

TIME - SEC 

2.0 

I     lb)      MEDIUM FEEL SYSTEM 

 ; ; ■.              MEASURED 

1/I  i   1   |  1 
j""\ 1 1 1 | :  •< i 

2.0 

2.0 

F gur« 3      RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEEL SYSTEM TO A STEP STICK 
FORCE INPUT (SECOND-ORDER FEEL SYSTEM WITH NOTCH FILTER) 
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20 

(t) 
(1) ss 

(•) ......"^* 

2.0 

(?) 
1.0 

£,  -10.0CW,   ^a  -707)   - DESIRED ( ra  - i*v^..   ^a 

 . MEASURED (SAMP AS DESIRED) 

Mb)- 

  - DESIRED ( /^ -2.60«.   fa 

 -MEASURED 

•.707) 

(M 

2.0 
.,c). 

DESIRED I  /m   -1.0CW,   !<a   -. 

Figure 4    ELEVATOR RESPONSE TO STEP STICK INPUTS FOR VARIOUS ACTUATORS SIMULATED 
(SECOND-ORDER ACTUATORS) 
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3.0 

(t) 
(I) 

1.0 ■ 

I ; 1 '1'  
xsmto {£'7Mcn.fa - .010, 

 ,* --^-- - 

<- -  3091 L              ■ ' 

[  

  I MEASURED 

/ 
1.0 

TIME ~ SEC 

2.0 

2.0 

ft) 1.0 

 - 
i        (i)         j                     j 

 • DESIRED (A- 1.0 CPS. £   - .810  t.   - .309)                1 

  - MEASURED 
'-J           ; !■ • 

1      t^5 
._ j J£Z.        . 

f 

»                    '                     *                     '                     I :          '          i          i.          ! 

„^ III^^ i 

I          •          *          *          i 

1.0 

TIME - SEC 

2.0 

2.0 

W) 
1.0 

; 

--r- 

(c) 

- DESIRED </4- .796, t  - .901, £   - .223» 

  - MEASURED 

^ f 

TIME - SEC 

Figurt 5    ELEVATOR RESPONSE TO STEP STICK INPUTS FOR VARIOUS ACTUATORS SIMULATED 
(FIFTH-ORDER ACTUATORS) 
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2.0 

(t) 
ss 

(a)  -   SECOND ORDER 

DfSIREDC /"     -2.5CPS,     t^'fOJ) 
a. * 

 -MEASURED 

1,0 
TIME ~ SEC 

» \ 
2.0 

2.0 

(41 

FOURTH ORDER i 

DESIRED (    f    -2 50CPS,      i    -.926.      A    -.383): 

  MEASURED 

1.0 

TIME - SEC 
20 

2.0 

i Snl. Si 

1                                       kiVVrFTH ORDER 

'•  '< 
■810.     t 

1 \ -j  
- MEASURED 

•  i-     -i  »   ^ 

1.0 

TIME ~ SEC 
2.0 

Fisure 8    ELEVATOR RESPONSE TO STEP STICK «NPUTS FOR VARIOUS ORDER ACTUATORS 
SIMULATED (ACTUATOR FREQUENCY 2.5 CPS) 
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FLIGHT «LOT PR/PIOR RAD/SEC i*. RAD/SEC <*, «s Fes/** 
LB/Q' 

DESIRED 6.00 0.626 5.00 0.901 .233 8.0 

ne H 118.5/4.6 Ml 0.677 5.00 0.901 .233 24.2 

M H 10/6 B.26 0.578 S.00 0.901 .223 8.0 

866 H U8/6.B 6.33 0.678 6.00 0.901 .223 16.0          1 

0 DESIRED AND SIMULATED FIFTH-ORDER 
ELEVATOR ACTUATOR ROOTS 

O DESIRED AIRPLANE 
SHORT PERIOD ROOTS 

" • SIMULATED AIRPLANE 
SHORT PERIOD ROOTS 

Figur« 7 BUTTERWORTH DISTRIBUTION OF ACTUATOR AND AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL 
SHORT PERIOD ROOTS FOR CONFIGURATION C^FI-SUM) 
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2.0 

RAD/SEC 

1.0 

•                                                                      ,                                  i                                   *                                  ' I                                   *                                  * 

 •» r * -I  ■• • *- ■» * • 

• *                                               ■               * *              * *               * 

• ■               •               * • *               * 

• i               *               * i •               * 

.           •           •           ;            I           ' •           ; !           I 
• *!••' i *                  * 

 •> • r ■{ • • ,«• i  i • 

i          %          *                      i i          *                      § 

1           :           :           *           *           ' :          ■ *           ' 

100 200 300 400 

FUEL REMAINING. GAL 

BOO 000 

d 

100 

300 400 

FUEL REMAINING. GAL 

200 300 

FUEL REMAINING, 

400 

GAL 

eoo 

Figur« 8     IN-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODE CHARACTERISTICS 
SIMULATED tUP-AND AWAY FLIGHT CONDITION) 
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2.0 

RAO/SEC 

1.0 

 !• | r t i i r : 
!          :           :           j           ■           i           : | 

1 ■> ', \ "j ■• r ^ ■i 

 -i • \ i- \ f f -i 
I i ! i i i : i 
* ■ ■ i 
* i • * i * 

 •» r ^ + ' • .'• ^ 

100 300 400 

FUEL REMAINING, GAL 

500 600 

01 

|    i    1    |    j o 
I 

  

o, 
100 200 300 400 

FUEL REMAINING, GAL 

500 600 

2.0 

^   I 

1.0 

 ; r T ■ r r  
*               1                ,                •                                , 

f       1       i    J      .[Q.J... k........j ! t          0:           ^-"-i 

•          i           i          ;          •          i 
i           j            I           •           ;           ; 

 \ i | • \ 1  

 l i i i i   • 

1     Mi 
100 200 300 400 

FUEL REMAINING, GAL 

600 600 

Figure 9      IN FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODE CHARACTERISTICS 
SIMULATED (LANDING APPROACH FLIGHT CONDITION) 
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(t) 

ör 

- HlGMEROROeH RESPONSE 

- TIMt DELAY («„   I ANDSECONO-OROEB 
AIRPLANE SHOUT PERIOD I l*g, • ?„ I 

• TIM« DELAY I *t0 ) AND EQUIVALENT 
SECONDOHDEH RESPONSE i*»>t ,'Sf\ 

• TIME DELAY FOR BEST MATCH I ««* I 
AND SECONOORDEH AIRPLANE 
SHORT PERIOD ( W,^ , tSA  I 

TIME ~ SEC 

TIME - SEC 

Figur« 14     COMPARISON OF HIGHER-ORDER LONGITUDINAL RESPONSES WITH SECOND-ORDER 
RESPONSES WITH TIME DELAY FOLLOWING A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT   CONF. A|F)-2(1) 
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• HIGHER-OnOCR RESPONK 

• TIMC DELAY |4«r I ANOMOOM&OMOCN 
Al RPLANE SHOHT ff RICO ( V$ß 11t, I 

• TIME DELAY I »ä0 I AND f OUIVALCNT 
KCONOOROCN MWONM I W# , J^ I 

• TIME DELAY FOR MtT MATCH I • 0m I 
ANOSEOONDOMOER AIRPLANE 
•HORT PERIOD I W,^ , f,, I 

TIME " S€C 

Figur« 15     COMPARISON OF HIGHER-ORDER LONGITUDINAL RESPONSES WITH SECOND-ORDER 
RESPONSES WITH TIME DELAY FOLLOWING A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT - CONF  A(F) 5( 1) 
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• HIGHlROBOf R RESPONSE 

-TIMiOfLAV«,,  lANOKOONOOnOCR 
AIRPLANE SHOWT PCfllOO I i*i, • f,, I 

- TIME Of LAV I m4, I AND EQUIVALENT 
•ECOMOOftDEM RttPONK ( W# , j^ I 

■ TIME Of LAV PON MtT MATCH I « «* I 
AND SECONOORDtR AIRPLANE 
SMOÄT PERIOD I http , ts,   | 

TIME ~ SEC 

TIME ^ sec 

Figura 16      COMPARISON OF HIGHER-ORDER LONGITUDINAL RESPONSES WITH SECOND-ORDER 
RESPONSES WITH TIME DELAY FOLLOWING A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT  CONF. A(M)-4(2.5) 
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I 

• HIGHf R-ONOf R Rt 

•TIMt OtLAVKj^  lANDHCONOOMDCR 
AINPLAM SHORT HRIOO ( Vg, • 1l0 I 

TIMf Of LAY I *t0 I AND lOUIVALiNT 
SfOONMMMR RUKMN I W# , J^ I 

TIM Of LAY FOR MtT MATCH I «j^. > 
AN0flfC0NI>OR0tR AIRPLANf 
SHORT KRIOO ( hit* * XJS  I 

TIME ~ SEC 

v «'s* 

TIME ~ SEC 

Figurt 17      COMPARISON OF HIGHEH-ORDF.R LONGITUDINAL RESPONSES WITH SECOND-ORDER 
RESPONSES WITH TIME DELAY FOLLOWING A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT - CONF. A(S)-2(1Ü) 
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•HICHfR-OROCR RESPC»SE 

-T Ml «LAY I«,, lANOKOOMOOnDEN 
AIRPLANC SHOnT KRIOO I <^t, • ttß I 

• TIME Df LA V I m*» I AMD iOUIVAUNT 
SCCOMOOMDCn RESPONSE < w4 , ^ i 

\!\,\ -TIME DELAY FOR MtT MATCH i «..,  I 
 h-\l—!• AWOitCOWtMMIOtH AlWLANi 

TIME - SEC 

or 

1.0  

(a) 
ts ss 

TIME - SEC 

Figure 18      COMPARISON OF HIGHER-ORDER LONGITUDINAL RESPONSES WITH SECOND OROER 
RESPONSES WITH TIME DELAY FOI    ^WING A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT - CONF. B(F)-5( I I 
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TIME - SEC 

TIME ~ SEC 

Figure 19     COMPARISON OF HIGHE R-ORDE R LONGITUDINAL RESPONSES WITH SECOND-ORDER 
RESPONSES WITH TIME DELAY FOLLOWING A STEP STICK FORCE INPUT  CONF. C(F)-6(1) 
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or 

2   - 

PIOR 

4   - 

;   (a) P.O RATING • 

± 
.7 .3 

DELAY PARAMETER - i^/Fg 

DC LA V PARAMETE R - »^tP- 

Figur« 22 VARIATION OF PILOT RATING AND PIO RATING WITH DELAY PARAMETER 
(PILOT H - AIRPLANE CONF. A) 
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PIOR 

;   la) PIO RATING 

-0- 
.2 

DELAY PARAMETER »LfIPB 

PR 

• -r ^ • • • • 
lb> PILOT RATING 

 ,• -•■>• •• 

FEELSYSTEM 

2     Q /v    FAST      ■ ■  1 

v  i      |       j D ^    MEDIUM 

1 ;             1              • A'*'  SLO« 

iK 
 j" ] NOTE: fts/ly  -a6TOia5LB/B    • 

EACH FLAG REFERS TO AN 

4 

 
i 

"»■
—

■ 

 + -j ••-- 

 -j \ ♦-•• 
1                                  j                                   J 

ADC »TIONAL POINT 

 -j-  

' 4-  

6 * 

• • 
: 

-4  
1 • 

■ 

..jp...  -i \ r— 
«                     *                     J 
*                     I                     ' 

 -j-  

8 -—•— -i  • 
• 
t 

A\-  -j \ \--  -j-  

10 

• 
: 

" " * • • 

i 

 H 

• 
v i i r \     1      i      .1 

 \ 

i  i 
.1 

DELAY PARAMETER  »Lp/Pg 

Figurt 23 VARIATION OF PILOT RATING AND PIO RATING WITH DELAY PARAMETER 
(PILOT H • AIRPLANE CONF. B) 
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0|- 

PlOfl 

I DC LAV PARAMETER. •LF/PE 

DELAY PARAMETER • »Lf/PB 

Figur« 24 VARIATION OF PILOT RATING AND PIO RATING WITH DELAY PARAMETER 
(PILOT H - AIRPLANE CONF. O 
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PIOR 

6 L 

UIPIO RATING   ; 

.4 

DELAY PARAMETER - «^/Pg 

FEEL SYSTEM 

O *•   FAST 
D ~ MEDIUM' ; 

A*"-   SLOW 

NOTE:     fts/*}. * 17.8 LB/g ! 

PR 

DELAY PARAMETER    «Lp/Pg 

Ftgurt 26 VARIATION OF PILOT RATING AND PIO RATING WITH DELAY PARAMETER 
{PILOT H-AIRPLANE CONF.  LAI 
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2»- 

06LAY PARAMETER • »LF^E 

2r- 

PR 
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NOTE -   MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN /£,/«,/  BETWEEN INITIAL 
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Figure 30    INITIAL AND REPEAT PILOT RATINGS AND PIO RATINGS    PILOT H 
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Figure 33 - 0tM»ARI90N OF PILOT RATINGS IN FLIGHT AND IN A FIXED-BASE GROUND SIMULATOR 
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APPENDIX 

SUMMARIES OF PILOT COMMENTS  \ND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF EACH HIGHER-ORDER CONFIGURATION SIMULATED 

INTRODUCTION 

Summaries  of the pilot comments and the  longitudinal short period 
responses  are presented in this appendix for each of the higher-order control 
system configurations  simulated,    '.lie short period responses are those for a 
step stick force  inpit  and include the dynamics  of the feel system and actuators 
simulated as well  as the simulated airplane short period characteristics.    The 
pilot comment summaries and the  longitudinal responses of each configuration 
are presented on  adjacent and facing pages so that  it  is easy to compare the 
comments  and the response characteristics simulated. 

The pilot   comment summaries were prepared from transcripts of wire 
recordings for each configuration evaluated by Pilot  B and Pilot H.    The pilot 
comments  are based on the Pilot Comment Card presented as Table VIII.    The 
comment  summaries were made  in the light of the questions asked of the evaluation 
pilots as  shown on the Pilot comment Card. 

The longitudinal  short period response curves shown  for each configura- 
tion have been normalized or ratioed to the steady-state values of the responses. 
To obtain the actual magnitude of the pitch rate  (0),  angle of attack   (ot), 

and normal acceleration   (77   )  responses as a function of time from these 

normalized curves,   it  is necessary to know the magnitude of the steady-state 
responses  and the actual stick force  (^C ) •    The required steady-state responses 

are  (0/^-5)5,.   C«/^,)     •  and  (»./^,)ss.    The steady-state responses  (ö/^),, 

and  («t/^g.,)      are related to the simulated psrameters as  indicated by Equations 

21  and 22  in the  text.    The  actual responses thus become 

(*/ 
) 

'fS 

W) f 1*4 

'Xf    -« 

(A-l) 

*■< 
(A-2) 

•j mr iS 
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Measured and least-squares fit values of L   , rr,/ot and  {.feflrT )5J are 

shown  in Table  IV for all the configurations  simulated.    The  least-square  fit 
values  (LSF)  alone are shown in Table V along with the delay time and delay 
parameters,  and the pilot ratings and PIO ratings.    As discussed in the 
^ody of the report,  the LSF values are the best estimate of the parameters 
actually simulated in flight.    The average of the LSF values of the parameters 
o}.0, X     »   ("-/*).  and Z^, for each of the airplanes   (A,  B, C,  C.,   and LA)  are 

also shown in Tables  II and III and Figure 7. 

The computed responses shown on Figures A-l through A-37 are based on 
the average LSF values of the airplane  ti)sp ,   ?jp  ,   (/),/&),  and /-^ .     The 

average LSF values of cüs/, and   £      are also sl^own in the small  table that 

accompanies each figure.    The average LSF values of all the airplane parameters 
required to obtain the computed responses are also shown in Section 3.3. 

The computed time histories were obtained directly from the airplane 
total transfer functions  (Equations 1,  2,  and 3) using an IBM digital  computer 
program.    The feel system and actuator transfer functions appropriate to each 
configuration simulated were used in obtaining the time histories.    The 
fourth-order form of the feel system transfer function used and the measured 
constants appropriate to each feel system ire presented and discussed In 
Section 3.1.    Tne  form of the actuator transfer function and the measured 
constants involved are presented and discussed In Sections 2.3 and 3.2, 

In conjunction with the computed response,   in-flight measured responses 
obtained from pilot  step stick force inputs are also shown for most  of the 
configurations simulated.    An attempt was  made to show one set  of records  for 
each pilot when the configuration was evaluated at   least once by each pilot. 
In some cases no records are shown because none were obtained or the records 
were poor and questionable because of such things as turbulence.    These 
in-flight measured responses were recorded on  an oscillograph and then 
normalized bas^d on the steady-state responses  for proper comparison to the 
computed responses.     The actual  LSF values of the measured a>   , f    ,  and ^,/», 

appropriate to each evaluation of a configuration are also shown in the small 
table that accompanies each figure. 

The in-flight step stick force responses were obtained with the pilot 
holding the stick out of trim with the airplane flying in straight and level 
flight at constant  indicated airspeed.    The pilot next released the stick. 
The stick rapidly assumed its trim position and the airplane responded to 
this stick movement.     In a true sense, the stick force after releasing the 
stick was not a pure step but a ramp determined by the dynamics of the stick 
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strain  gage filter end stick  inertia.    The time interval  of the ramp was small, 
of the order of .05 to 0.1  seconds.     From computer studies it was determined 
that   for these small  time intervals the responses of the airplane to a ramp 
stick  force input could not be distinguished from the responses to a step stick 
force  input when the step occurred at  the mid-point  of the ramp time interval. 
This technique was used to establish zero time for the  in-flight measured 
"step" responses. 

In most cases, the in-flight measured » response was used rather than 
the ?7    response to obtain the plot shown in the bottom figure.    The ec response 

is generally a better response for establishing the steady-state value of 
{v./P'  )       since it  is  less  affected by small changes  in airplane speed.     In 

some cases the oc response was poor and affected by such things as atmospheric 
turbulence.     In such cases  the rt    response of the airplane was used instead 

of the * response.    The cases  in which this was done are  indicated by an asterisk 
on the  flight number. 

Also shown on the figures  is the computed delay time obtained from 
Equations 40 and 42  (fly   , a    ).     As explained in Section 5.1,  a best second- 

order match of the responses  shown  in Figures A-l to A-3 will be obtained if 
the computed delay time  {a   )   is  obtained from Equation 42.    Although the 

computed delay time  (a    )  does  indeed predict the initial  delay in the response 

quite well,  the response immediately following this delay  is still higher than 
second-order.    This necessitates approximately doubling the delay time a     to 

obtain a.    which gives a best overall time history match   (Figures 14 through  19). 

The delay parameter (a    /£)   associated with each of the configurations simulated 

are  listed in Table V. 

The computed responses and measured responses  in general compare quite 
well.     All  indications are that  the higher-order control  system dynamics,  and 
their effects  on t .e airplane responses wcie properly simulated.    Generally 
the poorest comparisons between measured and comruted responses occurred for 
the   landing approach  (LA)  configurations simulated.    No completely satisfactory 
reason can be given to explain this.    The flight  records of landing approach 
configurations were obtained at  3000 feet pressure altitude and 140 knots  IAS. 
Flight  records were poorer and affecter* by the  larger atmospheric turbulence 
at  lower altitudes which makes establishment of the steady-state responses 
moie difficult.     In addition,  small changes in velocity at  the  lower indicated 
airspeed for simulation of  landing approach configuration,   140 knots  instead 
of 250 knots,   also has a larger effect on the values  of the steady-state 
response. 

In the pilot  comment   suimT.aries, no mention is made of the  lateral- 
directional characteristics  of the configurations simulated.    The evaluation 
pilots were askjd to comment on each configuration's   lateral-directional 
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characteristics.    The general comments were that the  lateral-directional 
characteristics were satisfactory ai<d  in no way detracted from or affected 
the longitudinal evaluation.    There were occasional  comments on the  lack of 
control harmony and poor longitudinal  control characteristics as compared to 
lateral-directional control when the £"   In   was high,  and the elevator feel 

system was slow.     In such cases  the lateral-directional response was considered 
"snappier" and superio" to the longitudinal  response of the configuration. 
Some of the   lateral-di   cctional   mode characteristics simulated are shown as 
Figures 8 and 9. 
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PILOT COMMENT SIMIARIES A.  CONFIGURATION 

LONGITUDINAL RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 
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CONFIGURATION A(F)-2(10) 

Pilot B on Flight 821 found this configuration a little slow responding 
with a "digging in" tendency.  Because of the slow response, he tended to over- 
drive the airplane which caused a noticeable overshoot in pulling g's and 
tracking. There was good altitude control, except when initiating a turn, and 
the airplane wavered somewhat in steady g's in the turn. These characteristics 
were worse in rough air or with random noise inputs. He said the response was 
somewhat indefinite and the airplane took a long time to settle on g or pitch 
angle. The airplane appeared to be well damped. No trouble finding trim, 
although trimming was slow. The quality of the control system was considered 
to be good. There was no friction and both the stick forces and stick travel 
were considered reasonable with no lag in response. The pilot ratirg of A4 
was based primarily on the slow and indefinite response, and the tendency to 
overshoot noticeably when driving the airplane response. 

Pilot H on Flight 842 found that there was no tendency to overshoot in 
g's, the initial response was smooth, the nose could be placed as desired. He 
found the airplane well damped, stable, and easy to trim, with no PIO tend- 
encies. He found control in turns to be good, and that the airplane had 
excellent altitude and attitude tracking. He found the feel system to be very 
good without lags between stick inputs and airplane response. His only adverse 
comments were that random noise inputs degraded the airplane performance 
slightly, and the stick force gradient (/" /»?-) was slightly high. The pilot 
rating was an A2 and the PIOR was 1.     f   * 

Decreasing the ^»/»V from 8.39 to 4.19 Ib/g further improved the 
configuration for Pilot H (Flight 852). He was especially impressed with its 
"snappy" response and the fact that the airplane felt "fighter-like." Random 
noise had little effect on the airplane performance. He classified it as an 
excellent configuration and gave it a pilot rating of Al.5 and a PIOR of 1.0. 

When the stick force gradient was increased to 10.2 Ib/g the pilot 
complained that the stick forces felt heavy and the initial and steady-state 
pitch rate responses were low. The configuration showed no PIO tendencies. 
The feel system response characteristics were considered good and it was felt 
that there was a "one-to-one" correspondence between pilot inputs and airplane 
response. All the other response characteristics were considered good. The 
pilot rating of A4 was determined primarily by the low initial and final pitch 
responses. The PIOR was 1. 
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1 COMPUTED RESPONSE 2.68 .646 
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Figure Al      COMPUTED AND MEASURED LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD 
RESPONSES FOR A STEP ELEVATOR STICK  FORCE INPUT 

CONF. /HF) 2(10) 
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CONFIGURATION A(F)-2(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 824. The feel 
system was considered "all right" and the stick forces reasonable. Trim, 
initial response, altitude control, and«, control all seemed "pretty good." 
There was no lag in the airplane response but the response was a little slow 
and the tendency was to overdrive the airplane to increase the response. The 
steady-state response was fine and the airplane response with random noise 
was considered good. VFR altitude and IFR attitude tracking were described 
as "pretty good." Altitude control and g coordination in turns, turn entry 
and recovery were all considered "easy," and ability to trim was considered 
"all right." The configuration was considered controllable, acceptable, and 
satisfactory and given a pilot rating of A3. The pilot stated that it would 
be rated an A2 if it "moved quicker." 

This configuration was rated A3.5 by Pilot H on Flight 847. The feel 
system was considered good, trim was excellent, altitude control was fair to 
good, and n, control was considered precise. The airplane response to pilot 
inputs was a slight delay followed by a fairly smooth "takeoff" of pitch rate. 
Although the configuration was fairly well behaved, the connection between 
pilot inputs and airplane response was not quite "one-to-one," there was a 
slight tendency to overshoot in tracking, and the airplane was not as "snappy" 
as desired. Altitude tracking was fairly good with a slight tendency to 
oscillate with high pilot gain. The airplane was quite smooth and easy to fly IFR 
even with random disturbances, and IFR attitude tracking was "especially good." 
The delay and slow response were not as noticeable IFR as VFR. There was a 
"very slight" PIO tendency with real tight tracking VFR. The airplane was 
considered acceptable with only very minor deficiencies. The airplane should 
be snappier and faster in the initial response flying VFR. The PIO rating was 
1.5. 
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Figure A 2      COMPUTED AND MEASURED LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD 
RESPONSES FOR A STEP ELEVATOR STICK FORCE   INPUT 

CONF.  A(F) 2(2.5) 
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CONFIGURATION A(F)-2(I) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 813 and described 
as having a tendency to PIO. There was a slight lag or pause between a stick 
input and the nose movement of the airplane. The feel system characteristics 
and the stick forces were said to be satisfactory without any "funny feel" in 
the stick. The response lag is followed by rapid response. With moderate o,- 
tight control the result is overcontrol, and a bobble or PIO which degrades 
tracking.  VFR flight is degraded more than IFR flight. Relaxing the stick 
and doing things slowly tends to eliminate PIO's and improve the final attitude 
and ", response.  Longitudinal control in turns was considered satisfactory 
since the time required to roll into a turn compensates for the lag. The air- 
plane was considered unsuited to the mission and must be fixed and was rated 
U7 primarily because of its tendency to PIO. 

On Flight 823 Pilot B fie* this configuration a second time. Comments 
about feel system characteristics, stick force, lag in the response, and over- 
control tendencies were similar. Although the airplane tended to "waver" with 
tight control there was no tendency to PIO. The airplane was considered 
controllable and only reluctantly acceptable because of its unpredictable 
response, and rated an A6.0. 

On Flight 836 this configuration was flown by Pilot H. The primarily 
undesirable characteristic of the configuration was described as a tendency to 
over-control or "over-g" the airplane with tight control. When the airplane 
was flown "smoothly" and "easily," altitude, attitude, and w- control were 
satisfactory. The lag, followed by the rapid response, led to over-control 
tendencies which reduced altitude and attitude tracking precision significantly 
but did not result in oscillations. Over-control and "over-g" tendencies were 
especially evident with random noise inputs.  Forces and stick displacements 
are considered comfortable, maybe a little heavy, based on the initial response. 
The configuration is considered acceptable but unsatisfactory and should be 
improved.  Pilot H gave it a PIOR of 2 and a pilot rating of A4.5. 

Pilot H flew the configuration a second and third time on Flights 846 
and 8S2 and for both flights the ratings were significantly poorer.  The PIO 
ratings and pilot ratings were 4.5 and U7.5, arA  4.0 and U7, respectively. On 
both these flights the pilot described the delay in airplane response as 
"noticeable" or "significant." He also stated that there was a definite 
tendency toward a "mild" and a "little" divergent PIO with tight control. 
Tracking both VFR and IFR was considered poor with oscillatory and PIO ten- 
dencies.  Random noise also degrades performance significantly because it leads 
to divergent closed-loop oscillations. The pilot had a tendency to pump the 
stick which resulted in oscillations and PIO tendencies. The airplane does 
not "get away from you." It was considered controllable but unacceptable and 
it must be improved. 

Pilot »I'j ratings and comments on Flights 846 and 852 agree well with 
those of Pilot B on Flight 819. The lack of any significant PIO tendencies for 
this configuration when flown by Pilot B in Flight 823 and Pilot H on Flight 
836 cannot be explained, but is the primary reason for the better ratings 
on these flights. 
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Figure A3     COMPUTED AND MEASURED LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD 
RESPONSES FOR A STEP ELEVATOR STICK FORCE  INPUT 

CONF. A(F)-2(1) 
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CONFIGURATION A(F)-4(2.5) 

Pilot B evaluated this configuration on Flight 824 and Flight 828.  In 
both cases the pilot rating was A4, The feel system was described as pretty 
good and the stick forces as reasonable on the first flight.  In the initial 
response there is a slight delay, followed by a response that is more rapid 
than anticipated and difficult to predict. There is a tendency to over-drive 
the airplane, but attitude control, *;, control and trim are all considered 

reasonable.  Altitude tracking is considered a bit "wobbly" with care required 
not to overshoot pitch angle.  The entry and recovery from turns is considered 
all  right, but the airplane is a little indefinite in steady steep turns. 
Characteristics are similar IFR and get worse with random inputs.  There are 
no PIO tendencies, and the airplane is considered controllable, acceptable, 
and only slightly unsatisfactory. The primary objections are the overshoot 
and bobble tendencies with abrupt inputs. 

On Flight 828 the control forces felt heavy even though the ^x/,'<.was 

not high.  The forces felt high when moving the stick rapidly, even though the 
feel syste» characteristics were considered satisfactory.  In the initial 
response the stick requires quite a force, then the nose gets underway slowly 
without an initial delay.  Trim is considered satisfactory, but there was a 
lack of precision in pitch attitude control and w- control which also degraded 

the tracking capability.  It was difficult to force the airplane to move 
quickly without a bobble. The bobble and indecision in response made altitude 
tracking and control with random noise difficult. The airplane was easy to 
fly for normal IFR conditions and IFR attitude tracking was surprisingly 
easier than VFR altitude tracking.  In general IFR and VFR showed the same 
difficulties.  Altitude control in steep turns was "not so good," but recovery 
was easy.  The airplane response when pushing on the stick was difficult to 
predict, but it was difficult to say what the exact trouble was.  The pilot 
rating was A4 

Pilot H evaluated the configuration on Flight 847 with fjfj/*}**  6.81 Ib/g, 

When evaluated twice by Pilot B, the stick forces were 12.5 and 10.6 Ib/g. 
Pilot H considered the feel system as satisfactory, and considered the problem 
to be the very definite time delay following a pilot input.  Following the 
delay, the response is slow and then "takes off" rapidly. The result is a 
tendency to "over g" the airplane, difficulty in establishing pitch attitude, 
and a tendency to develop PIO oscillations. There is some difficulty in 
trimming, reduced precision in level turns, tendency toward PIO with high gain 
tracking, and the airplane is oscillatory with random noise inputs with tend- 
ency to speed up and slow down in pitch.  In tracking, the oscillation or PIO 
tends to be zero damped with tight control and it is necessary to reduce the 
pilot gain. The steady-state pitch response is a little lower than desiiable 
and makes the airplane feel "heavy." Since a nondivergent PIO is relatively 
easy to attain, the configuration is considered acceptable but unsatisfactory 
and needs major improvement. The pilot rating is A6 and the PiO rating is 3. 
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CONFIGURATION    A(F)-5(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 82S.    The stick 
exhibited no rate limit or high inertia but it felt "pretty funny" to the 
pilot.    The stick felt heavy and slow, it moved easily and smoothly, but 
nothing happened to the airplane initially because of a lag.    Attitude control 
was all right and *|, control was "not very good," but there was not much over- 
shoot.    Trying to force the airplane increased the overshoot and bobble. 
These characteristics degraded the tracking performance both VFR and IFR. 
Pitch control centering and re overing from a turn, and altitude control in 
turns were not considered bad.    The pilot technique was to overdrive tho air- 
plane and then open the loop to eliminate the bobble.    Trim was described as 
"all right."    The airplane was considered controllable, acceptable,  "wishy- 
washy" overall, and rated an AS. 

Pilot H flew this configuration on Flight 837.    His ^w/n was 8.39 
instead of the 13.5 Ib/g for Pilot B.    The stick was described as "heavy" with 
inadequate initial response for a given input.    There is a delay in the initial 
response, but the final response is considered good, and the steady-state stick 
forces are described as satisfactory.    Because of lag in the response, the 
tendency is to be abrupt with the airplane which results in overshoot in pitch 
attitude and «u   and overcontrol in tracking.    If the airplane is controlled 
smoothly without abrupt inputs, the airplane is much more precise. 

The airplane was classified as "not too bad," it trimmed nicely, it had 
no real tendency to PIG, tracking was not bad but uncomfortable because of a 
tendency to overcontrol.    Overcontrol tendencies were also evident with random 
noise disturbances.    The airplane open loop was considered satisfactory with 
a fast, well damped short period.    Because of the delay, the pilot did not feel 
directly connected to the airplane, and he tended to "over-g."   The airplane 
was considered acceptable, but annoying and uncomfortable, and rated an A4. 
The PIOR was 2. 
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CONFIGURATION    A(F)-5(1) 

Pilot B found the delay in the initial response was quite long and then 
the airplane "takes off."   This sort of response can only be avoided by putting 
in small inputs slowly and waiting out the lag before the next input.    The 
steady-state response following an input and the ability to maintain a steady- 
state turn are considered satisfactory.    Control of attitude, n*, or any sort 
of tracking that  involves tight closed-loop control is considered completely 
unsatisfactory.    The final result is a very pronounced,  divergent PIO.    The 
tighter the control, the more pronounced the PIO.    The large  lag makes it 
impossible to judge the final response from the inputs.    The open-loop charac- 
teristics of the airplane are considered to be satisfactory, the airplane is 
considered to be well damped and of moderate frequency.    The pilot does not 
consider that the feel system is the source of the problem.    The lack of 
friction and the relationship between stick force and stick travel are all 
considered good feel system characteristics.    The stick force gradient is 
considered a little heavy, but the pilot likes it that >«ay.    The PIO tendencies 
are worse VFR than IFR because of the greater demand on VFR performance.    The 
strong PIO tendencies and the "horrible" tracking performance are the primary 
factors for the pilot rating of U9. 

Pilot H on Flight 850 found that the configuration had similar charac- 
teristics.    He also found the airplane difficult in trim because of the diffi- 
culty in establishing the correct trim attitude.    He found it difficult to fly 
straight and level and make 30° bank turns without continual oscillations. 
The only way to prevent oscillations was to fly "hands-oif."    Attitude control, 
>»^, control,  and tracking are considered impossible, and i^ndom noise makes the 

situation worse.    PIO tendencies are divergent when the pilot uses just 
"normal" control.    The feel systen. forces and displacements and stick force 
gradients are all considered good.    He considers the airplane no better IFR 
than VFR.    The strong PIO tendencies are responsible for the pilot rating of 
10 and the PIOR of 6. 

Pilot H also flew the configuration with a stick force gradient of 
17.6 Ib/g and 25.2 Ib/g (Flights 853 and 860).    The lag, poor attitude control, 
w- control,  tracking performance, and the poor control  in turns are still 

evident.    Tightening the closed-loop control still makes the PIO tendencies 
divergent.    The pilot also complained about the heavy stick force gradients, 
the slow initial and final pitch rate responses.    As the stick  force gradient 
increased, the airplane tended to a mild PIO.    The airplane was unacceptable 
but controllable;  the airplane does not "get away."   With an increase in 
^//^the pilot found the airplane fatiguing, and tended to use trim as a 
form of longitudinal control.    For the gradient of 17.6 Ib/g the PR/PIOR - 
U7.S/4.5; for 25.2 Ib/g, the PR/PIOR - U8/4.5. 
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CONFIGURATION   A(M)-2(10) 

Pilot B flew this configuration once  (Flight 823).    His predominant 
connents were concerned with the "funny feeling" stick.    The stick felt like 
it had "high inertia" and was "rate limited" which he did not like.    The 
stick characteristics made it difficult to define trim sharply,  and hampered 
the initial response by requiring a lot of time to get the stick and airplane 
moving.    The magnitude of the forces for steady-state response was considered 
satisfactory.    The stick characteristics also interfered quite a bit with VFR 
and IFR tracking.    The airplane was considered more difficult to fly IFR than 
VFR, which is not usually the case.    The tendencies were to overdrive the 
stick with a resulting overshoot of the response.     If flown gently and with 
care, pitch control was considered pretty good.    There were no tendencies to 
PIO, and the airplane itself was considered to be of medium frequency and well 
damped.    Considering IFR tracking an important airplane requirement, the air- 
plane was considered to be moderately objectionable, required improvement,  and 
it was rated an AS. 

Pilot H flew the configuration twice, on Flights 840 and 848.    On 
Flight 840 he commented that there was a very slight delay in the response 
following a control input, but the stick forces, stick displacements and feel 
system characteristics were all considered to be good.    The pilot stated that 
he did not feel "directly connected" to the pitch response because of the 
delay.    These complaints were only minor.    He considered the airplane to be 
good, pleasant, and well behaved.    Initial and final response to control 
inputs, and trim were considered good.    There were no PIO tendencies and the 
airplane tracked well both VFR and IFR.    Longitudinal control in turns was 
also considered good, and random noise had little effect on the handling 
qualities.    The configuration was only degraded slightly by the tiny delay 
and given a pilot rating of A2.5.   The PIOR was 1. 

On Flight 848 the pilot rated the configuration more severely.    He rated 
the feel system as somewhat poor with a "softer" feeling and with less than a 
"one-to-one" relationship between inputs and airplane response.    He said that 
there was some difficulty in establishing trim, there was a tendency to 
"over-g" the airplane a little bit, and a tendency to "dig in" because of the 
slow initial response followed by a rapid "takeoff."   He had a tendency to 
"pump the stick" which he objected to.    He said that he had good control of 
everything, control in turns was not bad, but the tracking was a little dis- 
appointing.    The bad features, although they did not affect his performance 
too much, he thought should be improved.   He gave the configuration a pilot 
rating of A3.5 and a PIOR of l.S. 

Pilot B's comments and Pilot H's comments on Flight 848 agree reasonably 
well.    Pilot B was more critical of the feel system and the poor IFR tracking 
and gave a pilot rating of AS rather than A3 5.    Pilot B's stick force gradient 
of 12.S Ib/g was significantly higher than the 6.81 Ib/g of Pilot H, although 
Pilot B said the forces were all right.   No explanation can be offered for the 
relatively good comments and ratings of Pilot H on F'ight 840. 
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»I CONFIGURATION    ACM)-2C2.5) 

■•t 

Pilot B evaluated this configuration on Flight  829 with a stick force 
gradient  (^/»^) of 11.6 Ib/g.   The pilot found something in the control 
systea objectionable.    The stick did not move fast enough,  it felt  like a high 
inertia stick.    Steady-state stick forces were reasonable but the initial 
stick forces were considered high.    There was no pronounced lag in the initial 
response; it started slowly and then Increased.    The tendency was to overdrive 
the airplane.    The VFR altitude tracking performance was not very good, and 
the attitude tracking task IFR was easier.    Pitch attitude control was not bad 
but it interfered with tracking sometifces.    The performance with random noise 
inputs was not particularly damaging.    Although the airplane was reasonably 
"well behaved," it was not "very good."    In steep turns, holding altitude was 
not easy; the nose tended to wander.    There was no tendency to PIG.    The air- 
plane was controllable, reluctantly acceptable, and unsatisfactory with a 
pilot rating of AS.    The airplane was "unpleasant to fly" even though the 
pilot felt he could do a "pretty good job." 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 863 with fss/^ym 

7.9 Ib/g.    The stick forces and stick displacements were considered good,    'me 
forces were considered light and comfortable and the airplane was quite 
naneuverable.    With a pilot input the airplane responded without delay, but 
did not respond smoothly.    Flying the airplane aggressively under VFR conditions 
leads to "over g's."    There was a tendency to set up a PIO in tracking depending 
on how much the airplane was forced.    VFR attitude tracking precision was con- 
sidered p^or.    With a series of pulse type inputs the accuracy of tracking could 
be improved.    The problems IFR were similar to those VFR.   The airplane handled 
badly in the presence of random noise, it oscillated with attitude corrections, 
it felt nonlinear, and the IFR attitude tracking was poor.    The airplane tended 
to oscillate in pitch in level flight turns, and the tendency was to pulse or 
pump the stick for control.    The airplane was considered acceptable but un- 
satisfactory with very objectionable deficiencies.    The pilot rating was A6 and 
the PIO rating was 3. 
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CONFIGURATION A(M)-4(2.5) 

Ulis configuration was evaluated only once, by Pilot B on Flight 829. 
The initial response following an input was not considered good. The ju^h 
response had a Jlight pause followed by a sudden ji«p **ich made fraction 
of desired response difficult. Stick forces were not considered too bad. 
Sere wL a little bit of "feel" to the stick like "high inertia/' but the 
feel syste« was not considered to be peculiar or rate limited. The tendency 
was to overdrive the s ick. Tbt  stick gets "underway" but the airplane does 
not. •n.e pause, followed by a rapid response, degraded altitude tracking and 
^liinri's. but none of thise effects are considered serious enough to "hurt" 
the airplane. It is possible to move moderately rapidly in pitch without 
overshoot, the  final response is considered "pretty good" and there is no 
tendency to PIO. Altitude and longitudinal control in turns are considered 
"pretty good." It was difficult, for the pilot to distinguish what is feel 
system" and what is "airplane" in the response characteristics. Hie UIMM 
requires care to avoid bobble and overshoot. It was considered controllable, 
acceptable, but unsatisfactory with minor but annoying deficiencies and it was 
rated an A4. 
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CONFIGURATION A(S)-2(10) 

Pilot B's comments on this configuration were concerned with the slow 
stick which made the stick feel like it had "high inertia*' and was "rate 
liaited." These stick characteristics hampered the pilot's ability to make 
small rapid corrections and predict the airplane response from the corrections. 
The initial response was such that the tendency wa» to overshoot. Thece 
characteristics also hampered the entry into turns and made changes in the 
turn imprecise. The feel system characteristics interfered with quick tracking 
of moving or fixed targets, but trim and altitude control were judged to be 
"all right." With smooth and relatively slow inputs the response was more 
controllable and reasonable. Airplane response open loop was considered f) be 
reasonable without oscillation or bobble, but the stick forces in maneuver! 
were judged to be a little heavy. The airplane was judged to be only reluc- 
tantly acceptable and reasonably objectionable because of the stick and its 
effects on the airplane response and the pilot rating was an AS. 

Pilot H judged the feel system to be poor. He described the quality of 
the feel system as "soft." He said the stick characteristics "detracted some- 
what" from trim, and the very slight delay in the airplane response following 
an input caused a slight tendency to "over-g" the airplane. Pitch attitude con- 
trol was judged not excellent but good, and altitude control was thought to be less 
precise than desired. The "funny feeling" stick felt lighter damped than 
desired and the tendency was to pump the stick in turns to impart damping and 
to maintain altitude. The stick forces were judged to be satisfactory and the 
airplane itself was considered well damped. The stick characteristics were 
objected to more under IFR than VFR conditions. Ther* were no PIO tendencies, 
and the PIOR was 1. The airplane was judged acceptable, but because of these 
"annoying" features was rated an A4. 
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CONFIGURATION    A(S)-2(2.5) 

The feel system or control system of this configuration was described 
as "lousy" by Pilot B with a feeling of "high inertia" or "rate limit."   The 
stick forces were high initially, but "all right" steady state.    There is no 
pronounced delay in the airplane response after the stick finally moves.    The 
initial pitch response is indefinite and bad.    The nose moves slowly,  then 
rapidly, and the result is poor attitude and n* control and similar problems 
under both VFR and IFR flight.    The poor stick'interferes with tracking.    VFR 
altitude tracking is worse than IFR attitude tracking.    The airplane does not 
PIO, and by maneuvering gently no "bobble" occurs.    The tendency to force the 
response does not work.    The airplane is controllable but unacceptable and 
rated a U7. 

On Flight 834,  Pilot H described the stick characteristics as "not 
very good."   He did not feel "directly connected" to the airplane.    The stick 
felt "heavy" even though the steady-state forces were "O.K."   The tendency 
was to "pump" the stick to force the airplane response.    The result was an 
oscillation with poor attitude, n« , and tracking control.    With a rapid stick 
forte input there is a "kind of delay," a "pick-up" in response, and then an 
overshoot and "bobble."   The oscillation is rapid, damped, and "not a classic 
PIO."   There are no trim difficulties.    Precise control is a function of how 
"smooth" and slow the inputs are.    With random noise inputs, the pilot "has 
his hands full."    la% airplane is controllable but unacceptable and rated a 
U7.5. 

This configuration was evaluated again by Pilot H on Flights 851, 854, 
and 862.    On Flight  851 with ^/»r-equal to 6.81 Ib/g the pilot comments 
were similar, but he also commentea on PIO tendencies, said trim was "not the 
best," and the airplane was difficult to handle in turbulence.    The pilot 
rating was 6.5 and the PIO rating was 4. 

On Flight 854, with 4.41 Ib/g, trim was difficult, the airplane 
approached the limits of controllability, and divergent PIO's occurred with 
attitude control, tracking, banked turns, and normal control in level flight. 
The airplane could only be flown by small inputs followed by a release of the 
stick.    The PIO rating was 6 and the pilot rating a 10. 

With 16.8 Ib/g on Flight 862, the PIO rating became 3 and the pilot 
rating improved to A6.    The feel system was described as slightly "soft," the 
stick forces were objectionably heavy, the airplane was slow responding, but 
the airplane was also easy to trim,  "very stable," fair in tracking,  and had 
only a slight tendency to PIO.    The PIO could be stopped by "easing up" on 
the tight control.    The pilot objected to the slow initial response, the 
fatiguing stick forces, and the PIO tendencies with high gain tracking.    The 
PIO rating was 3 and the airplane was reluctantly acceptable with a pilot 
rating of A6.0. 
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CONFIGURATION A(S)-4(2.5) 

This configuration was flown only by Pilot H on Flight 865. He 
considered the configuration uncomfortable, easy to over-g in both the plus 
and minus direction. The response was considered to be one with a significant 
time delay followed by a high pitch acceleration or pitch rate. Tracking 
performance was considered quite poor with oscillations of plus or minus one g. 
Tight closed-loop gain led to a PIO with divergent oscillations. The divergent 
oscillations can be prevented by reducing the pilot gain.  IFR flight is a 
little better than VFR flight because with "smoother" inputs it is possible to 
control attitude and **, better. Altitude control is considered "all right" 
with "smooth" inputs, out with small bank angles and small precise pitch 
corrections there is a tendency to set up continuous PIO's of small amplitude. 
The airplane is not considered extremely oscillatory for normal flying straight 
and level and with gentle turns. The pilot liked the light stick forces and 
considers the feel system as satisfactory. He considers the stick displacements 
as fine, with no weird or funny movements in the stick. The configuration is 
considered controllable with difficulty and given a pilot rating of U8.5 and 
a PIO rating of 4.5 because of the divergent PIO tendencies with high pilot 
gain. 

The lack of objections to the slow feel system cannot be explained. 
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CONFIGURATION B(F)-2(10) 

Pilot B's primary coaplaints against this configuration on Flight 819 
were the "bobbl;" and overshoot tendencies. The airplane frequency was not 
considered particularly high, but it was considered to be oscillatory open 
loop. The initial response was good, but the final response and precise 
tracking characteristics are adversely affected by the bobble and overshoot 
tendencies. Trim, altitude control, and control in turns were all "pretty 
good." The feel system, stick forces and displacements were considered 
satisfactory. The stick force gradient of 16.6 Ib/g was on the heavy side 
but the pilot liked it that way. The bobble effects were more severe with 
random noise and VFR as compared to IFR flying. The overshoot tendencies 
could be avoided by using slow inputs and applying pilot damping. The 
airplane was considered unsatisfactory and given a pilot rating of AS because 
of its oscillatory characteristics. 

On Flight 849, Pilot H said that the configuration had a tendency to 
bobble and oscillate slightly in tracking and making attitude changes. The 
overshoot was greater with more "aggressive" inputs. The one-to-one relation- 
ship between stick inputs and airplane response was good. The initial pitch 
response to stick force inputs was good, but the final response was considered 
to be a little low. Trim, initial response, and attitude and altitude tracking 
both IFR and VFR were all good. Longitudinal control in turns was considered 
good, and in general the airplane was well behaved and pleasant to fly. The 
airplane was satisfactory and good enough for the mission without improvements 
and given a PIOR of 1 and a pilot rating of A3. 

Pilot H flew this configuration again on Flight 857. The comments 
improved somewhat. He now made no mention of a bobble or overshoot tendency. 
In fact, he said the airplane was well damped, and showed no tendency to 
oscillate. He did mention that the stick felt "softer" than he would desire, 
but said that stick inputs and airplane response had close to a "one-to-one" 
relationship. The PIOR was 1 and the overall pilot rating improved to an A2. 

Measured and LSF values of the airplane stability parameters are similar 
except for the high stick force gradient, 16.6 Ib/g, flown by Pilot B. It 
could be that Pilot B's poor rating of AS was influenced significantly by the 
high stick force even though his comments tend to contradict such a conclusion. 
The sUght difference in comments and ratings for the twc evaluations of 
Pilot H cannot be explained. 
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CONFIGURATION B(F)-2(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B with two different stick 
force gradients. On Flight 816 the stick force gradient was 17.3 Ib/g and 
the pilot rating was A3. On Flight 827 the gradient was 10.1 Ib/g and the 
pilot rating was poor, an AS. 

On Flight 816 the pilot said the stick forces were "nice and high," 
but he did not mind the "little high" stick forces. He considered the feel 
system as "smooth and good." The initial response was prompt and the final 
response was considered predictable with not too much overshoot in g. Acquiring 
and maintaining g was considered "pretty easy" except that the forces did 
get "kind of high." Trim, entry into turns and maintaining altitude and 
g's in turns were considered good although the forces in steep turns were 
considered high. IFR flying was not significantly different from VFR. The 
airplane had a little oscillation and significant bobble open-loop, but the 
bobble did not interfere much and could be compensated for. There was no 
tendency to PIO even with tight control. The configuration was considered 
controllable, acceptable, and satisfactory with mildly unpleasant charac- 
teristics. The pilot said the configuration would have been rated better 
except for the bobble and would have been rated poor if stick forces were 
lower. 

When the pilot flew this configuration with 10.1 Ib/g on Flight 827, 
he again said the feel system was good and the stick forces were "nice." 
The initial response is described as "pretty good" but "rather slow" in the 
end, with a tendency to overshoot in g. There was a substantial overshoot 
open-loop, and the airplane is considered quite oscillatory if nothing is 
done to control it. The airplane is considered not very difficult to fly 
and has no tendency to PIO. IFR characteristics were similar to VFR. 
Altitude tracking was only fair and IFR attitude tracking was only fair 
because of the difficulty in holding exact pitch angle. Coordination in 
steep turns is not as good as it should be, although altitude control in 
turns is considered "pretty good." The airplane is considered not much 
worse in rough air. Because of its characteristics, the tendency is to 
fly the airplane somewhat open-loop and trying to predict the final response. 
The airplane is considered controllable, acceptable, but unsatisfactory. 
Improvement is really necessary since the airplane requires considerable 
compensation because of the bobble and not being sure "what it will do." 
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CONFIGURATION B(F)-2(1) 

Pilot B flew this configuration on Flight 815. Although the feel 
system characteristics vere considered satisfactory, the stick forces were 
described as pretty heavy, especially in steady-state turns. The airplane 
response was described as slow with an initial slight pause followed by an 
airplane response which led to an overshoot. Steady-state response was 
also not considered good because of the high stick forces. Attempting to 
control attitude and ** led quickly to a bobble. This was also true in 
turns. By flying the airplane tight'y there was a noticeable PIO. The 
airplane was worse under VFR as compared to IFR flying. Trim was con- 
sidered satisfactory. The bobble, PIO tendencies and high stick forces 
were bad features. The airplane was considered controllable but un- 
acceptable and rated a U8. 

Pilot H flew this configuration on Flight 839. He considered the 
stick forces "about right." There was some difficulty in establishing nose 
attitude and trimming because of a slight tendency to a small amplitude 
PIO. There were very definite PIO tendencies only with precise high gain 
tracking. With control inputs the response was a noticeable delay, a 
rapid "pitch-up," and a tendency to "over-g" and settle at a lower steady 
state g than expected. With random noise inputs the tendency was for 
continuous oscillations to develop. The airplane open-loop was described 
as perhaps lighter damped than desirable. The airplane pitch rat ' 
appeared to increase and decrease continuously in a level flight turn 
which made control feel "heavier" than it really was. The best piloting 
technique was to fly the airplane "slowly" and "smoothly." The airplane 
was considered to be "not much different" VFR than IFR except that the 
airplane oscillated more with random noise inputs IFR. Because of the 
lightly damped PIO with tight control, the PIOR was 4 and the overall 
pilot rating was a U7. 
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CONFIGURATION    B(F)-4(2.5) 

Pilot B evaluated this configuration on Flight 820.    He described 
the feel systea as "all right" with reasonable stick forces and stick 
displaceaent, and no peculiar stick characteristics.    The airplane is not 
quick responding and has a substantial overshoot open loop.    It is hard to 
establish g's without an overshoot.    Although the initial response is 
"all right," it is difficult to know what to expect for the final or 
steady-state g and attitude response.     It is necessary to estimate what 
the overshoot will be.    Altitude control in turns and in turn recovery 
is considered not as "good as usual" because of the overshoot.    Trim 
and "smooth" tracking are considered relatively easy, but the overshoot 
tendencies interfere with altitude and attitude tracking and the per- 
formance with random noise inputs.    The configuration has no PIO 
tendencies.    It is considered just barely acceptable and unsatisfactory. 
The airplane is very objectionable, needs major improvement, and is 
rated an A6 with an inclination in the U7 direction. 

Pilot H evaluated this configuration on Flight 838.    He considered 
the feel system satisfactory.    To get the desired pitch response required 
■ore force than desirable although the steady-state stick force per g 
was satisfactory.    The result was that the airplane felt "heavier" than 
it should.    In response to pilot inputs, there did appear to be a delay, 
an overshoot and lower steady-state response which made the initial 
response poor.    It was a "smooth" configuration if flown gently with 
"even" inputs and also in straight and level flight.    With abrupt inputs 
for tight tracking there was a tendency to "over-g" the airplane and 
oscillate with PIO tendencies.    The airplane itself is considered lightly 
damped.    A small PIO occurs  in holding constant altitude in turns and the 
PIO tendencies and "over-g" tendencies are evident with random noise inputs 
in turns.    There was more of a tendency to bobble and oscillate IFR than 
VFR when holding altitude in turns.    Altitude and attitude command tracking 
were not very good.    The airplane is considered unsatisfactory and rated 
an A6.    The PIO rating is 3. 
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CONFIGURATION B(F)-5(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 813.    The feel 
system itself was described as "pretty good";  it did not contribute to any of 
the difficulties.    The stick forces were considered "OK" but "fairly high". 
UOT fast stick inputs the response was a "pause" followed by a fast response 
and a "bobble".    The steady-state response was considered steady and smooth. 
For slow inputs, the initial response,  attitude and "- control,  and control 
in turns were considered satisfactory.    Trim was also considered satisfactory. 
Altitude control was "all right" because the pilot  integrated the oscillations, 
but altitude tracking perfoxsance was not good because of the tendency to use 
slow inputs.    There was more tendency to bobble VFR then  IFR because of the 
tighter control.    The airplane had a pronounced oscillation open-loop, but the 
pilot could add damping by doing things slowly.   The configuration was 
controllable but inadequate for the mission.     Tracking was poor,  and the 
bobble and low damping required high compensation.     The pilot rating was 
a U7. 

This configuration was flown by Pilot  H on Flight 851.    The feel system 
was classified as satisfactory but the forces felt heavy because of the low 
steady-state response and a not very rapid initial  response.    The response 
was considered poor with an initial time delay, followed by a rapid transient 
response and a low steady-state value.     Pitch attitude and  T- control,  and 
tracking were all considered poor because of the definite tendency toward 
PIO's with even moderately tight closed-loop flying.    PIG tendencies were also 
evident with trieming straight and level, and with random noise inputs. 
Tracking was poor VFR and quite poor IFR.    Oscillations were also pronounced 
in the negative g direction.    The open-loop aiiplane was considered lightly 
damped.    With real tight control for any length of time,  the PIG oscillations 
will go divergent.    VFR and IFR flights were not too different,  but the oscil- 
lations with  TFR attitude tracking were greater than those with VFR altitude 
tracking.    The airplane was controllable but unacceptable with a PIOR of 4.5 
and a pilot rating of U 7.5. 
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CONFIGURATION B(F)-5(1) 

Pilot H flew this configuration.    He classified the airplane as quite 
poor with divergent PIO tendencies, even when flying in straight and level 
flight.    Any attempt to establish pitch attitude,  control   v*   ,  track, and 
roll out of turns both VFR and IPR results in a PIO.    The aiVplane also 
oscillates continuously in a turn.    Random noise deteriorates performance 
further.    A very significant time delay is apparent between a control input 
and the response of the airplane, which is then followed by a rapid "takeoff" 
of the response.    The quality of the feel system and the stick force gradients 
are considered satisfactory.    The only technique for trimming is to use small 
inputs,  a little trim, small inputs, etc.    If the pilot takes his hand iff 
the stick and gets out of the loop, the PIO oscillations will damp out.    The 
amplitude of oscillations seems to be greater in the negative g direction. 
Putting a control input in, holding it, and accepting the response does not 
lead to oscillations or a PIO.    The airplane is considered uncontrollable in 
the mission with divergent t'IO tendencies.    The pilot gave the airplane a 
PIOR of 6 and an overall rating of 10. 
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CONFIGURATION B(S)-2(10) 

This configuration was evaluated only by Pilot H on Flight 848.    He 
described the configuration as uncomfortable to fly and "almost in continuous 
oscillation" even when flying straight and level.     He described the pitch 
response following a control input as quite slow initially f   'lowed by a 
"speed up" and a fairly light damped oscillation.     The steady-state pitch rate 
response is considered significantly less than the peak value which makes the 
airplane feel somewhat heavy.    Elevator Jtick forces are considered correct 
or adequate, but the feel system is described as "soft" or "mushy" feeling 
which results in a tendency to pump the stick considerably.    The connection 
between an input and the airplane response is considered poor.    Tracking 
ability with even mild closed-loop control is considered nil because of the 
PIO's.    Depending on the pilot gain, the oscillations can be divergent. 
Attitude control is poor under both VFR and IFR flight.    It is easy to 
overshoot and "over g" the airplane.    The airplane is also oscillatory 
with random noise inputs.    With a 30 degree banked turn it is easy to incur 
jL.8g fluctuations, particularly in the negative direction.    The configuration 
is considered not uncontrollable but certainly unacceptable and difficult to 
fly, with PIO's that can be divergent with high gain tracking.    By continuously 
releasing the stick, the configuration can be made more flyable.    The PIO 
rating is 4.5 and the overall rating is U8. 
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CONFIGURATION    C(F)-2(10) 

Pilot B described the airplane as a quick responding, high frequency 
airplane with a slight bobble on Flight 821.    Because of these characteristics 
the airplane was a little "touchy," although it was possible to minimize the 
bobble through piloting technique.    Trim,  attitude and g control, and tracking 
were all considered "pretty good."   There were no significant differences 
flying VFR or IFR.    There were no PIO tendencies.    It was a reasonably good 
airplane to control in turns.    The feel system was considered satisfactory. 
There was no friction, stick deflections were small and satisfactory, but the 
stick forces were considered somewhat light.    Random noise did not affect the 
pilot's opinion of the configuration.    The airplane was considered unsatisfac- 
tory with adnor but annoying deficiencies because of the "little" bobble.    The 
pilot therefore rated the configuration as A4.    On Flight 823, Pilot B evalu- 
ated essentially the same configuration a second time.    The comments were very 
similar.    Although he said the airplane was quick responding and slightly 
"jerky" or "jumpy," he said there was no overshoot and never commented on a 
bobble.    He  liked the airplane and now considered it acceptable and satisfactory 
and rated it an A2. 

Pilot H flew the configuration twice.  Flights 839 and 848.    His comments 
were similar to those of the first evaluation of Pilot B.    He also was bothered 
by the slight bobble.    The airplane was considered to be "snappy" and attitude 
and tracking were considered to be "fair" or "pretty fair" and degraded some- 
what by the bobble tendencies.    Control of g was a function of how "aggressive" 
the pilot was in flying the configuration;  there was more bobble when flown 
aggressively.    Although the feel system and stick forces were good,  the pilot 
felt there was a very slight delay in the airplane response following a control 
input.    The pilot  felt there was no PIO tendency on Flight 848, and only a 
very, very small oscillation in tight tracking in Flight 839.    He felt that the 
initial pitch response was rapid, and the steady-state response was slightly 
lower, which made the airplane appear somewhat "heavy."   Although VFR and IFR 
flying were not considered too different,  the tendency was to be "smoother" 
IFR which resulted in less tendency to "bobble."   On Flight 839 the pilot rating 
was A4 and the PIO rating was 2.    On Flight 848 the pilot rating was A4.5 
and PIO rating was  1.5. 
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CONFIGURATION C(F)-2(1) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 818. The stick 
displacements were described as small and prompt, and the stick forces were 
"fairly high" but reasonable. It was not a good airplane because of the 
bobble and PIO tendencies when flown tightly in rough air, during tracking, 
and when making quick corrections to hold the nose in a turn and entering and 
recovering quickly from a turn. The PIO tendencies were not "fierce." By 
doing things gently or relaxing the stick, the bobble and PIO tendencies 
could be prevented or stopped. Attitude and ft» control in turns were not bad. 
IFR flight was significantly easier than VFR flight. The trouble was the 
initial lag in the response followed by a response more rapid than anticipated. 
The primary reason for the U7 rating was the tendency to PIO. 

On Flight 819, Pilot B rated the configuration as poor, "extreicdly 
touch/," and easy to PIO. The quick response is preceded by a slight pause. 
PIO's develop with ordinary manuevering. The pitch response per unit stick 
force input is considered large and abrupt with a tendency to PIO during the 
steady-state response. VFR altitude tracking was considered most difficult, 
but IFR attitude tracking was also touchy. The airplane could be flown without 
PIO's by flying slowly and gently with the "fingertips." The airplane was 
marginally controllable and rated a U9. 

On Flights 822 and 826 Pilot B flew the configuration with stick force 
gradients of 9.9 and 9.7 Ib/g, respectively. The forces were on the heavy side, 
but the pilot liked them. The airplane was "touchy," abrupt in response, with 
"bobbles" and overshoots in desired attitude and g's. It was possible to get 
a "small limit cycle going" which did not grow or "get away" like a PID. These 
characteristics were true IFR, worse VFR, and occurred during altitude and 
attitude tracking. With slow, smooth inputs, control was better. The airplane 
was controllable, but unacceptable because of the bobble and rated U7 on both 
flights. 

This configuration was also evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 835 with a 
stick force gradient of 8.14 Ib/g. The feel system characteristics were 
considered "OK" and the sti " forces were thought to be "pretty good." Pilot 
H's comments were similar to those of Pilot B on Flights 822 and 826. With 
"smooth" inputs, the airplane is well behaved in holding altitude and attaining 
a given attitude or g. With abrupt or tight control, the airplane becomes 
oscillatory, and the oscillations can be eliminated by reducing the pilot gain. 
The tendency was to overcontrol and set up a zero damped PIO with random noise 
inputs. This was true of both VFR and IFR tracking. The airplane was control- 
lable but unacceptable with a PIO rating of 3 and a pilot rating of U7. 
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CONFIGURATION C(F)-4(2.5) 

. 

This configuration was evaluate    by Pilot B on Flights 820 and 824.    In 
both cases the pilot rating was U7.    For both evaluations the feel system 
characteristics were considered "all right" with small stick travel, no friction, 
and no "high inertia" or "rate limit" characteristics.    The stick forces were 
also considered reasonable.    The response following a control input was possibly 
a very slight delay,  a "prompt" or abrupt pitch response,  followed by a bobble 
in stopping on a particular steady-state response.    On Flight 824, the config- 
uration was considered junpy with a tendency to bobble which interferes with 
pitch attitude control and VFR tracking, but the configuration was not consi- 
dered to have PIO tendencies unless the pilot tried "real hard."   On Flight 820 
attitude control and tracking suffered because of the tendency to get a small 
PIO going.    The PIO could be avoided by doing things a "little bit slower." 
Control of attitude in steep turns was "touchy" with bobble tendencies on 
Flight 824.    On Flight 820 the airplane tended to bobble on entering a turn, 
but altitude control in the turn was considered "pretty easy."   Trim charac- 
teristics were considered satisfactory on both flights.    Command tracking was 
considered to be fair on both flights, but ordinary VFR tracking was  considered 
unacceptable on Flight 824.    The final response following a control input was 
considered difficult to predict on both flights.    The rating on Flight 820 was 
based primarily on the PIO and limit cycle tendencies of the configuration.    On 
Flight 824, the same rating was based primarily on the tendency to bobble 
the configuration. 

This same configuration was evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 844.    The 
pilot rating was 1/7.5 and the PIO rating was 4.    The feel systeik was considered 
satisfactory, and the steady-state stick forces were rated "about right."   The 
configuration was considered "quite oscillatory" and of high frequency.    With 
tight control in tracking and controlling attitude the tendency was to get a 
Zitro damped PIO of moderate amplitude.    The pilot felt the connection between 
an input and the airplane response was poor because of the delay.    The response 
to a control input was  described as a noticeable  delay followed by a quick 
initial response and a relatively low steady-state pitch rate which made the 
airplane feel "heavy."    The overshoot in g was  as high as  .4.    By maneuvering 
"smoo'vhly" the overshoot and PIO tendencies can be prevented.    Altitude and 
attitude tracking were both considered "quite poor" because of the zero damped 
PIO.    Altitude control and longitudinal control in level flight turns were 
also considered poor because of the oscillations.    The pilot rating was based 
primarily on the fact that oscillations and a zero damped PIO developed, but 
the airplane still "never gets away." 
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CONFIGURATION    C(F)-5(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 830 and rated U8. 
The airplane had a strong, noticeable PIO tendency even with normal control. 
The PIO was not "fierce" and did not   "build up." Pulling g's was  "touchy" with 
bobble and overshoot tendencies that were worse in a pushover.    Trim, attitude 
control, entry into turns, and maintaining altitude are "all right," but a 
bobble results from turn recovery.    PIO's are most prevalent with a firm grasp 
of the stick and aggressive flying.    PIO's can be prevented by the holding the 
stick lightly and doing things slowly.    There is a small pause in the quick 
initial response.    Tracking is reasonable with "light" control and deteriorates 
rapidly with tight control.    The airplane is worse VFR than IFR.    Stick forces 
and stick feel are satisfactory.    The airplane is controllable but unacceptable 
because of the PIO that develops with normal precision flying. 

To Pilot H this configuration was "pretty bad" on Flight 851.     It was 
oscillatory with a high frequency PIO which destroys precision in altitude and 
attitude tracking.     It was oscillatory with even normal control and diverged 
with increased pilot gain, especially with random noise inputs and VFR flight. 
Trim was difficult,  and precise control in turns resulted in oscillations.    The 
initial response was "snappy," and the stick forces and feel system were 
satisfactory.    The airplane was controllable but unacceptable because of poor 
tracking.    It was given a PIO rating of 5 and a pilot rating of U9. 

On Flight 854 Pilot H evaluated the configuration with 11.9 instead of 
8.04 Ib/g.    The comments were similar to those on Flight 851.    The stick forces 
"felt heavy" during steady state, trim was "fair to good," there was a tendency 
to PIC with ordinary tracking, and with moderately tighter control the tendency 
was to violent PIO's with the tracking capability nil.    Random noise  led to 
"fairly violent" PIO's  (+0.6 to 0.8 g's).    Control in turns is oscillatory. 
The airplane was considered controllable with difficulty and therefore un- 
acceptable with a PIO rating of 4.5 and a pilot rating of U8. 

On Flight 854 the configuration was evaluated a second time with 15.9 Ib/g, 
TTie stick forces were excessively heavy,  and the airplane was difficult to 
maneuver and fatiguing.    The pitch response was a delay,  followed by a rapid 
pitch rate which slows down to a low steady state.    Trim was good, but attitude 
control, rr    control,  tracking capability were all considered poor.    Tight track- 
ing led to a slightly convergent or zero damped PIO.    The pilot had a tendency 
to pump the stick and put in inputs and release the stick to reduce the oscilla- 
tions.    The airplane was controllable and unacceptable since partial opening 
of the loop was necessary to stop the oscillations.    The PIO rating was 4.5 
and the pilot rating was U7. 
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CONFIGURATION    C(F)-5(1) 

Pilot B's predominant comment on this configuration was its strong PIO 
tendencies.    As soon as the pilot tries any sort of accurate control of the 
airplane,  the result is a severe PIO.     PIO's are severe and easy to excite when 
trying to trim,  controlling pitch attitude, tracking, and recovering from a turn 
and pushing the nose down.    The PIO is not as strong entering a turn and main- 
taining attitude in a turn.    PIO tendencies are not as bad if the airplane is 
controlled slowly and very gently.    The only way to stop the PIO is to release 
the stick,  and then it does not stop right away.    The PIO's are worse in rough 
air,  and much worse during VFR than IFR flying.    The pilot commented on a 
pronounced lag between the pilot input and the time the airplane responds.    The 
feel system was judged satisfactory.    The airplane was judged to be uncontroll- 
able for the mission because of the strong PIO tendencies and it was rated a 10. 

Pilot H flew the configuration with similar comments.    He also commented 
on the significant time delay in the airplane response following a control input 
The delay was  followed by a rapid pitch rate response.    Attempting to control 
pitch then led to a phasing problem and a PIO.    The airplane could be trimmed 
only by using small "pulse" type inputs  and releasing the stick to allow the 
oscillation to die out.    Using small, easy inputs and releasing the stick after 
each input was the only technique that worked for controlling the airplane. 
Flying the airplane even straight and level with any attitude correction led to 
a high frequency,  large amplitude divergent PIO.    The airplane was considered 
uncontrollable in the mission and given a PIOR of 6 and a pilot rating of 10. 

Pilot H also flew the configuration on Flight 861 with 16 rather than 
8.04 Ib/g.    He comnented that the stick forces felt heavy,  and the tendency 
was to maneuver the airplane less abruptly than one would like.    Although the 
comments on PIO tendencies were similar to those with the stick force gradient 
of 8.04 Ib/g,  the magnitude of the PIO tendencies was not as pronounced.    The 
pilot felt that there were no tendencies toward fast divergent oscillations. 
In fact,  the oscillations were probably slightly damped and tended to be zero 
damped with an increase in gain.    The stick forces and PIO tendencies resulted 
in a PIOR of 4.5 and a pilot rating of U9. 

The configuration was flow by Pilot H with 23.8 Ib/g on Flight 864.    The 
pilot complained that the stick forces were too heavy and physically tiring, 
and the initial and steady-state pitch  responses were too low for a fighter. 
Trim and tracking were considered poor.    PIO tendencies were still there with 
tight high gain tracking, but it could be flown in straight and level flight 
"quite comfortably."   The heavy stick  forces, slow response,  and PIO tendencies 
resulted in a PIOR of 4 and an overall rating of U7. 
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CONFIGURATION C (F)-5(0.796) 

On Flight 866 Pilot H evaluated this configuration three times with three 
different stick force gradients, 24.2, 7.99 and 16.0 Ib/g. 

With the 16.0 Ib/g the stick forces were considered a little heavier than 
desired but might be considered acceptable. The quality of the feel system was 
considered satisfactory and the stick displacements were considered small and 
good. The configuration was considered unacceptable both IFR and VFR flying 
because of its strong PIO tendencies. The oscillatory tendencies made control 
of attitude and n, veiy poor.  It was therefore quite difficult to trim the 
airplane. There was a tendency to mild PlO's even flying straight and level 
and in gentle banked turns. With moderate to high pilot gain, the oscillation 
tended to go divergent. Attitude control and tracking capability were very, 
very poor. Neither the VFR nor IFR trarking tasks could be performed. Tracking 
led to divergent PIO's. The PIO's couh be stopped by reducing the pilot gain; 
it was not necessary to go open-loop. V?.e connection between stick inputs and 
airplane response was considered extremely poor because of the significant time 
delay in the response. The configuration was considered unacceptable and 
controllable with difficulty and required substantial pilot skill. The PIO 
rating was 5.5 and the pilot rating was U8. 

With a stick force gradient of 7.99 Ib/g, the pilot rating degraded to 
a 10 and the PIO rating to 6. Now even normal control resulted in divergent 
PIO's. Attitude control, n- control, and tracking were equally impossible. It 
was impossible to make level flight turns without oscillations that tend to go 
divergent. The airplane could only be flown by putting an input in and holding 
it and accepting the response. Freeing the stick and going open loop was the 
only way the airplane could be flown. 

With a stick force gradient of 24.2 Ib/g the airplane was considered 
so heavy that for normal inputs the response was very slow. With such high 
stick forces the airplane was not considered in the realm of a fighter. With 
one hand, it was possible to pull only 1.5 incremental g's. Attitude control 
and rtj control were considered quite poor. Random noise had no significant 
effect on control. Trim was considered easy. With higher pilot gain in tracking, 
there was almost a continuous PIO, but the oscillation was not divergent and of 
moderate amplitude. For small bank angle turns there was a mild, continuous 
PIO with pitch angle corrections. Tlie tendency was to go to two hands to 
control pitch attitude in banked turns greater than 30 degrees. The best 
piloting technique was to put in inputs and then let go of the stick. There 
was no desire to maneuver the airplane because of the high stick forces. The 
airplane is considered unacceptable and controllable only with difficulty. 
The pilot rating wasU8.5 and the PIO rating 4.5. 
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CONFIGURATION    C(M)-2(10) 

Pilot H found this configuration disappointing primarily because of its 
tendencies toward PIO's  coupled with its poor tracking capabilities.    Ability 
to trim was considered only fair because attempts at precise positioning of the 
nose set up an oscillation.    Trim position could better be established by re- 
leasing the stick.    With tight closed-loop control there was a tendency to "over g" 
in attitude, pitch attitude tracking was poor, altitude tracking was only fair 
and PIO tendencies developed.    PIO tendencies could be reduced and control 
improved by the pilot reducing his gain, especially as the airplane attitude 
is attained.    Random noise also had considerable detrimental effect, and 
caused the airplane to "bobble."   The pilot liked the high frequency,  rapid 
response,  and good damping of the airplane open-loop.    He liked the light 
stick forces and the ability to maneuver rapidly.    He felt the feel system 
characteristics were good with pretty close to a "one-to-one" relationship 
between the stick and the airplane response.    The airplane was considered 
unacceptable for the fighter mission primarily because of the inability to 
track without PIO developing with any reasonable pilot gain.    The PIOR was 
3.5 and the pilot rating was U7. 
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CONFIGURATION    C(S)-2(10) 

This configuration was categorized as a "miserable" airplane by Pilot B 
because of the "high inertia" stick.    There was "not much" correlation between 
stick inputs and motion of the airplane.    The poor stick dynamics result in a 
lag in the airplane response which results in poor trim, attitude control, and 
n   control with overshoot and a "bobble."   Tracking performance was poor IFR 

ami worse VFR.    The steady-state response to slow inputs and the control in 
steady-state turns were considered satisfactory.    Control during entry and 
recovery from rapid turns was degraded.    Although steady-state forces and stick 
displacements were satisfactory, the stick felt heavy and poorly damped under 
"dynamic" conditions.    The open-loop airplane was considered -ood.    There was 
not much in the way of a PIO, but the peculiar feeling stick made the airplane 
unpleasant, bad, controllable but unacceptable.    The pilot rating was a U7. 

Pilot H flew this configuration on Flight 843, and described the feel 
system as only fair with a tendency for a delay between an input and the 
airplane response so that the pilot did not feel "directly connected" to the 
airplane.    Stick forces were considered satisfactory as were stick displacements. 
The response delay followed by a rapid response tended to result in oscillations 
and a PIO that is  somewhat damped.    The oscillations and PIO tendencies made 
trim a little difficult and precise control of attitude and n. impossible. 
Both altitude and attitude tracking were considered unacceptable both VFR 
and IFR.    The airplane was considered controllable but unacceptable because of 
the PIO tendencies and the inadequate tracking characteristics and given a 
PIOR of 4 and an overall rating of Ü7. 

The comments and ratings of the two pilots are similar except that 
Pilot B did not sense much in the way of a PIO.    The higher stick force 
gradient, 9.36    as  compared to 8.OS  Ib/g, may have inhibited PIO tendencies 
somewhat. 
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CONFIGURATION    LA(F)-2(10) 

Pilot B evaluated this configuration on Flight 822.    His primary objec- 
tion to the configuration was that it was slow responding, "sloshy," with 
"loose" control.    The airplane was considered quite flyable and certainly 
acceptable.    The tttl system was described as good with a lot of stick travel, 
but "all right" in the approach.    The forces were considered a little light. 
Trim,  initial response, attitude control and ** control were all satisfactory 
with no overshoot.    The nose responded to stick movement  immediately, but it 
was not possible to do anything quickly; the airplane was a little imprecise. 
Altitude control was good.  IFR attitude tracking was "not difficult," the ILS 
approach "seemed good," and control in turns was good.    The pilot rating was 
A3 and would have been A2 if the airplane had responded raster. 

Pilot H flew this configuration on Flight 835 and gave the configuration 
a PIOR of 1 and the same pilot rating as Pilot B, a rating of A3.    His coaments 
were similar to those of Pilot B.    The airplane was well behaved, but he 
objected slightly to the "springiness" or "softness" of the feel system and 
the fact that the airplane response felt a "shade behind" the control input. 
The ILS approach was  considered "pretty good" and the airplane easy to handle 
with large corrections.    The airplane was considered acceptable and satisfactory. 
The "soft and spongy" feel system and the slight "hesitation in the nose" pre- 
vented it from being rated an A2. 
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CONFIGURATION    LA(F)-2(2.5) 

This  configuration was evaluated only by Pilot H on Flight 862.    The 
quality of the feel system was described as good.    The pilot liked the lightness 
of control and the small stick displacements, and classified the combination of 
stick forces  and stick displacements as quite good.    The ability to trim was 
good and *% control was "certainly adequate."   The real fine pitch attitude 
control was excellent.    There was a "one-to-one" correspondence between stick 
displacement and pitch attitude response.    The initial response of the airplane 
was very good, and the final response was quite acceptable.    The airplane was 
well behaved, pleasurable to fly, "pretty good" in tracking, with not many 
problems due to random noise inputs.    The airplane had good altitude control and 
no tendency to PIO.    The airplane "feels good" both VFR and IFR.    The ILS 
approach and the flare were both rated very good.    The airplane had no objection- 
able features and was considered acceptable, satisfactory, and pleasant and easy 
to fly.    The pilot rating was A2 and PIO rating was 1.0. 

Why this configuration was rated A2 by Pilot H when the configuration 
with a faster actuator,  LA(F)-2(10), was rateü A3 cannot be explained.    For 
configuration LA(F)-2(10),  the pilot objected to the "soft and spongy" feel 
system and the slight hesitation in the nose.    No objections of this nature 
were mentioned in Flight 862. 
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CONFIGURATION     LA(F)-2()) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on two occasions. Flight 826 
and Flight 814.    On Flight 826 the feel systen and stick forces were considered 
satisfactory.    If anything, the stick forces were somewhat  light.    The stick was 
considered soft with too auch travel, but not bad and what would be expected 
during the approach.    The initial response shows little lag.    The airplane 
responds slowly but proaptly, then the response builds up in a "smooth" way. 
Trim, »u   ,  and attitude control are considered satisfactory, but the "soft" 
feeling the airplane has makes the final response indefinite.    For quicker 
response the tendency is to overdrive the airplane which leads to a small 
bobble or overshoot.    Because of the "loose, soft, or indefinite" response, 
altitude tracking and pitch attitude tracking were "not the best."   Altitude 
control in turns was "all right" but the indefinite response was really objec- 
tionable.    The ILS approach was considered satisfactory, easy to do, and 
natural.    The airplane was considered controllable, acceptable, but unsatisfac- 
tory because of the "soft" or indefinite response and rated an A4. 

On Flight 814 the evaluation and comments were somewhat limited but 
certainly similar to those of Flight 826.    On this occasion the pilot rating 
was AS. 

: 

Pilot H evaluated the configuration the first time on Flight 843.    The 
feel system was  considered only fair since it felt "real soft."   The stick 
forces were considered "OK."   The initial response to a control input was a 
"quite noticeable" delay followed by a satisfactory initial pitch rate and 
a steady-state value that is low.    The airplane therefore tends to feel a 
"little heavy."    The pilot had the feeling of not being "directly connected" 
to the airplane.    The result was a loss of precision of control which was 
"disconcerting" in tracking with the result that the pilot puaped the stick 
considerably to get the airplane to respond.    In altitude and attitude tracking 
the pilot was "well behind."   Trim was not difficult, attitude control in 
general was good, but the delay did affect altitude control in turns.    The ILS 
approech was "pretty fair," and there was some learning involved because of the 
delay,    The pilot rating was A4.5 and the PIO rating was 1.5. 

Pilot H re-evaluated this configuration on Flight 849.    The comments on 
feel system, stick forces, delay, trim, stick pumping, tracking precision, 
and the  ILS approach were similar.    Altitude control and flying was considered 
better VFR than IFR.    There was a tendency to pump the stick on the ILS 
approach and again on the VFR portion of the approach before the flare.    In the 
flare the pilot had real good control.    There were no PIO tendencies.    The PIO 
rating was  1.0.    The airplane was considered acceptable, but unsatisfactory 
because of the delay and rated A4. 
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CONFIGURATION    LA(F)-4(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on one occasion, Flight  828. 
The feel system characteristics, stick  forces and stick displacements were all 
considered reasonable, pleasant, and good.    The airplane was considered "soft," 
not very precise, but not a bad airplane for the landing approach.    The airplane 
is slow getting underway,  there is no detectable lag, but the initial response 
is slow,  and then builds up faster in a smooth fashion.    The final response is 
well damped but a little indefinite or unpredictable.    The tendency is to drive 
the airplane to increase the response and this technique works.    Trim is "all 
right," attitude control is good, and tt* control is reasonable for landing 
approach.    It is difficult to do a precise job of altitude and attitude tracking 
because of the "soft" or indefinite response, but the airplane is "still pretty 
good."    Entry into turn, control in turns, and turn recovery were all considered 
"pretty good."    Maintaining altitude in turns did require some attention.    The 
ILS approach was "pretty good," pitch control was adequate, it was also "pretty 
good" in the flare close to the runway.    Characteristics with I PR and VFR flying 
are similar.    The airplane is considered controllable, acceptable, satisfactory, 
and a fair airplane and rated A3.     If the airplane were a little more precise 
and faster responding it would be rated an A2. 

On Flight 863,  Pilot H also considered the feel system, stick forces, 
and stick displacements as  good.    A very minor and insignificant delay in the 
pitch attitude response causes a small degree of imprecision which is more 
noticeable VFR t'.an IFR.    The configuration was considered "pretty good." 
Attitude control and ^control were considered fair to good.    Ability to trim 
and altitude control in turns were both considered very good.    Altitude track- 
ing and IFR attitude tracking were both considered fair.    The effects of random 
noise were hardly noticeable,  and there were no differences VFR or IFR.    The 
ILS approach was considered quite good,  and the ILS corrections worked out well. 
The configuration was considered acceptable and satisfactory with only mild 
objections and it was  rated an A3.    The PIO rating was  1.0. 

The evaluation of this configuration was repeated on Plight 865 with a 
pilot rating of A2.5 and a PIO rating of 1.0.    The stick force per g was now 
8.68 instead of 17.4 Ib/g.    The pilot liked the "lightness" of the feel system 
and the stick displacements.    He thought the combination was good for the 
landing approach.    The comments were similar, but in general more  laudatory 
than those of Plight 863.    Altitude and attitude command tracking were considered 
good.    Altitude and longitudinal control in turns and trim were considered 
very good.    The  ILS approach and flare were both pretty good, and random noise 
had little effect on the handling qualities.    The airplane was controlled some- 
what by a series of pulse type inputs which come very naturally.    It was a 
pleasant, well behaved airplane requiring a little different control technique. 
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CONFIGURATION LA(F)-5(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B on Flight 830.    The quality 
of the feel system was  good, stick forces and stick displacements were both 
satisfactory.    With a stick input the airplane responds "smoothly" and "nicely," 
but slowly to an indefinite steady-state condition which makes the configuration 
"soft feeling."    The airplane is easy to fly, but a littlr  "loose" and "bouncy 
feeling."    The performance of both the altitude and attitude tracking tasks is 
"surprisingly poor" because of these characteristics.    The ILS approach,  trim, 
and attitude control in the pattern is "very nice," but the airplane is "bouncy," 
"spongy" and "not good" close to the ground and with disturbances during the 
flare.    The airplane is controllable, acceptable, and "pretty good" except for 
the "soft feeling" and rated A3.    The tendency is to lean in the direction of 
an A4 rating rather than an A2. 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 834.    The quality 
of the feel system was  considered excellent with the right amount of stick 
motion and stick displacement.    The airplane's initial and final  response, 
longitudinal control and altitude control in turn, and trim were all excellent. 
The pilot  liked the "one-to-one" relationship between control input and airplane 
response,  the precise control of nose attitude,  and the good control with real 
turbulence and random noise inputs.    The altitude control tracking task was 
performed with fair precision.    The airplane could be flown abruptly and 
aggressively.    The ILS and visual approach were quite comfortable with excellent 
control of attitude and altitude.    Turning flight was "real good" even up to 
45 degree banked turns.    The airplane was considered good, pleasant, and well 
behaved and rated an A2. 
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CONFIGURATION LA(F)-5(1) 

Pilot B flew this  configuration on Flight 818 and gave it an unflyable 
rating of 10.    The overwhelming objection was the pronounced lag that led to a 
dangerous PIO with any attempt at precise control.    A PIO could be avoided by 
flying the airplane "gently" and a PIO could be stopped by releasing the stick. 
The feel system, ctick forces,  and trim were all satisfactory.    Attitude control, 

»»-control,  altitude tracking,  and attitude tracking were difficult if not 
impossible both VFR and IFR.    Both azimuth and pitch control deteriorated 
during the ILS approach.    A PIO during the flare could easily lead to a crash. 
The airplane was uncontrollable for the mission. 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot H with the same fr
£s/yi, (17.8 

Ib/g) on Flights 836, 846, and 850.    The delay in the response was considered 
the primary reason for PIO tendencies.    PIO tendencies resulted from tight 
control both VFR and IFR, with resulting poor altitude and attitude tracking 
and a poor ILS approach.    The feel system felt "mushy" but the characteristics 
were not unusual for the landing approach.    On Flights 836 and 846 trim was 
"easy" and "pretty good," but on Flight 850 trim was "not really good" because 
of the difficulty in establishing precise nose attitude.    The oscillations 
were large, continuous, but not divergent on Flight 836; therefore, the air- 
plane was controllable but unacceptable with PIOR of 4 and a pilot rating of U8. 
On Flight 846 the airplane was "approaching uncontrollable," with divergent 
PIO's even during gentle turns and flying straight and level.    A flare and 
landing could not be performed.    The airplane was unflyable in the mission with 
a PIO rating of 6 and a pilot rating of 10.    On Flight 850 the configuration 
was "marginally controllable" with a nondivergent PIO present all the way down 
the ILS approach.    The PIO rating was 5 and the pilot rating was U9. 

Pilot H's evaluation on Flight 861 was with 26.8  Ib/g.    The feel system 
and stick  forces were considered satisfactory.    Because of PIO tendencies,  the 
airplane was poor, difficult to fly, with continous oscillations in control of 
altitude,and  ".tracking was nil.    There were continous oscillations during the 
ILS approach, but the pilot was able to control glide path all the way down. 
Altitude and speed control were poor and control during the flare was not 
precise.    The airplane was uncontrollable for the mission with a PIO rating of 
5 and a pilot rating of 10. 

On Flight 860 Pilot H evaluated the configuration with 34.7 Ib/g. 'The 
pilot objected to the delay, followed by a rapid response and a low steady- 
state pitch rate.    This difference is "bothersome or uncomfortable" and the 
pilot liked to fly the airplane by continuously pumping the stick.    Performance 
was poor, but PIO's did die out with reduced closed-loop gain.    The flare was 
unsatisfactory.    The airplane was  controllable with difficulty,  required a lot 
of work and attention, and therefore was unacceptable.    The PIO rating was 4 
and the pilot rating was US.5. 
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CONFIGURATION LA(M)-2(10) 

This configuration was flown by Pilot B on Flight 817.    The pilot stated 
that the feel system 'seems pretty good."    The stick travel was satisfactory,  if 
anything,  a little on the  large side.    The stick  forces were smooth and reason- 
able.    The initial  response was prompt, the airplane got underway without a 
pause.    Pitch attitude control and  n« control were "pretty good."    It was easy 
to predict the final response from tne initial response.    The tendency was to 
overdrive the airplane, but the response was still controllable and predictable. 
The pilot felt that with the airplane he could do anything that was reasonably 
expected in the approach.    Altitude command tracking was "not outstanding." 
Longitudinal control and altitude control in turns and during the ILS approach 
were considered "pretty good."   The airplane was considered controllable, 
acceptable, and satisfactory, with no unpleasant characteristics and rated an A2. 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot H on Flight 841.    He considered 
the feel system a little softer than desired and felt the quality could have 
been a little better.    A couple of times the pilot  found himself getting into 
stick oscillations, but this was no real problem.    The airplane's initial 
response could be a little faster following an input.    The final response was 
satisfactory, but the steady-state response was a little lower than expected 
for a given input.     Pitch attitude control,  T,  control, and trim were rated good. 
Altitude control and altitude command tracking performance were considered good. 
Altitude could be controlled in 30 and 45 degree banked turns "fairly well," 
but the pilot woula have liked a little finer control of nose attitude.    VFR 
and IFR flying, the ILS approach, and the flare were rated good.    There were 
minor objections to the "softness" uf the feel system and the fact that the 
steady-state response was  lower than expected.    The mildly unpleasant, but not 
annoying characteristics were responsible for a pilot rating of A3 and a PIO 
rating of 1.0. 
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CONFIGURATION    LA(M)-2(2.5) 

This configuration was evaluated by Pilot B the first time on Flight 813. 
He stated that the stick felt peculiar,  and the feel system was  "terrible."   The 
stick moved a lot and "seems rate limited," and the stick forces are "kind of 
light."    The initial response is degraded by the poor feel system.    The pilot 
moves the stick a lot and nothing happens.    Pitch attitude control and »v control 
are not adversely affected by :he peculiar stick.    VFR flying is not affected 
very much, but just unpleasant.    Pitch attitude is difficult to predict because 
of lack of correlation between stick motion and nose motion, but the airplane is 
considered flyable.    Tracking is degraded with a precise task since the nose 
cannot be moved as quickly as desirable to follow the bar, and because of the 
lack of ability to pi edict the response.     Longitudinal control and altitude con- 
trol in turns were "not bad," but it was difficult to control promptly and nicely 
in rapid turns.    The ILS approach was not hampered by the peculiar feel  system 
since things are not done quickly.    Because of the peculiar feeling control and 
the large stick motion, the airplrne was considered controllable,  acceptable, 
but unsatisfactory and rated A4. 

When this configuration was evaluated a second time by Pilot B on Flight 
825, the pilot  considered the feel system    and stick forces "all right," but 
contented on the  large stick displacements and the fact that the stick felt 
"awful soft."    The  initial response started out slowly, picked up smoothly, but 
the airplane takes  "a while" to get moving.    The altitude command tracking task 
was rather difficult because of the "loose" feeling.    Pitch attitude control 
was easier but not the best, placing the nose precisely tended to be "indefinite." 
The ILS approach was pretty good, but the tendency was tor a small  limit cycle 
to develop during the flare.    Altitude control in turns was not difficult. 
Because of the time required to get the final response, and the "soft feeling" 
and large travel of the stick, the configuration was rated A4. 

This configuration was evaluated once by Pilot H on Flight 838.    The 
pilot rating was A3.    The feel system was considered "soft" but acceptable. 
The response to an input was a slight delay, a fairly reasonable pitch rate and 
a good final response.    Because of the delay,  the pilot must put in larger 
inputs than normal.    Altitude control, T« control,  and trim were considered 
acceptable.    Altitude control in turns was generally pretty good.    The ILS 
approach was quite good and flying VFR in the pattern was also good.    The con- 
figuration had no real bad features,  it was just "mediocre."    The airplane was 
definitely acceptable and satisfactory, but the pilot would have  liked a better 
"one-to-one" connection between stick inputs and the airplane response. 
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CONFIGURATION    LA(S)-2(10) 

Tl is  configuration was  flown by Pilot B on Flight 815.    The feel system 
was  classified as having a lot of "inertia" or "rate  limit" or both.    The level 
of stick  forces was "all right",  the stick felt peculiar but did not stop the 
pilot  from flying the airplane and doing whatever he wanted.    There was no 
pause in the initial response,  the  final  response was satisfactory and pitch 
attitude and ". control were good.     There was some tendency for the stick to 
overshoot  and Bobble,  but not the airplane.    Basically the airplane is con- 
sidered all  right.    The altitude command tracking task seemed satisfactory. 
Altitude control in turns is good, but the large stick travel degrades ability 
to make small and accurate pitch changes quickly.    There was not much difference 
VFR or IFR, but  IFR depended more on stick feel so IFR deteriorated somewhat. 
There was  a tendency to force the stick to move faster with   larger inputs and 
overdriving of the stick.    This did not produce an airplane bobble.    The air- 
plane was  considered controllable,  acceptable,  and satisfactory and rated an 
A3.    The pilot did not  complain too much about the configuration, but felt the 
airplane would be "nicer" if the quality of the feel system was not poor. 

This  configuration was also evaluated once by Pilot H on Flight 842. 
The pilot complained about the "sloppy" stick.    The feel system characteristics 
tended to work the pilot "to death".    With a pilot input the stick felt oscil- 
latory or vibrated in the pilot's hand.    The tendency was  for the pilot to 
fiddle with the stick and resort to stick pumping to get the airplane to 
respond IFR.    The stick forces were considered "okay".    The airplane response 
did not   feel "directly connected" to stick inputs.    There was a noticable 
delay before the airplane pitch rate began.    The delay was disconcerting, but 
not too bothersome VFR.    After the delay,  the response increased nicely to a 
good steady state.    There is  a pilot stick oscillation during VFR without an 
airplane oscillation.    Thare was no difficulty in trimming.    Attitude control, 
altitude control,  straight and level  flight and turns were all good.    Main- 
taining altitude IFR was more difficult.     It was quite a bit more difficult 
flying IFR than V^R because of poor stick  feedback during  IFR flight,    liiere 
was no PIO tendency.    With random noise inputs the tendency was to wiggle the 
stick around.    The primary objection was to the "loose" feel system.    The 
airplane was acceptable, but unsatisfactory and some improvement was definitely 
needed.     The pilot rating was A4.5,   and the PIO rating was   1.0. 
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CONFIGURATION LA(S)-2(2.5) 

Pilot B evaluated this configuration on two flights, Flights 816 and 
827, and the pilot ratings were A3 and A4 respectively. On both flights the 
pilot objected to the unpleasant stick characteristics. The stick had "high 
inertia" and felt "rate limited." The airplane was not considered very fast 
responding but it did follow the stick once the stick moved. There was no 
lag in airplane response. The final response and the stick forces were con- 
sidered reasonable. The airplane was less precise IFR than VFR. Pitch atti- 
tude and ».control and tracking performance were "fair," or "OK," or "all 
right." Tne ILS approach was considered "OK," the pilot could make the nose 
go where he wanted. On Flight 816 the pilot considered the feel system as 
terrible but the airplane as acceptable and satisfactory with some unpleasant 
characteristics. On Flight 827 he considered the airplane "not too bad", 
acceptable but unsatisfactory because of the difficulty in predicting the 
airplane response and lowered the rating to A4. 

Pilot K flew this configuration on both Flights 837 and 844. The 
PIGR's were 1 and 1.5 respectively and the pilot ratings were A5 and AS.5 
respectively. Pilot H objected also to the peculiar and very poor quality 
of the feel system. He described it at various times as "soft," "sluggish," 
or "loose feeling" with a tendency for the stick to "oscillate in the hand" 
with inputs. The tendency was for the pilot to work and "pump the stick" 
for control. Altitude tracking and IFR attitude tracking were poor because 
of the sluggish initial response. Control of the airplane during ILS was 
considered "surprisingly good" on Flight 837 and required quite a bit of work 
to keep speed and maintain attitude on Flight 844. On Flight 837 the airplane 
was considered acceptable and able to perform all the landing approach mission, 
but unsatisfactory because of the feel system. On Flight 844 the airplane 
was acceptable and unsatisfactory because it felt heavy, sluggish, and 
imprecise. 
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